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—News In Brief

TVA agrees

Caller: hostages have been killed;
future attacks threatened as well
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - An anonymous telephone caller
said today the terrorist group Islamic Jihad would kill by firing
squad the American hostages it holds in Lebanon because indirect negotiations with the United States had reached "a dead
end."
A later anonymous call claimed the Americans had been killed
and dumped at a specified location, but police said they found no
bodies there.
Six Americans are missing in Beirut. Islamic Jihad, believed
comprised of fundamentalist Shiite Moslem followers of Iran's
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, has said it already killed one
American and is holding the other five.
There was no way to authenticate either call, made to tht office
of a Western news agency in Beirut, apparently by different men.
The news agency made a transcript of the original caller's statement available to The Associated Press.
"We have decided the following: the execution of the American
hostages by firing squad,." said the first caller, who spoke in
Arabic and claimed to represent Islamic Jihad, or Islamic Holy
War.
"Wait for another call from us at 1 p.m.(6 a.m. EST)in connection with the status of the corpses of the American hostages," the
caller said.
At 2 p.m:(7 a.m.JEST) the agency said the man had not called
back. But an official of the agency, which asked not to be identified, disclosed later there had been another call at 10 a.m. (3
a.m. EST). .
A man speaking Arabic said bodies had been dumped in a
bombed-out factory in the Kola district of West Beirut. He hung
up after a few seconds.
But it was not apparently the same man who delivered the
death threat. Police said at 2 p.m. they had searched the area
thoroughly but found no bodies.
The second call differed from the earlier one because the man
did not precede his terse message with the first words of the
Koran, Islam's holy book, that callers claiming to speak for
Islamic Jihad usually use.
Islamic Jihad was the group that claimed responsibility for exploding a truck bomb at the Beirut headquarters of U.S. Marine
peacekeepers Oct. 23, 1983, killing 241 Americans.
Last month,it released blurred photographs of What it said was
the body of U.S. Embassy political officer William BUckley. It
said Buckley, 57, was killed in retaliation for Israel's Oct. 1 air
raid on Palestine Liberation Organization headquarters in
Tunisia.
But no body was produced, and U.S. officials said the photos
were not "conclusive proof" Buckley was dead. Buckley, of Medford, Mass., was kidnapped March 16, 1984.
The other missing Americans are:
-Peter Kilburn, 60, of San Frruisisco, librarian at the
American University of Beirut, missing since Dec. 3, 1984.
-The Rev. Lawrence Jenco, 50, of Joliet, Ill.,-.Romaneatholic
priest, kidnapped Jan. 8, 1985.
-Terry Anderson, 38, native of Lorain, Ohio, chief Middle East
correspondent for The Associated Press, kidnapped March 16,
1985.
-David Jacobsen, 54, of Huntington Beach, Calif., director of
the American University Hospital, kidnapped May 28, 1985.
-Thomas Sutherland, 54, born in Scotland, the dean of
agriculture at the American University of Beirut, kidnapped
June 9, 1985.

Elsewhere...
It, the 4•11414 sated Pre.

BOGOTA, Colombia - Fire broke out in the Palace of Justice
where army troops had moved in on left-wing guerrillas who
were holding at least 11 federal judges hostage.
WASHINGTON - A Romanian merchant sailor who,left his
ship in Jacksonville, Fla., and asked for asylum in America is being held in protective custody today by U.S. authorities sensitive
to the defection issue because of criticism of their handling of
three other cases.,
WASHINGTON - Prompted by Sen. Jesse Helms,the Senate is
putting together a plan to force a Soviet sailor to appear in
Washington before his grain ship returns to the Soviet Union this
weekend.
WASHINGTON - President Reagan says Soviet masterspy
Vitaly Yurehenko never gave the United States "anything new or
sensational" during his three months with the CIA and may have
been planted as a fraudulent defector ia deliberate ploy" by
the Kremlin.
LOS ANGELES - The espionage case of Richard W. Miller,
the only FBI agent ever accused of spying, ended in a mistrial
with a majority of jurors voting him guilty, but one or two holding
out for acquittal on all counts.•
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to reopen

Kentucky
mine;1,400
jobs saved

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky La,ke
354.4
Barkley 'Ake....
354.5

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API Most of the 1,400 jobs eliminated
when the Tennessee Valley
Authority closed a Union County.
mining complex will be saved
iT
o
under
icl
iciais say
to rgopen,
.The Tennesee , V a%ley
Authority agreed Wednesday to
resume operations at its Camp
Breckinridge complex; and
Michael Rosenthal, Darwin Kelsey, director of the National
employees are expctd'.
Boy Scout Museum, William Hillcourt, and
to
David McLeod participate in the Conference on Exhibit
return to -work next week
Themes for The National Scouting Museum being held at Murray State University. The conference will
Under the new agreement, the 'continue today and will close Friday morning.
The purpose of the conference will be to help Conceptualize the
complex;operated by Peabody
exhibits for the museum which will open
in May of 1988. Modern graphics and high-tech audiovisu
Coal Co.. will provide the TVA
al equipment will be used in the exhibits. The
exhibits will be designed to appeal to non-scouts as well as
with 3.5 million tons of a coal a
scouts, young and old, male and female, individuals from every walk of life, according to Kelsey. All
year for five years at a fixed discussions in the conference are being videotaped for use in the planning of the exhibits.
price.
The complex had provided the
nation's largest electrical utility
with 4.5 million tons of coal a
year until the TVA closed it Oct.
18. saying Peabody's prices
were too high. The closing left
1,400 miners at the complex
without jobs.
Three Kentucky conFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) "It has been suggested that -Education officials, James
gressmen, Rep. Carroll HubPayments of $1,000 per day to
these stipend payments were
Yocum and Joe Woolinns, refusbard and Sens. Wendell Ford
two Louisville lawyers who sup'political payoffs' to Ms. ed to cooperate with inand Mitch McConnell,
ported Superintendent of Public
McDonald's supporters," Armvestigators from the attorney
negotiated With TVA represenInstruction Alice McDonald's
strong's letter said. "Present general's office.
tatives in Washington. D.C.
1983 campaign "would not
law does not limit the'awarding
They helped to reach the agree"Despite this handicap,our innecessarily be illegal," provided
of stipends to political supment Wednesday when a makevestigation has revealed that the
the lawyers attended meetings
porters set long as the announced
or-break session was held.
awarding
of
these
stipends
is not
for win& the money was paid,
purpose of. the payment actually
"There will be some reduction
per se illegal," the letter said.
according a letter by Attorney
occurs: If Barnett and Bleidt
in the workforce, because they
"Ms.
McDonal
d
apparently
General David L. Armstrong.
met with Ms. McDonald or her
will be producing less." said
possesses the discretionary
The letter was written to state
agents, as claimed, then
Hubbard, a Democrat whose 1st
authorit
y
to
bestow
such
Rep. Robert A. Jones, chairman
stipends would not necessarily
District
includes Union County.
payments in appropriate situaof the General Assembly's Perbe illegal."
"It is my prediction that the
tions
up
to
a
maximum
limit of
sonal Service Contract Review
Armstrong's letter didn't say
great majority of those laid off
Subcommittee.
who had suggested the stipends $1.000."
now will be back to work."
Jones, D-Crestwood, had askmay have been "political
It also said McDonald and the
-I am pleased that they were
ed Armstrong to look into the
payoffs."
other parties "had no legal able to hammer out an agreepayments to attorneys Robert
The payments were questionobligation" to cooperate and "no
ment that will reopen the
E. Barnett III and John J. Bleidt
ed by members. of Jones' subadverse inference can be
mines." Ford, a Democrat, said
,
for attending meetings with ofcommittee, among others, prodrawn" from that refusal.
in a statement released by his
ficials of the Department of
mpting the formal request to
"It is regrettable, however, Washington office.
Education on Dec. 2 and 3, 1984.
Armstrong for an investigation
that the persons connected with
"It's real good news for the
and Feb. 12, 1985.
on June 11.
these payments, have chosen
economy of western Kentucky,
The payments were made in
The letter added that
not to cooperate so that a full
which has had enough bad the form of personal service
McDonald, the attorneys and
report could be made to your
knocks in the past couple of
contracts.
two high-ranking Department of
committee." the letter said.
years:" Hubbard said.
Staff photo b

Laurie Brurnle

BSA talks continue

No wrongdoing found in payments
of $1,000 by McDonald to lawyers

•

•

Lower burley
prices object
of new plan
LEXINGTON, Ky- -(AP) -TobaZ'no interests, in a last-ditfh
effort to entice r.buyers, are
working on a complex plan to
lower burley prices in time for
the market opening this month.
The plan 'would allow
cigarette companies to buy at
lower prices but without lowering price support levels or-getting congressional approval, according to a tobacco
representative.

Tobacco interests hope that
U.S. Agriculture Secretary John
Block will approve some ad(Con? ofp pge ?)

Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for increasing cloudiness
gatnrday with a chance of
rain Sunday and Monday.
Highs will be in the SOs and
lows in the 40s. ,

-••

State politicians help
reach new agreement

- Larry Forgy, attorney for the
Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association. said
Wednesday that the discounted
price had not been determined
but officials have considered a
15-cent per pound cut.
Mostly clear tonight. Lows
, of 30 to 35 with light winds.
Mostly sunny Friday with a
high in the upper 50s. Southerly winds 10 to 15 mph.

25 CENTS

Rotarians
to sponsor
parade

•

'Tis the season

• bath pbebt by Relive Sowden

The Christmas buying season is once again creeping up,and to help usher in
the holiday season for local
businesses the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce is offering
a variety of holiday promotional items to local businesses. Above. Faye Rogers and Teresa Wicker
model "Murray Christmas"
sweat shirts, buttons, window cards and tent cards. The promotional items
are being marketed through
the Retail Promotions Committee of the,Jocal chamber of commerce.

In keeping with the tradition
of •A'"Murray Christmas'". the
Murray RotaryClub will sponsor the afinual Christmas
parade on Saturday Dec. 7
beginning at 10:30 a.m. The
theme of this year's parade day
will be "Have a Murray
Christmas"
In conjunction with the

parade, the. Murray MOrchants
Committee will plan several
special events by local merchants. Also the Rotary Club
will offer, its ham breakfast
beginning at 6 a.m. Saturday'
morning at Pagliai's. Tickets
may be purchased at the door or
from any Rotarian.
Church groups, school groups

and any other non-commercial
or commercial entries are urged
to enter by calling Jim Tate.
parade chairman. at 753-8300.
Please leave a name, phone
number and complete description of entry. Mailed entries
should be sent to Murray Rotary
Club, P.O. Box 411, Murt.ty. Ky.
42071.

•'
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Gray to develop tapes for use across country
Grapli;z arts students across
the country will soon learn about
their field using a new set of
technical instructional
videotapes to be developed by a
professor at Murray State
University.
The project headed by Dr,
Tom Gray, chairman of the
Department of Graphic Arts
Technology/Printing Management, will receive $263,710 over
a three-year period through a
grant awarded by the Graphic
Arts Education and Research
Foundation (GAERF). Murray
State's project is one of only two
university-led programs to
receive funding from the
GAERF.
Gray and his assistants will
prepare a series of videotapes
outlining various mechanical
processes of graphics work. Using slow-motion and stop-action
taping techniques, the group will
analyze the technical operations
of such highly sophisticated
equipment as page make-up and
laser platemaking systems, web
presses and color scanners.
"This new system of instruction will help schools and industry to better illustrate these
mechanical processes. It will
aid programs that can't afford
to actually show these machines
at work: at the same time, it will
supplement the teaching practices of the programs that do
have access to this technology,"
Gray said.
Officials of GAERF said the
funded study is a novel approach
to a problem recognized

Assodecl C dors
And Sizes

MEN/LADIES
JOGGING SUITS
SALE

19.88

6\
MEN'S LONG SLEEVE
VELOUR KNIT SHIRTS
SALE

Full/Twin
Size

17.00

GRAPHIC ARTS GRANT — Dr. Tom Gray (center), chairman of the Department of Graphic Arts
Technology/Printing Management at Murray State University, is awarded a grant by representative
s
of the Graphic Arts Education and Research Foundation (GAERF) for a three-year project to incorporate high-speed video motion analysis into technical instructional materials about graphic
communications. Making the presentation is John C. Hedlund (left) of Glendale, Calif., president
of the
GAERF board of directors, and Regis J. Delmontagne of McLean, Va., GAERF president. The total
for
the grant is $243,710.
throughout the graphics industry — the gap between what
is needed in the way of training
and what schools are able to
teach.

Graduate assistants Jerry
Spann of Murray and Keith
Alcorn of Chillicothe, Ohio, will
work with Gray on the study.
Gray. who joined the Murray .

State faculty in 1975, earned the
bachelor's and mister's degrees
at Northwestern University and
the doctorate in education at
Texas Al M University.

Roscoe explains objective of program
•

VALMOLIE COUPON

TVICCH Home Health Service is much more

e

r

8
ROLL
GIFTWRAP

7 Pc. SILVERSTONE
COOKWARE SET

15.88

SALE

SALE

2.99

When one thinks of the new
Home Health Service at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital, the tendency is to think
of it as a program altogether for
the care of the elderly.
Not necessarily so, says Pat
Roscoe, the registered nurse
currently directing the outpatient program. Its in-the-home
services, she emphasizes, are
available for patients of all ages,
both sexes, religious beliefs or
ethnic backgrounds.
For example, the current
MCCH home-based health care
patien's include Amber
Johnson, a one year-old
daughter of Gil and Debbie
Johnson, Roy Graham Road,
Murray.
Born three months
prematurely and weighing only
two pounds, 14 ounces, Amber
has experienced serious
respiratory problems since her

birth, for which her mother was
rushed from Murray to a
Lousiville hospital.
For several months she has
had a tracheochtomy tube for
breathing in her throat and a
gastrostomy tube for feeding in
her stomach.
Although well on the way to
recovery and a normal life today, she still requires constant
care and observation. Some
member of her family or a nurse
is with her at all times. Her
respiratory and circulatory
functions also are monitored
when she is asleep.
Twice a week, a Home Health
Service nurse from the hospital
goes to the Johnson home to
check the baby's breathing, to
adjust the tubes and to draw
blood for related testing back at
the hospital. The physician involved is notified of any changes
noted.

The ages of the other patients
in the program range to 102,,
Mrs. Roscoe said, adding that
most are visited at least weekly
if not several times each week.
The oldest is Quient Guier,
1607 Magnolia Drive. He is
weekly visited and treated for
an anemic condition. Assisting
Mrs. Roscoe in the program are
Nancy Adams, R.N., and two
nurses' aides — Pat Sons and
Joyce Paschall.
Originated at the Murray
hospital about a year ago, the
Home Health Service program
provides skilled nursing and
other health related services to
patients in their homes and
under the direction of their
physician.
These services, Mrs Roscoe
pointed out, include injections,
dressings, catheterizations, colostomy care, Hickman catheter
care and venipuncture as well as

,'
"Chim-Chim Chimney Sweeps

•
MEN'S SUEDE OXFORDS
•Wido Width Silos

SALE

12.00

Get a jump on cold
weather.
Have a professional
sweep clean your chimney.
Call us now for an appt.
and some facts about your
chimney & wood burning
safety.

MENS/LADIES
NELSONIC WATCHES
SALE

2.99

753-3445
CALL TOL
Owens Corning
Fiberglass

Shingles
$2095Per Sq.

S..••••

FREE 759-4026 — CHECK OUR PRICES

TREASCIPTDEI?
One Block South of Square
Benton, Ky.

Insulation
31
/
2"x15 R-11
Per Roll
6"x13 R-19

nursing skills as ordered by the
attending phsyician.
Others include nutrition.
counseling, physical-speech- •
and-respiratory therapy as well
as a wide range of other
hospital-based health services.
The sevice, she said, is
available to homebound Murray
and Calloway County residents.
They also must be under the
care of a physician who
prescribes home health care and
develops the treatment plan to
be followed with the patient.

Scouts will hold
newspaper drive
on November 9
Boy Scouts, 45, and 77 will hold
an old newspaper drive on
Saturday, Nov. 9. This is both a
fund-raising and conservation
activity for the troops, according to Phillip Bryan. Senior
Patrol Leader of Troop 77.
"Conservation plays a big role
in the scouting program and is a
vital part of the Outdoor Code,
which is the scouting attitude
toward nature and the out-ofdoors," Bryan said. "The collection of papers helps scouts and
the public to be more aware of
saving our nation's natural
resources."
Persons who have papers
should call 753-3824 or 753-2553,
and give their name, address,
and location of the papers. Only
newspapers can be collected, no
magazines or booklets, Bryan
said.
"It wouldhelp the scouts if the
papers were tied in 18-inch high
bundles, however loose papers
will still be accepted."

Per Roll
"
I11

Murrayan and MSU
Merrilat

STANDARD SIZE

Kitchen
Cabinets

BED PILLOW

50% off

SALE

student arrested
30 Gallon Electric

Water
Heater
$9995

2.77

WIU. HOLD TWO CARS
WITH STOMACH AND
WOOKININCH SPACE.
4 SECTION
GARAGE DODO. SUMO
0005 AND WINDOW

REGISTER TO WIN A 25 GIFT CERTIFICATE
OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK

Wood
Burning
Stove
By Hutch, 111' Deep
w /gloss door

$38619
Hoots 1300 Sq. ft.

Woodburning
Stove
Sy Hutch, 27"
Droop w /glass door

REGISTER TO WIN ONE OF 8
'25 GIFT CERTIFICATES TO BE
GIVEN AWAY AT 9:45 P.M.
DEPOSIT THIS COUPON FOR
DRAWING AT STORE
AFTER 7 P.M. FRI., NOV. 8th

The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department reported two arrests made earlier this week, including the arrest of a Marray
State University student.
Lantz Biles, 23, Knoxville,
Tenn. was charged with
unlawful transaction with a
minor, according to the sheriff's
department.
In a separate arrest, Eugene
Outland, 26. Murray, was arrested Wednesday afternoon
and has been charged with first
degree bail jumping and
criminal possession of a forged
Instrument-second degree.
Notice
The TV Listings which normally appear in Saturday's edition of the Murray Ledger &
Times will be included in Friday's paper due to Monday's
observance of the Veteran's Day
holiday.

Tobacco...
7594026-

AVAILABLE AT MURRAY Kmart
CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026

(Cont'd from page 1)
thinistrative plan to alleviate
the tobacco marketing problems
now that a eeform bill pending in
the Senate has become bogged
down.
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Just n Time For The Cold Wintry Weather
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All Sale Prices Effective
Friday, Nov. 8th Only!

We're Open Friday
From 9:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m.
I

•Save 20%

Save 20%

Entire Line of Outerwear

Entire Line of Men's &
Women's Jog Suits

•Mens, Womens, Childrens
•Reg. $7 to $210

•Nike® , Adidas® , JCPenney
•Reg. $10 to $55

5.60to 168.00

NOW

8.00 to 44.00

NOW

No Additional Coupons Accepted
------------------------------------------------r--------

o Additionaloupons Accepted
----------------- ----------------------

Save 33%

Save 20%

Entire Line of Men's Suits

Entire Line of Men's
& Women's Robes

•Woodmere® , Stafford® , and Austin Manor®
•Solids & Stripes
•Reg. 79.99 to 180.00

NOW

r4*

*Cotton and Velour
•Reg. $9.99 to $65

53.59to 120.60

NOW

No Additional Coupons Accepted

7.99 to 52.00
44.99
No Additional Coupons Accepted

Save 10%
Original Furskin® Bears by Xavier Robert
s
*Hattie, Farrell, Boone, & Dudley

*Reg. 49.99

Save 20%
Ladies Thermal
Underwear
Reg

Tops

600

Pants

600

Special Buy

Save 20%
Sale

'Missy & Women's Sizes
•Reg. $13 to $15

10.40
t12.00

4.80
4.80

NOW

Save 20%

Save 40% to 55%

Boys Thermal
Underwear

Selected Ladies
Wool/Blend Skirts

Tops
Pants

Reg

Sale

3.59

2.87
2.87

3.59

Save 20%

*Sizes 6 to 16
'Orig. $16 to $46

9.99
t19.99

Save 50%

Entire Stock of Ladies
Hats & Gloves

Save 33%
Junior 5-Pocket
Jeans
NOW

29.75
to 82.50

NOW

12
8
3

2.99
1.99
.99

2.67
to 127.96
Save 20%

Save 20%

Save 20%

Selected group of
Sybil Sheets

Mens Thermal
Underwear

All Mens Hats,
Gloves & Scarves

Case
Twin
Full
Queen

499
399
'699
10 99

Now

3.99
3.19
5.59
8.79

Save 20%
All Men's Dress
Shoes

Now

Reg

Now

'Mittens. Vtnyl &
Knit Style Gloves
•Reg 1 50 to 9.00

Prep
16.99 14.99
School
Age
15 99 13.99
Preschool 12.99 10.99

Twin
40
Full
so
Full Dual
so
Queen Dual 70

24.99
34.99
43.99
51.99

,Store Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. 9 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5:30

5.60
t12.80

'Reg 79 99 to 89 99

NOW

JCPenney Electric
Blankets

••

'Mens, Womens & Childrens
•Reg. 7.00 to 16.00

NOW

Save 26% to 38%

•

6.39
to 16.00

NOW

Selected group of
Mens Wool
Sport Coats

Entire stock of
Boys Levi's®

€}9

'Tall Sizes Also
•Reg. 7 99 to 20.00

Save 33%

Entire Stock of
Children's Hats
& Gloves

1.20 to 7.20

12.00
t74.25

NOW

Men's Flannel
Shirts

House Slippers for
the Entire Family

Save 12% to 15%

NOW

• 'Men, Womens & Childrens
'Peg. 16.00 to 99.00

Brass

Save 20%

Reg

Save 20%

Save 20%

Reg

12.99

Save 25%
Dingo® Boots

Save 33%

9.99

*Junior & Missy
*Reg $22 to $25

NOW

Bath
Hand
Wash

NOW

'Ornaments, figurines,
music boxes, & picture frames
'Peg. 3.99 to 190.99

Ladies Pleated
Front Pants

'Men's & women's
•Orig. 59.50 to 165.00

Now 2.39
to 21.60

4.99
t5.99

ONLY

Save 40% to 48%

Selected group of
Pulsar': Watches

•Including IsoionerT gloves
•Reg. 2.99 to 27.00

Reg

*School Age & PreSchool Sizes

•100% Cotton Denim
'Reg. 14.99

NOW

No Additional Coupons Accepted

Save 67% to 76%
Irregular Towels

Boys Flannel
Shirts

Ladies Dusters

NOW

'Leather uppers
'Reg 29 99 to 50 00

23.99
to 40.00

NOW

JCPenney
No Additional Coupons Accepted

•M L XL & Tails
'Peg 7 75 to 8.25

'Reg 3 00 to 25 00

6.20
to 6.60

NOW

•

.. 4
•

2.40
t20.00

NOW

Save 20%
Men's Velour
Shirts

Save 20%
Men's Pajamas
'Prints solids. Stripes
'Peg 999 to 12 OC

7.99
t9.60

NOW

'V neck or collar
'Reg 12 00 to 19
•

9.60
t15.99

NOW

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
Office: 759-1400
Catalog: 759-4080

•
........••••••-•-••••1•••••••••••••

53.59
to 60.29

NOW

•
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PERSPECTIVE
Escape from
'Cell Block Numero Uno
The wheels of justice often
grind exceedingly slow in the
United States, and it can be
frustrating.
Across the international
border in Mexico, well, sometimes the wheels just plain
fall off the wagon. The descriptive word has to be
"amazing."
Take the case of Jose Contreras Subias, described as the
state of Baja California's most
dangerous prisoner — charged
with murdering a Mexican
federal police agent and making multimillion-dollar dope
deals.
On Oct. 25 a guard detail
escorts Contreras from the Tijuana city jail for a court appearance
and they never
bring him back. Some members of the guard express
surprise that Contreras didn't
wander back by himself.
The case becomes even
more amazing. The warden of
the jail finds out about the
disappearance:escape 'on Oct.
26. He gets around to informing Tijuana's mayor arid chief
of police three days later, on
Oct. 29.
Subsequent investigations
show that on several occasions Contreras bribed jail of-

ficials and police so that he
could go to his Tijuana home,
eat dinner and spend some
time with his wife and kids.
A certain casual liberality
is part of the way of life south
of the border. At La Mesa
Prison, near Tijuana, the inmates get what they pay for.
Comfortable quarters, good
meals, companionship of
wives and girlfriends — all
can be had for a price.
Nevertheless, the Contreras
affair is international in
scope, and his escape is
inexcusable. He is described
as the right-hand man of
Rafael Caro Quintero, who is
suspected Of ordering the kidnapping and brutal slaying of
a U.S.•Drug Enforcement Administration agent, Enrique
Camarena Salazar, last February.
Camarena's death severely
tested relations between the
United States and Mexico.
Now one of the chief suspect's
lieutenants has been allowed
to escape.
How much money has been
paid to whom? The Contreras
affair is a sad commentary on
Mexico's system of criminal
law.

looking back
Ten years ago
Wayne
Williams was
presented with "Mr. Civitan for
1975" award by the Murray
Civitan Club.
Frances Wilson Shea has been
named as "Woman of the Year"
by the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club.
Yesterday was Wheelchair
Awareness Day at Calloway
County High School. Eight
Students. two board members
and one faculty member were
confined to wheel chairs
throughout the day in the event
sponsored by Student Council.
Dr. Glenn Wilcox of Murray
has been appointed by Cong.
Carroll Hubbard
D-Ky., as
chairman of a committee for
Jackson Purchase Highway
Improvements.
Robert K. Baar who has
directed Quad-State Choral
Festival at Murray State
University for 23 years was
presented a silver service
following the rehearsal on Nov.
3. About 300 singers from 67 high
schools in three states and their
faculty sponsors made the
presentation.
Twenty years ago
Army Spec. 4 Ben W. Garrison
is stationed at Crailsheim.
Germany.
Zelma R. Rumfelt has been
promoted to staff sergeant at
Clinton-Sherman Air Force
Base. Burns Flat, Okla.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Noble K. Brown,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Verlyn
Malcolm and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Buel Duncan.

Alsup, and Michael Paul Kondratko, son of Mrs. Lita Kondratko of Detroit, Mich., were
married on Oct. 30.
The Rev. Carroll Owen of
Paris. Tenn., spoke about
"Desirables of Life" at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's club
House. He was introduced by
Ray Brownfield.
Thirty years ago
J.H. Shackelford has been
named as a director of Kentucky
Society of Public Accountants at
a meeting held in Louisville.
The home of Delas Wyatt at
Pottertown burned on Nov. 5,
Guy Billington of Murray,
president of Kentucky Association of Insurance Agents!' will
preside at the 50th annual convention to be held Nov. 20 in
Louisville.
Murray Mayor George Hart
presided at a meeting of the
Murray City Council. Rob Huie
reported that paving on various
city streets had been completed.
Dr. and Mrs. A.H. TItsworth
attended the Third International
Dental Congress held Oct. 23 to
27 in Mexico City, Mexico.
Katie Harris, 16, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C.C. Harris, Rt. 1,
Murray, and a junior at Lynn
Grove High School, was chosen
as winner in ninth annual Voice
of Democracy contest.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. William Isaac
Gifford, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William W. Ferguson, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Newton and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Richard D.
Owen.

letter to the editor

Special medallion available
To the Editor.
$5.00 from the Western KenA unique Scottish Rite
tucky Consistory, P.O. Box 74,
medallion has been designed for
Dixon, Ky 42409. We think the
sale as a fund raising effort for
many Masonic members in your
their new Temple by the West
circulation area will be
Kentucky Consistory, Scottish
Interested.
Rite The new Temple. located
Sincerely.
on Park Avenue. Madisonville,
Thomas L. Riley,
serves the approximately 2,500
32°, Chairman
members in some 30 counties in
Public Relations Committee
Western Kentucky. The
P.O. Box 555
•
medallion may be ordered for
Madisonville. Ky. 42431
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Even 'Bubba'the skeleton gets in on the act
as they view trick-or-treat bags at MCCH
Terry Tatlock and his helpers
in the Radiological Department
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital were surprised
somewhat last Thursday night
by the large number of Halloween "trick or treat" bags of
goodies brought to the hospital
to be X-rayed for harmful
materials.
They've been doing this as a
public service. on Halloween
night for several years now. It is
a precautionary procedure
motivated by reports in recent
years from here and there about
the country of needles, razor
blades, pins and even poisonous
substances being put into Halloween fruits and candies by
some, undoubtedly "sick"
Individuals.
Fortunately, nothing of this
nature has ever been detected at
the Murray hospital in the
scores of "trick or treat" bags
they have X-rayed since the service was started several years
ago when the heinous practice
first burst upon the scene.
Last year, the little folks
brought 50 goodie bags to the
hospital to be X-rayed, but this
year, surprisingly, the figure
soared to 92.
"We didn't expect that
many," laughed Terry, an affable man who has been with the
hospital's medical support staff
for more than 16 years. He
comes from Georgetown, Ohio,
up near Cincinnati.
"We haven't had any big
scares within the past year or so
like the Tylenol deal of a couple
years ago," he explained. "We
thought that sort of thing had
died down, but, apparently, the
parents out that don't think so. A

lot of them just weren't taking
any chances, judging from the
number of bags that came in."
• • •
Terry and his people have provided this viewing service from
6 until' 9 p.m. each Halloween
night since the Tylenol scare,
and this year, they were aboutp
bags behind at the 9 p.m. curfew
hour.
"We had bags on all our
counters and lined up along the
walls in the hall," he went on. "I
am sorry if some of the folks
who brought in bags had to wait
for a few minutes until we could
view their bag, but we were
working as fast as we could.
Some seemed a little upset at
this, but I don't think it caused
any real problems, though."
Helping Terry with this free,
community service on Halloween night were Mitzi Cathey
and Phyllis Jones,, both
registered and licensed
radiological technicians, while
Lori Hill, departmental clerk,
served as receptionist, checking
the bags in and out.
Also hanging around the
receptionist's desk butnot doing
much in the way of lping with
things Was "Bubba," the department's human skeleton, complete in Halloween costume.
"A lot of the little folks didn't
know quite how to take 'Bubba," Terry chuckled. "It was
fun to watch them gingerly
reach out and touch him. Invariably, they'd ask, 'Is that
really a human skeleton?' We'd
assure them it was and tell them
that he's been hanging around
here haunting us for a long time.
'Bubba' was a big hit with 'em,
though. His hanging around added a lot to the occasion."

• • •
Terry and his people now have
As fast as they could operate, viewed so many Halloween
bags,
Terry and his people would
Under their instruments they
spread each bag of goodies out even can identify brands
of canon an X-ray table so that each
dies and goodies, he said,
thing in it was clearly visible
holding up an exposed X-Ray
and not obscured by something
film from an earlier Halloween
else.
viewing.
Then, through a process they
You easily could see what he
call "flouroscopy, "they'd view
was talking about as the
the objects inside. "This gives a
suckers, candy corn, life savers,
live action picture," Terry exapple cores, orange seeds and
plained. "No film is involved, even the jagged edge of
a peanut
and it is a Ibt less expensive
butter cup could be seen plainly
when compared with X-ray.
outlined.
Too, the final effect is equally as
"Every now and then you can
effective, if not mores°, than the
get your hand in a mess, though,
X-ray."
when you reach into some of
Some things had to be removthose bags," Terry chuckled. "I
ed from the bags and examined
reached in one and came out
separately, he said. Some were
with a big gob of already-quitetied with metal bread bag ties,
well-chewed gnm stuck to it. In
or stapled with a metal fastener.
another, I got hold of a melting
These showed up on the
flouroscope, and had to be given -candy bar which had been eaten
about half way ailleit back into
a closer look.
the bag."
A rubber hand grenade and a
"And, there were somv„ pieces
hair brush also showed up in a
of candy that had to b^given
couple bags as did a Bucky
special disposition 'for some
Beaver toothbrush and
reason or the other," he smiled,
toothpaste to go with it.
with a twinkle in his eyes and
"You always can tell the
licking his lips.
youngsters who have bee& by
• • •
grandpa and grandma's house," I.
"But, we all got a blast out of
Terry said with a laugh.
doing it," he went on. "It's great
"They'll have several dollar
fun, and we don't mind hanging
bills in their bag, or whole
around the hospital for a few expackages of regular size Eandy
tra hours lo provide the
bars.
service."
"The bags also had a lot of
"I hope those who had to wait
money in them this year, much
on us for a few minutes won't let
more than previously," he went
that keep them from coming
on. "That should tell us
back next year, because if we
something: That you can't hurt
can keep just one little one from
or poison a little one with a
being harmed,'it'll all be worth
nickel, dime or quarter, and, apwhile — and let's pray to God
parently, a lot of people are gothat we'll go on just like we.have
ing that route in treating the lit'‘neen and not discovering a thing
tle folks."
chit of the ordinary."
• • •

capitol ideas
by lawrence
knutson

This rule is
something else
WASHINGTON (AP) — There
are rules and there are rules,
and in the House of Representatives the rule is, thou shalt not
criticize the Senate of the United
State's by name.
The other body is "the other
body," and no one.is permitted
to get more specific than that, as
Rep. Thomas Neal, D-N.C.,
learned recently when he complained in House debate that
"the Senate" was holding up action on a housing bill.
The chair intervened to state
that "any statement critical of
the other body is not within the
rules, and critical comment of
inaction or inactivity by the
other body mentioned here
would violate the rule."
Whereupon, Rep. Henry Gonzalez, El-Texas, inquired
whether it would satisfy the rule
If House members "preface
whatever critical evaluations
we make if we take judicial
knowlege that the other body is
honorable and illustrious but
misbegotten in its judgments."
The chair ignored that. But as
debate continued, House
members continued to make the
point that the Senate was foot
dragging
Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass.,
apparently decided that if you
cannot call the Senate, "the
Senate," you might as well call
It "something else"
"Why are we legislating?" he
asked. "Because it takes under
the Constitution the action of
both this body and 'something
else' to become law.
"Now you cannot talk about
'something else,— he said. "But
this House alone cannot make a
law. This house and 'something'
has got to make a law. And if
'something' does not want to
make a law. this House cannot
do anything."
Suggesting a backdoor
method to accomplish the purpose of the bill, he added: "We
are not saying this is a good
means of legislating. We are
saying that given what is happening and hot happening
'somewhere else,' it is the only
way to legislate."
All of which 'drew a slowly
building ripple of laughter. It
was, one observer suggested,
"something else."

CIAILD MISUSE:

agree or not
Although the 1984 legislature
refused to place any constitutional amendments on the
ballot, there is considerable
discussion now about the
possibilities for the January
Session.
The legislature is still smarting over its loss of some between sessions powers it tried to
grant itself through legislation
that were struck down by the
Supreme Court.

legislative session, and if it
weren't for his present
predomincance of power over
the legislature he would have little success in carrying out any
program if faced by an antagonistic legislature...say a
Republican governor with a
Democratic legislature, or a
legislative revolt.
There also has been considerable discussion about making the constitutional offices of
secretary
of state, treasurer,
In its long-standing quest to
agriculture commissioner and
equalize powers between the exsuperintendent of public instrucecutive and legislative branton appointive instead of elecches, the legisleture sought to
tive. If this route is pursued in
exercise some authority betan amendment, might as well do
ween sessions through the stanaway with the office of lieuteding committee system on
nant governor since its main
budgeting and expenditures, exfunction is to provide an expense
ecutive orders approval of cerpaid seat for the lieutenant
tain appointments and departgovernor to run for governor.
mental regulations.
The only real duty of the
The court ruled these
lieutenant governor is to preside
legislative efforts unconstituover the Senate when the
tional. So, a constitutional
legislature is in session and to
amendments is the only route
draw governor's pay when the
left to gain such recognition.
governor is out of the state.
Four Amendments are now
The Senate could elect its own
permitted on the ballot at any
president and a succession of ofone election although only two
fice could be established in case
were placed before the public in
the governor becomes incapable
the 1983 balloting — succession
of governing.
of sheriffs and the governor. OnA state-run lottery idea as a
ly the sheriff's passed.
'revenue measure la still around
but needs a constitutional
Permitting a. KENTUCKY
amendment to put into action.
governor two successive terms
There needs to be some kind of
is still much in the public mind
balance on the power of a state
because a short four years in
agency to get a regulation into
modern times doesn't permit the
effect, other than just filing it
carrying out of a progressive
and let it be reviewed by a
program. The governor is a
legislative committee. Bringing
lame duck after his first

CoFt&kenc
l-

by s.c. van curon
effect of the regulation to public
view is the only restraint now
available. An agency can put a
regulation into effect to do what
a bill defeated by the lepslature
provided. The powe'r of the
legislature is thwarted.
An equitable balance would
seem to occur if the governor
could be permitted two terms
and a means of balancing the
power of the budget and spenging between sessions and
minimizing authority of executive orders for reorganizing
state government and adoption
of regulations.

(RAPPuTr
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Godliness is inner
fellowship with God
which brings true contentment. Contentment
is the mastery of wants,
is to be happy in spite of
circumstances, and is a
cordial acquiescence in
the arrangements of
God.
1 Timothy 6:6-19
Christian, if you
The Explanation
Aware that he and
would achieve contentI Timothy 6:6-10
others of his age would
Paul warned Timothy ment, give Christ the
pass away, and that against the
belief that priority in your life,
God's work would have the acquisit
ion and make 'much of life's
to be carried on by possessio
n of material blessings, work for
younger men, Paul things constitut
ed an in- others. Multitudes have
sought to discover call- dication
or a guarantee a consuming passion to
ed and consecrated men of godlines
s. It is be rich, but, because the
and to give them in- pathetic to
see men love of money has
structiOn and en- spending themselves in entered their souls, pity
couragement concern- order to acquire wealth, has cooled, compassion
ing the work committed holding the silly
notion has frozen and charity
to them, hoping that that money
will solve all has fled.
they would profit by his of life's problems
The Exhortation
.
experience.
I Timothy 6:11-12
Manyiepre obsessed
Inasmuch as
with the desire for
material possessions. Timothy's priority or
which accounts for main concern was that
much of the present-day of God's will —
discontent, but all Chris- discovering it and doing
stores all over the tians should have it, Paul lovingly adUnited States.
godliness as their monished him to do
three things:
Will Diana or the priority.
I. To flee
prince actually buy
anything?
If they want to, sure,
Penney's Deborah
Masten, though she
doubted that would happen. "They're • here to
endorse British merchandise," she said.

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

OFFICER SPEAKS — Police Officer Joy Mills of Murray Police
Department presented a program on the equipment and duties of a police
officer
for the first, second and third grade students at Southwes
t Calloway
Elementary School. This program was one of a series offered through
the
Southwest TAG Program.

Charles aiwl Diana to visit JC Penney's
WASHINGTON (API
— Princess Diana, so
the papers say, is quite
a shopper. But to travel
all the way from Britain
to a suburban Virginia
shopping mall — to
check out the local J C
Penney?
It's all in a day's work
for Prince Charles and
Princess Diana, whose
task, essentially, will be
to smile and handle the
merchandise next Monday in Penney's "Best
of Britain" display,
thereby gaining a few
seconds of promotion
for British goods on
American television as
well as, with luck, a picture or two in
newspapers and
magazines.
During a recent walkthrough at the store in
Springfield, Va., Joe
Canzeri, the former
Reagan White House
aide now helping Pen\--.. ny's with coverage arrangements, put it
simply: "What do you
think they're here for?
They're here to get their
pictures taken."
A bit more diplomatic
as befits his job, Andrew
Burns, information

Some Items
May Not Be
Exactly As
Pictured
We Reserve
The Right To
Limit Quantifies

counselor at the British
Embassy, said the royal
couple know they can be
useful to British commerce in this way, and
they're glad to do•it.
Penney's, practically
an American tradition
itself if not exactly
known in the past for
high fashion, is embracing the visit as-a potential sales booster.
Of course, Charles
and Diana's trip to
Washington this
weekend is a bit more
.than a shopping
expedition.
There's dinner at the
White House, for example. And big receptions
and dinners at the
British Embassy and
the National Gallery of
Art — now featuring a
huge exhibit of paintings and other precious
objects from fine old
British homes.
What the cameras at
Penney's will record
will be Charles and
Diana with Harrts
Tweed jackets, Charles
and Diana with Miss
Selfridge ladies'
fashions, Charles and
Diana with British
DAKS suits, even

Charles and Diana with
a Rolls Royce balanced
on four Wedgwood
teacups.
It's all part of a $50
million project called
the "Best of Britain" —
British produced or
designed or otherwise
related goods now being
pushed at J.C. Penney

Home Owned-Home Operated
Hwy. 641 S-Murray, Ky.
753-0591

Ladies' and Girl's
Outerwear
On Sale

12
88
and

688
*Several styles and colors
to choose from.
Great for Christmas giving!
Values to $37.99
wrmdncler

by Wrangler®

399
Reg. $19.99

Only $1

*Waist sizes 32-42

Men's and Boy's
Casual & Dress
Outerwear

1/3 Off

Sugg. Retail

Includes parkas, Bomber styles
and the "Members Only" look.

Men's Button-Down
Collar Shirts
GreatLooking
Tartan
Plaids
NOW $1 "
Reg. $17.00
4t.

Sizes
SM-XLerge

*Shop early for
best selection

111, „

Christian lite is a
fascinating fight. It appeals to the very best
that is within us, has important issues, has a
superb leader, and
results in incalculable
good. It is a good fight
because it is in the interest of God and His
truth.
The Emphasis
1 Timothy 6:17-19
God, rather than
riches, should be at the
top of our list of
priorities. Christians
should refrain from
trusting in riches which
are so uncertain, should
accept their possessions
gratefully as a trust
from God, should never
become proud on account of them because
that would be very
displeasing to God, and
should carefully. conecientiously, unselfishly
and prayerfully use
them for the glory of
God and the benefit of
others, thereby storing
up for themselves
treasures in heaven

All You Can Eat-You Don't
i Have To Ask For It-Just
Get It...
Enjoy Thanksgiving Dinner
w/Granny...lf you're
eating at home, let Granny
Bake or Smoke your turkey.

Layaway Now For Christmas

f

Furches
Jewelry
113 S. 4th
,*,4
- 0
•

753-2835

PREMIER
DEALER

- Featuring: Friday-Bar-B-0 Ribs

Saturday-Tennessee River Catfish
Fiddlers. Steaks & Boneless
Fillets
Sunday-Virginia Ham

Plus: Salad bar. selection of vegetables, roast
beef F. fried chicken. cobblers & ice
cream.

65°

350

Adults

1 50 3 and under
•Incluckrs el•ssort, drink & tax
Hwy. 68 betwarsn Jonathan Crash &
Aurora

Top-of-the-Line Model Display
Written Warranty Protection
Prompt, Reliable Service
The GE Answer Center' service
Convenient Credit

On Each Of These Items!!

SAVE $120

All Ladies' Bras

TFX24FG

EXTRA LARGE
CAPACITY
ELECTRIC
DRYER
• Electronic Sensor
Control terminates
cycle automatically
when clothes reach
your pre-selected
condition of dryness
•6 cycles•4 drying
selections•Optional
and adjustable endof-cycle signal
DDE9200G
WWA8600G
Easy In-Store
Financing!

Values to $5.99

*Assorted
styles while
they last.
Also Junior
Miss Sizes '1"

Ages 4 to 9

ELECTRONIC REFRIGERATOR WITH
REFRESHMENT CENTER
• 23.5 Cu. ft. capacity • 8.57 Cu. ft.
freezer • Automatic icemaker with
dispenser for crushed ice, cubes, and
chilled water • Built-in counter drops
down out of the fresh food door to provide a convenient serving space for
snacks and beverages • Adjustable
glass shelves • Adjustable door
shelves • Food Saver System helps
keep meat, vegetables and fruits
up to 15 days

EXTRA LARGE
CAPACITY
SPOTSCRUBBER'm
WASHER
• SpotscrubberTM
System and MiniWash' System for
small loads of tough
stains and delicates
• 7 versatile cycles
for all washloads•5
programmed fabric
selections• Variable
, water levels • Extra
Rinse for Regular
cycle • Bleach and
fabric softener
dispensers

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street-753-1586
Howard Coy & John 5immons Owners

111,..imiisamgmftemeeewrip

4,441441141.

•

•

•

DINNER 4 8 OPEN Fri., Sat. IL Sun.
502-354-1111111111

25% Off

I.

"The Best On The Lake,"

SUMMER KITCHEN

Mon.-Sat.
9-9
Sun., 1-6

Blankets by
St. Marys®
Only $790

PAGE 5-A

Pulsar
Watches

Good Thru
Sunday,
Nov. 10th

Reg. $17.95
Asst. Colors
Full Size Only

Men's etro
Pre-Washed Jeans

New Shipment

tens in 35-degree
temperature. "I was not
going to sit in the rain."
Last spring, when the
association's membership stood at 88, she bet
that number couldn't be
doubled by fall. There
were 200 members last
week.

She did, however, put
off payment of her debt
June Stieble, school
by- climbing onto the
secretary, comroof Tuesday instead of
municated periodically
last week when the
with Mrs. Maschoff by
weather was really bad.
walkie-talkie after the
"I'm a good sport, but principal arrived at
I'm not a martyr," said about 8 a.m. and began
Mrs. Maschoff, who working at a student
chose to occupy the roof desk a janitor placed
in a down coat with mit: near the roof's edge.

UNCLE JEFF'S
CLOTHING

"0 man of God, flee
these things," Timothy
was called a "man of
God" because he had
been born of God, had
yielded his life to God,
and had been called to
deliver God's message.
For his own safety and
for the glory of God
Timothy was urged to
flee from things that
were wrong.
2. To follow.
Paul exhorted
Timothy, and all other
Christians, to "follow
after righteousness,
godliness, faith, love,
patience and
meekness." In spite of
disappointments,
discouragements and
hardships, pursue these
six qualities until they
become a part of your
character and life.
3. To Fight.
"Fight the good fight
of faith." Remember
that "the Son of God
goes forth to war"
against evil in our day.
Who will volunteer to
follow in His train? The

For Christmas

Elementary school principal
sits on roof to pay off lost bet
BLACK JACK, Mo.
(API — Elementary
school principal Janet
Maschoff didn't raise
the roof after she lost a
bet about doubling the
membership in the
parent-teacher association — she sat on it.
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MURRAY TODAY

Jo Burkeen

Nierrzuy Ledger lk Times

editor

Murray High School honor roll released

GETS CLEANING - The Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe Street received a
thorough cleaning recently. Local troop leaders Myra Melson, Lynn Griffiths. Teresa Smith and Alan Forrester are pictured by the cabin. Not pictured are Janet Bourne and Marie Forrester. Further painting and work
days will be scheduled at the next meeting of the Murray-Calloway Core on
Monday. Nov. 11. Of interest to leaders will be a song training session. All
leaders and their assistants are encouraged to attend.
.

Laura Lawson, Kelli
Bill Wells, principal,
Mark Brady, assistant Massey, Mark Miller,
principal, and Wanda William Wills, Michelle
Laird, guidance Moore, Lauri Perrin,
counselor, have releas- Kelly Prescott, Stephen
ed the Murry High Sammons, Robin Shay,
School honor roIl for the Bruce Thurmond,
nine -week grading James Westphal, Marperiod which ended Oct. cie Willett and Amy
Young.
18 as follows:
SOPHOMORES
---All As
FRESHMEN
Eric Baugher,
All A's
Catheryn Carmode, AnDawn Greer drea Galloway, Leslie
All As and Bs
Melissa Adams, Loberger, Lori Payne,
William Adams, Jennifer Rayburn.
Gregory Bennett. Joey Deborah Rutledge, MarBomba, Jody Borge, ty Scarbrough and
Holly Brown, Andrea Janet Whaley.
All As and Bs
DeBoer, Michelle Gantt.
Jennifer Bates, Julie
David Gibson. Beth
Hall, Meredith Howe, Bazzell, Cheryl BillYancey Huge, Leigh ington. Leslie Blaustein,
Shannon Boltz, Leisa
Landini,
Capo, Cynthia Chan,
Irene Chu, Melissa
Clement,
Matt Cohen, Eric
Easley, Jennifer Ham.
mat, Doug Helmich,
Virginia Jones was Kristin Hohman, Kelley
Howell, Jason Hunt,
program leader for the
meeting of North Plea- Greg Knedler, Julia
sant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
Women held Tuesday.
Oct. 15, at the church.
"Sharing God's Gifts"
was the program theme.
Assisting Mrs. Jones
were Jean Garrett,
Mary K. Cain and Mary
Ann Lamb.
The Bible Study on
"Called to Claim God's
Promise Through
Prayer" with scripture
frort Matthew 7:7-12
was presented by
Margaret Nell Boyd.
Dorothy Dean
Cochran, president,
presided. Plans were
made for a bazaar to be
held Saturday, Nov. 9,
starting at 9 a.m. at
Ellis Center, Ellis
Drive, Murray.
Refreshments were
served by Lee Ann Holt,
hostess. Cindy Hester
became a new member.

Presbyterian
women meet

'

PRESENTS PROGRAM - Emily Wolfson, right, noted area artist shared
samples of weaving from pioneer days at the October meeting of the Captain
Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American R.evolution. Mrs.
Robert 0. Miller, left, and Mrs. Gaylord Forrest. hostesses, observed as
Mrs. Wolfson explained the method used in weaving this patterned piece.
The informative program included woven covers from the collections of
Mrs. James Lasater and Mrs. John Quertermous Sr. The chapter will meet
Saturday. Nov. 9, at 1:30 p.m. at Holiday Inn with Mrs. James Byrn as
hostess. Speaker will be Mrs. Glinda Jeffrey whose subject will be
"Culinary Arts and Holiday Fare of the Revolutionary Era."

It's Time To Get
Your Framing In
For Christmas!

11111.1011.11Mb.

ENGL13H sa.c

I

Cella, Luke Harrington,
Christi Moseley, Jon
Peyer and Chrissy Wolf.
All As and Bs
Angel Adams, Leslie
Adams, Amy Asbridge,
Tammy Barlow, Phil
Billington, Jacqueline
Boltz, Kelly Jo Cathey,
Tina Cooper, Deidre
Daugherty,
David Dill, Huong
Dinh, Heather Doyle,
Melissa Duffy, Le.e
Ell& Estes, Michele
Garland, Anne Marie
Hale. Jon Mark Hall,

Babies, dismissals
listed by hospital
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Nov. 6, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Parrish baby girl,
parents, Steve and Mitzi, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.:
Reeder baby boy,
parents, Charles and
Paula, Rt. 1, Murray;
Pinson baby boy,
partnts, Mark and
Tamara, Rt. 1, Box 202.
Buchanan, Tenn.
Dismissals
Willie Foster, 411 N.
L.P. Miller, Murray;
Mrs. Christy Outland,
Rt. 8, Murray,. Fred
Wilkerson Jr., 305 South
Fifth St., Murray;
John Roberts, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn.; Miss
Sherry Murphy, Rt. 2,
Harrisburg, Ill.; Mrs.'

BEVERLY HILLS,
Calif. (AP)- An array
of Hollywood stars,
young and old, joined
Monaco's royal family
in a weekend of
festivities centering on
the second Princess
a
r
c
e
Foundation-U.S.A. gala.
Prince Rainier III and
his children, Prince
Albert, Princess
Stephanie and Princess
Caroline were the star
attractions Sunday
night at a fund-raiser
for the foundation,

step lightly with a little "English Sole"

ON THE SQUARE•MURRAY

—FOR—
Friends-Inlaws-MomDad-Brothers-SistersGrandmother-Grandfather

'Open 10:00-5:01) Mon.-Sat.

20%

Come in before Nov. 20th
and Receive 20% Off on Mats.

Fall & Winter
Accent
Act III and Miss

1/2 price

Off All Fall
Shoes & Accessories

. 50%

black Sr- navy.
In red, grey,
-44-3—Sizes 8-18 and 32
Sweaters & Blazers

of
On Selected Group

5usannth

Pants, Skirts,

New Arrivals...
Tapestry Purses Lace Collars
Wool Challi• Scarves

Fine Arts & Custom Framing

\

‘1.isteft.ird

100 South 13th Street

Blouses,

Town &

-59-4 140

Dixieland Center

:titk .itc- A‘ailahle

QicuttOYSTERfost

Alesia Harris, Gregg's
Helmich,
Lori Hubbs, Cone
Huie, Carla Jackson,
Sean Kelly, Jennifer
Kratzer, Melanie McClain, Kellye Olson,
Shannon Parker, Denise
Randolph, Joey
Rexroat,
Danette Roberts,
Deborah Roos, Ezra
Schroeder, Lisa
Shoemaker, Nancy
Smith, Kelly Steely,
Megan Stroup, Jay Watson and Robin Williams.

Mary Ann West , Rt. 8,
Murray; Miss Pamela
Baker, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Michele Johnson
andtaby boy, Rt. 5, Box
229, Benton; Mrs. Oyna
Reeves, Box 422, Hazel;
Mrs. Janice
Zuckschwerdt, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tenn.;
Joe Geurin, Rt. 5,
Murray; Bill Bratton,
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.;
Harry Gibson, 1023
South 10th St.,
Mayfield;
George Givens, West
View Nursing Home.
Murray; Willard Jones,
Rt. 3, Murray; Donald
Mitchell, 5039 Reidland
Rd., Paducah;
James Albert Tracy,
1704 Ryan, Murray;
Mrs. Lela Bivens, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray; Mrs. Ise! Wilson,
512 Whitnell Ave..
Murray.

Many stars join Monaco's
royal family for weekend

ACCEPTED AT UK - Dean Hainsworth has
been notified of his acceptance to University of
Kentucky's College of Medicine for fall class of
1988. He was an early admission applicant and
now is completing his senior year it Brigham
Young University in Provo, Utah. He will
graduate In April with his Bachelor of Science
degree in chemistry. Hainsworth is a graduate of
Murray High School and has served an
18-months mission for the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints to the French speaking people of eastern Canada. His parents are Dr. and
Mrs. Jerome C. Hainsworth of Murray.

No%

•Prints
•Photos
•Pastels
•Charcoals
•Needlecraft
•Oil Painting
Any Framing Needs

Maddox, David
McDowell,
Mark Miller, Krystel
Mowery, David
Outland, Pamela
Prescott, Lisa Rexroat,
Donnis Stogner, Debra
Toth, Kim Vance and
Mark Whitaker.
JUNIORS
All As
Kelly _ Bolls, Dustin
Ellington, Bill Maddox
and Elizabeth Oakley.
All As and 13,
Melissa Drake,
Melissa Gray, Laura
Greer, Ken Hainsworth,
Lee Holcomb, Hugh
Houston, Ricky Jobs,
Brian Krizan, Ken
Mikulcik, Tisha Morris,
Mary Jo Simmons,
Jimmy Tipton, Terri
Walker, Charla
Walston, Shannon
Wells, Christine West,
Mark West, Michelle
Westerfield, Rebecca
Wolf and Ben Yoo.
SENIORS
All As
Jason Billington,
Leslie Borge, Laura

Country

which raises scholarship likoney for talented
young artists.
Cary Grant and his
wife Barbara, who
chaired the event, attended along with Frank
Sinatra, Roger Moore,
Gregory Peck and Jimmy Stewart.
Princess Grace, the
actress Grace Kelly who
starred in such films as
"High Noon," and with
Stewart in "Rear Window," died in an auto
accident in Monaco in
1982.
The first fund-raiser
was held two years ago
in Washington D.C.,
beginning with a kickoff affair hosted by
President Reagan and
Mrs. Reagan.
On Friday night the
Junior Division of the
foundation was feted at
the Hard Rock Cafe,
with Prince Albert and
his sisters hosting the
likes of Dan Aykroyd,
Cheryl Tiegs, Suzanne
Somers, Kristy
McNichol, Lynda Carter
and Morgan Fairchild.

753-8365

sMIns

Ends Tonite•7:tki.x.0
Barbarian Queen R

central center 713.3314

A giant helping of delicious, plump,
juicy oysters, fried in our crispy
breading. Served with natural-cut
french fries, freshly made cole
slaw, Southern-style hush puppies, cocktail sauce and a fresh
lemon wedge. Enough to please
even a giant-size appetite.

CHERI 3
REMO WILLIAMS

The Adventure
Begins Lr1L.A

FREE Giorgio Body Lotion(8 fl. oz.)
with any jewelry purchase of $88 or
more.

$3.49
Try Our
Drive-Thru

700 N. 12th
Chestnut Hills
Next To
JCPenney
753-9383

Capt
ain
D's
®
a

great little seafood place®

ST ELMO'S
— FIRE- lH

\
Ph41/11
Umiak,
above
Fnottnh %ole

clteettiut et.

z

71 ea

'Now Arrivela
•130tostbitetete •Ctiaatto•
•Iltavorly Hills Cep
Mon Kat II a.m. 10 p.m.
nun I p.m. 10 p.m
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Checks get new look'
Social Security checks
NyiUwe anew look on
Dec. 3, according to Bettye Williams, Social
Security District
Manager, Paducah.
The familiar green
punched-card checks
that Social Security
beneficiaries have been
receiving since 1940 will
be replaced with a new,
more counterfeit resistant cost-effective
paper check.
The U.S. Department
of Treasurery's Financial Management Service, the government's
financial manager,
began planning the
paper check conversion
project in the late 1970's
because of new

BAZAAR SATURDAY — Hazel United Methodist Church Women will
have a bazaar on Saturday, Nov.9,from 8 a.m.to 5 p.m.in downtown Hazel.
Featured will be handmade craft items, homemade baked goods, flea
market table and fresh coffee. Proceeds will be used for Christian projects.
The Rev. Bill Fisher is church pastor. Pictured showing some of the items
are Ann Herron, left, president of Hazel UMW,and Barbara Peiper, bazaar
chairman.

NEED A BREAK FROM WORK?

Three local schools win awards
. 44111111
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Watkins, Higginson
featured on program

technology and the need from light blue to pale
to conform to generally peach. The letters
accepted banking prac- "USA" create a
tices. Tax payers will background pattern on
save $6 million per year the front and back of the
In costs of paper stock check.
and storage space.
Supplemental SecuriThe new check also is ty Income beneficiaries
more difficult to alter or will continue to receive
counterfeit. More than a the gold -colored
dozen security features punched-card checks,
— three times more Mrs. Williams said. The
than the old check — are conversion process to
contained in the design, the new checks will not
the ink and the paper.
affect them until April 1.
The design features a.
full-length reproduction
The secret of a pearl's
of the Statue of Liberty color is locked inside its
on the left and a muted oyster. An oyster
close-up of the Statue's cultured with the same
head and torch on the materials to produce
right over a five pearls will create
multicolored: five different colored
background ranging ones.

141/ i:trtffit
-•*.i
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Dr. Yancey Watkins, School, presented a proDivision of Reading, gram on "Recreational
Special Education, and Reading Teamwork is
Dr. Bonnie Higginson, 'Solid Gold."
Division of
Dr. Higginson
Reading/Learning presented "Integrating
Center, both of Murray Students' Self-seldcted
State University, were Study — Strategies with
featured on programs at study kills Instruction
the 11th Southeastern in the College Reading
International Reading Program.
Associational Regional
Also from Murray
Conference held Nov. 2 were persons attending
to 5 at Nashville, Tenn.
and presiding at ses"Reading: Solid Gold sions of the conference.
Hit" was the theme of These included Dr.
the conference.
James Carlin and Dr.
Dr. Watkins with Wayne Gwaltney, DiviJeanette Turner, assis- sion of Reading, Special
tant principal, Margo Education, MSU, and
LaNeave, first grade Miss Holly Bloodworth
teacher, and Shirley and Miss Judith Stacey,
Ezell, special education students and elementeacher:, all' of Trigg tary education majors
County Elementary at MSU.
I.

Three local schools president.
District PTA will be at
received an award at
The 1986 Spring Con- McNabb Elementary
the 59th annual Fall ference for First School,
Paducah.
Conference of the First
District Parent-Teacher
Association held Oct. 29,
at the new Graves County High School.
East, North and
Southwest Calloway
Elementary Schools
received the Elizabeth
Bowden Award, a new
unit award, along with
the host school for the
meeting.
Linda Wright, district
president, presided.
Gerald Baker, minister
of Lebanon Church of
Christ, gave the invocation. The salute to the
flag was by Fancy
Farm Knights of
759-1400
Columbus.
Special music was
presented by Graves
County High School
Chorus with Cindy Chittendon as director.
Betty Wehner, Kentucky PTA president,
was speaker. She talked
about "It's Exciting
Times in Kentucky for
our Children" and
issuedAtllehges to the
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
parents and teachers.
Sort:Cal-awards were
presented to various
units throughout the
district. These were announced by Betty Stermon, district second
A Remarkable Collection of Fall & Winter Suits at
vice president. Charles
Super Savings. Many styles in 110% Wool or Wool
Ford is district first vice
Blends for durability and warmth. Nothing means

Ray Harm's

"First Of State"
Duck Stamp Print
Bring this ad and
your print
thru Nov. to
receive
remarkable
savings
on your framing.

We are pleased to announce
that Rhonda Burkeen, brideelect of Dennis McGinnis has
selected her bath accessories,
bedding and kitchen items from
our bridal registry. Rhonda and
Dennis will be married
December 25. •

(ror "First of State" print only)

JCPenney

Photo by Donna Tat

Take A Short Drive To The
herry Branch and Check Out
Their 20-50% Sale On All
Fall Fashions
Friday & Saturday Only
*New Guess Watches
*New Fall Arrivals Daily
*New Estee Lauder Christmas
Gift Boxes and Candles
Layaway
Now For

egi
vos
ona,
Christmas*'
.

C.lt t rw f

FRAME
VILLAGE
Downtown
Murray
Layaway Now For Christmas!

%ANTS

-

SUITS

Tons of pearls too
flawed or tiny for
jewelry are ground into
medicines, cosmetics,
and toothpaste in Japan
and China. Calcium carbonate_tablets containing pearfs are sold in
Japan for everything
from pregnancies to
tooth cavities.

being "Dressed Up" more than a beautiful new suit.
Regular 120.00 to 158.00 Values

SAVE

3

OFF

CHRISTMAS CRUISE SALE
Discounted Prices On Unsold Cabins!
Christmas Cruises—Regular Price: From $1,265 per person
One person can book these cruises at these prices. We will find a roommate.

Norwegian Caribbean Line Ships:
Starward

Dec. 21

7 nights

Sale Price
$875.00 ea.

From Miami to:
Bahama Out Island, Ocho Rios, Jamaica;
Grand Cayman; Cozumel, Mexico.

Southward

Dec. 22

7 nights

$875.00 ea.

From Miami to.
Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic; St. Thomas,
U.S. Virgin Islands; San Juan, Puerto Rico;
Nassau, Bahamas.

Sunward II

Dec. 23

7 nights

$835.00 ea.

From Miami to
Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic, St Thomas,
U.S Virgin Islands; San Juan, Puerto Rico;
Nassau, Bahamas

, Price based on two people sharing a cabin includes:
•Air from Nashville to Miami, roundtrip.
Cruise accommodations in an inside cabin with two lower bads, or one double bed.
*Transfers from the Miami airport to the ship, round trip.
•All meals & entertainment on board ship.
• Extra to pay: Port taxes
Singleworld membership fee:
Express mall fee (Due to special price and short option time.)

926.00
$18.00
$10.00
954.00

"Few Cabins Leff, Will Sell Out Fast!"

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
502 Maple Street

753-4646

BLOUSES
Elegant Blouses designed Co
flatter your wardrobe with gopd
st ling and quatlit fabrics. %if
our Winter outfits aill bap
stronger impact w it h the fresh
looks of blouses from Bright's.
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Concert planned, Christian Church
The Murray State concert under the direcUniversity Chorale and tion of Dr. Bruce
the Chamber Singers Chamberlain at First
will appear together in Christian Church, 111

Wedding planned here on Nov. 23

North Fifth St., Murray,
on Sunday, Nov. 10, at
3:30 p.m.
The program is open

to the public at no admission charge.
Music to be peformed
will include "Te Deum"
by Flor Peeters, "Ave
Dr. and Mrs. James N.
Maria" by Thomas da
Roberts of FarmLngton Hills,
Victoria, "Come Come
Mich., announce the apYe Sons of Art" by
proaching marriage of their
Henry Purcell, "Five
daughter, Jennifer. to Kenneth
Mystical Songs" and "0
Brian Wilcox, son of Mr. and
Clap Your Hands"- by
Mrs. Richard B. Wilcox of
Ralph Vaughan Willians
Baltimore, Md.
and "Hospodi Pomilui"
Miss Roberts is the grandby S.V. Lvovsky. '
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Frank
Featured on the proRoberts of Murray. s
gram will be two
The bride-elect was graduated
members of the music
from Wayne State University,
faculty at Murray State
Detroit. Mich., in the class of
— Dr. Stephen Brown,
1982. She now resides in
piano and organ, and
Nashville, Tenn., where she is
Dr. Carl Rogers,
associated with Opryland,
baritone. The Brass
U.S.A.
Ensemble also will perThe groom -elect was
form with the chorale.
Brown teachers , graduated from Towson State
University, Baltimore, Md., in.
piano, organ and
1979 with a degree in business
counterpoint and peradministration. He now resides
forms extensively both
in Nashville.
on and off campus as a
The wedding vows will be ex-soloist and
changed on Saturday, Nov. 23, at
accompanist.
EVENT PLANNED — Murray State University Women's Society will
6 p.m. at First Christian Church,
Rogers, a voice
have a dinner-theatre on Friday, Nov. 15, at 8:30 p.m. Following the dinner
Murray. Dr. David Roos will
teacher, heads the
at Curris Center, members and guests will attend a performance of
officiate.
vocal/choral unit in the
"Grease" at Robert Johnson Theatre, Fine Arts Center. Reservations and
A reception will follow in the
Department of Music
payment of $9 per person must be received by Pat Clement, chairman,
church parlor.
and directs the Opera
phone 759-9753, by Monday morning, Nov. 11. Pictured planning the event
All friends and relatives are
Workshop project.
are, from left, seated, Dortha Bailey, Regina Baggett, Sue Parsons, Mug
invited to attend the wedding
Chamberlain, who
Rigsby, standing, Virginia Gantt, Pat Clement, Jan Smith and LaVerne
and the reception.
joined the faculty in the
Ryan.
fall as director of the orchestra and choral activities, said the University Chorale is made 4p
of 67 singers from all
areas of the university
and includes both music
majors and non-music
majors.
Sixteen singers, most
of them selected from
the ranks of the Concert
"Christianity in Baptist Church.
Choir, make up the
order fruit from
Chamber Singers, Egypt" was the subject
Judy Outland read the Calloway County High
COMING TO OUR
of
a
program
which is the most select
presented scripture from Ephe- School
for Christmas
MURRAY STORE
CALL
choral organization in by Ann Salmon at the sians 6:13-20. and also
baskets.
Oct.
7th
the
meeting of Bap- gave the prayer
Department of
NOVEMBER 12
FOR APPOINTMENT
Refreshments were
tist Women of Northside calendar.
Music.
served. Also present
Mrs. Salmon, presi- were Mary Ann Mcdent, presided and said
staples collected for
FARMINGTON, cent favoring the death Need Line had been
Conn. (AP) — Nearly 9 penalty were among the delivered. A Thanksgivout of 10 Americans 5,600 persons queried in ing supper was planned
"Lunches for Work or
believe spies convicted a survey made for a re- for Wednesday. Nov. 20,
School" was the major
in peacetime should be cent Emhart quarterly at the church.
lesson presented by
executed. The 88.1 per- report.
The group voted to Dorval
Hendon at the
Oct. 8th meeting of New
Providence
Homemakers Club.

I

Jennifer Roberts, fiancee,
ofKenneth Brian Wilcox

SEE YOUR DIAMONDS
• p p REMOUNTED
WHILE YOU
WAIT
JEWELERS

Ann Salmon gives church program

753-7695

Americans express opinion

CUiston and Retta
Balentine, members,
and Jackie Graham,
guest.
The next meeting will
be on Monday. Nov. 11,
at 7 p.m. at church.

Hendon gives lesson

TREASURES-TREASURES
TREASURES
For CHRISTMAS

Now Serving

Shop Early-Free Layaway & Gift Wrapping

Fish Dinners

MSU Racer Fans

Friday & Saturday
5-9 p.m.

Zippo Lighters
Exclusively at the Treasure House

The meeting was at
the home of Sylvia
Puckett who announced
she would have a
"Learn to Knit Class"
on Oct. 22.
Debbra Puckett,
president, presided.
Stephanie Roberts read
the scripture from Mat-

*Includes french fries, cole slaw & hushpuppies

We will do your Christmas Shipping-Daily Pickup

tnew 13:22 and 4so
directed the recreation.
Refreshments were
served, by the hostess.
Also present were Lisa
Spann. member: Lisa
Rohrbaughn, Shirley
Rohrbaugh and Marla
Thomason. guests; Derrick Edwards, Whitni
Puckett, April
Thomason and
Stephanie Spann.
children.
The next meeting will
be Tuesday. Nov. 12, at 1
p.m. at home of Mrs.
Hendon.

TREASURE HOUSE OF GIFTS
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CTR.-753-6798
Mon.-Sat. 9:00-5:00

5‘44., -2p7letug - Sae.
5/goat - 9 Ausficii cf; Sat.

"WHO YA GONNA CALL?"

- //

206

gonapsetly

714:414.4.6

4440$

Decorated Hats
753-9970
Christmas Items
436-2248
Much Much More
Hrs. Fri. & Sat. 10-4. Sun. 1-4

.
C"
64

753-2997

From Murray. go out 94 East about 1 mile to the big white
house on the left. (Just before Happy Holiday Pontoonsl

MURRAY
CABLEVISION
for the fantastic
lineup for Nov.

BUY ANY ONE
SWEATER IN STOCK
SAVE 50% ON
SECOND SWEATER
(2nd

sweater equal value or less)
4

GHOSTBUSTERS
with Bill Murray
on Cable Channel 42
Wednesday, Nov. 6, 7 p.m.
Fridayi Nov. 8, 9 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 9, 9 p.m.

1/2 PRICE
SWEATER

Only $5.00 per showing
"Tape it now, watch it later with your VCR"

Savings on Women's
and Men's sweaters!
Buy any sweater at
current ticket price
and receive a second
sweater of equal value
or less at 1/2 PRICE!
Choose from crews,
V-necks, cardigans,
shetlands, hand knits,
fisherman knits, vests,
Shakers, and novelties
...all in a variety
of comfortable styles
and popular fall
& winter colors.
Watch for additional
sale items in pants,
skirts, dresses, and
outerwear.

THE WWF WRESTLING CLASSIC
Starring Hulk Hogan
rs.ntd

by tho folk who producod "Wrestlemania"
7.7:30 p.m.*Livell•Cable Channel 34*$10.00

MAURICES
Where Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune For Men & Women'

CHESTNUT HILLS MALL

11401-Air Shopping Contor

754-5005

1

•••4

• 1
•
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DATEBOOK
Film series Sunday
The fourth video of the film series on "Marriage Enrichment" will be shown Sunday, Nov.
10, at 5:30 p.m. in Hale Chapel of Education
Building, First United Methodist Church. "Sex:
Resetting the Thermostat" will be title of the
Sunday film series:111e public is invited to attend, according to the Rer7i.-rtIck Dye, associate
minister of the church.

Singles plan events
The Murray Single Connection will meet Saturday, Nov.9, at 3 p.m. at North Branch of Peoples
Bank at North 12th and Chestnut Streets. The
group will go by bicycles to Martha's home for a
chili supper to be served at 5:15 p.m. For information call 759-1692, 753-9414 or 436-2174.

MTC meeting Friday
Make Today Count, a support group for any
person experiencing a life-threatening illness
and family members and friends, will meet Friday, Nov. 8, at 10 a.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Hutson will be speaker
Jackson Purchase Audubon Society will meet
Monday at 7 p.m. at Paducah Area Vocational
Center, 2400 Adams, Paducah. Dr. Richard Hutson, Paducah physician, will present an audiovisual program entitled 'New England
Autumn." Visitors are welcome. To become a
member of JPAS call 1-444-5652. For more information call 753-9385.

Open house planned
The Christmas Crafts Open House of First
Baptist Church will be Thursday and Friday,
Nov. 14 and 15, from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. and on
Saturday, Nov.16,from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. athome
of Joetta Harlow,820 North 20th St., Apt. 2, Murray. Persons having crafts to display should bring them at 9 a.m. on Thursday but should let
Joetta know by Monday, Nov. 11.

McClure reunion Sunday
The descendents of Eli and "Aunt SiB" McClure will have a reunion on Sunday, Nov. 10, in
Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank. A potluck lunch will be served at 1 p.m. All
family members and friends are invited.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 19115
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Anna Bell Russell hostess, Suburban Club

CCMS sale Saturday
A Craft and White Elephant Sale at Calloway
County Middle School will be Saturday, Nov. 9,
from 8 a.m. to noon. Proceeds from the sale will
go to provide Thanksgiving dinners to 30families
In the area. This is sponsored by Student Council
of CCMS and the public'is invited and urged to
participate in this fund-raising event.

Game will arrive soon
The Trifles Game,sold by Murray High School
Band Boosters, is scheduled to arrive soon. Jerry
and Karen Bolls, presidents of the Boosters, said
the game will be distributed to those ordering it
as soon as it is delivered in Murray.

Joshua Lee Bybee born
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Bybee, Rt. 8, Murray,are
the parents of a son, Joshua Lee, weighing seven
pounds 10 ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on
Friday, Oct. 4, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have one daughter, Jessica, 3.
The mother is the former Sharon Brandon. The
father is employed at Air Products, Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Herbert J. Brandon of Rt. 5, Benton, and the late Joe and Sue
Bybee. A great-grandmother is Mrs. Velma Lee
of Rt. 1, Dexter.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include the following:
Evelene Koss and Ricky Renfroe, Murray, from
Western Baptist; Jeremy Hosford, Dexter, and
Curtis Mohler. Klrksey, from Lourdes.

James Paschall enlists
James W. Paschall, son of Mrs. Tena Paschall
of Hazel, enlisted in the Air Force's Delayed
Enlistment Program, according to Master Sgt.
Gary Yulll, Air Force recruiter, Paducah.
Paschall, a 1984 graduate of Calloway County
High School, is scheduled for enlistment in the
regular Air Force on April 1, 1986. Upon graduation from the Air Force's six-week basic training
course at Lackland Air Force Base, San Antonio,
Texati, Paschall is scheduled to receive teclulial
training in the Jet Engine Mechanic career field.
Paschall will be teaming credits toward an
associate degree in Applied Sciences through the
Community College of the Air Force while attending basic and technical training schools.

Anna Bell Russell
opened her home for
Oct. 14th meeting of
Suburban Homemakers
Club.
"Lunches for Work Or
School— was the major
lesson presented by

Rachel Hendon who also Calloway County Refreshments were
gave the devotion.
Homemakers.
served
Sue Dunn, president,
Also present were
The November
presided. Rosanna Lillian Dunn, Jo Han- meeting will be with
Miller, secretary, gave cock and Wilma Wilson. Betty Wilson
reports and Lou
McGary reported on Annual Day meeting cs!

Hornemakers meet

South Murray Club meets
with lesson by Mrs. Redden
Lottie Gibson, presi- Jean Cloar, county exdent, presided at Oct. tension agent in home
8th meeting of South economics, was a guest.
Murray Homemakers, The afternoon was
Club held at Peggie's spent with the club
Place.
members wor4fing on in"Nutritious Meals and dividual crafts.
Snacks to Go" was the
The Club will meet
lesson presented by Tuesday, Nov. 12, at 10
Larue Redden.
a.m. at Peggie's Place.
Jean Moore shared
the special newsletter
on "Buying Tips on
Appliances.''
The devotion was
given by Vanda Gibson.
Faye Pyle joined the
club as a new member.

The home of Ruth
Parker was the scene of
the Oct. 14th meeting of
Penny Homemakers
Club.
Violet Johnson
presented the major
lesson on "Disabled:
Facing Social, Personal
and, Economical
Obstacles."
The club will give $1
on Christmas decorations for Murray Calloway County Park

and also a donation to
Ovarian fund. The birthday fund will go to State
Leadership.
Seven members were
present.
The club will meet
Monday,Nov. 11, at 1
p.m. at home of
Maudena Butterworth.
Members are asked to
bring gifts for patients
at Western State
Hospital. Hopkinsville

4 <tfYLES
WATER BEDS
FOR UNDER
!
19$

Wolves counted
On Isle Royale, a national park in Lake
Superior, a study that
began in 1958 still seeks
to define the complete
ebb-and-flow cycle of
the island's wolves and
moose, predator and
prey. The wolf population has fluctuated from
14 to 50 and the moose
from 500 to 1,40Q.

PET PEN
1101 Story
759-1322
Buy A Cog. and Get
$S Off a Parakeet.
lipires Nov. 22

"VVViiiria-VW1-WW11.ViiliVirliiililailaVViiVii "4-

44,

Seven Seas is now
taking reservations for .41
your holiday banquets.

Only "ct More Days

For more information phone
753-4141 after 3:30 p.m.
Hey 641 North Murray Ky
Open at 4 p m Mon -Sat 753 4141

TO SAVE

*turn *ens

2040%

SHOP US FIRST

STOREWIDE

Rickman
Norsworthy
LUMBER COMPANY,IMC.

X

.13

Fter71117767

Sealy
Bedding
Less Than Half. Price

palow,inlowtprice
sale
s!
Hi Hyde Latex
Flat Wall Paint
•White only, colors extra

*for interior walls and ceilings
'washable finish
•reg. 10.98

gal.

7
8

ALL WATERBEDS

Hwy. 641 North

Murray

753-3037
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Vinyl Flat
Wall Paint
•White only, colors extra
•reg. 13.73

088
7
300 S. 4th Murray
Store Hours:
7-S Moo.-Pri.,8-1 2 Sat.

CASH & CARRY
SHOP

men.

4

save over 25%

Big Savings On

DUNN
FURNITURE

4,1
-4

Gal.

753-6450
SALE ENDS 11/S/SS
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Coming community events are listed
Thursday, Nov. 7

Thursday. Nov.7
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. at lodge hall.
-- -Murray Civitan Club
will have its 27th anniversary meeting at 7
p.m. at Homeplace
Family Restaurant.

AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---Ladies Tennis Banquet of Murray Country

4111.-

LAY-A-WAY
FOR CHRISTMAS
SALE
454 TRUCKS
LARGE SCALE
-1 16 CHEVY SWAMP
MONSTER OR
.1 16 GIANT TRACKS

SALE

A

98.
!
1
A

*I=3

A

sALE
14.88

A

750 POWER
MICRO=
SCOPE
wiTHIPICHT
AND
ACCESSORIES

talS•CID

LARGE SCALE

A

SALE
$2988)

ENG-=INES

•hir\
s.V

A
*

A

•14 VISIBLE V8 OR
-1 3 VISIBLE TURBO
29
SALE

NATURAL

salaam

$24.99
A
ELECTRIC
ROCK
TUMBLER

A

Thursday. Nov.7
p.m. at Commerce
Centre.

Friday, Nov.8
Sound Band will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
---Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
-Douglas and Hazel
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
• ----

Friday, Nov.8
Friday, Nov.8
Saturday, Nov.9
Calloway County meet at 8 p.m. in J.U. collegiate horse show,
Homemakers will be Kevil Center, South 10th beginning at 9 a.m. in
selling their cookbooks Street Extended, West Kentucky
Annual golf awards
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Mayfield.
Livestock and Exposibanquet of Oaks Counat downtown branch of ---tion Center. Admission
try Club will be at 6:30
Bank of Murray and
Parent's Night Out is free.
p.m. at, Golden Corral
downtown and • North will be at University
---- Restaurant. This is for
branches of Peoples Church of Christ.
Artworks
in a variety
both men and women
Bank.
of media by Sharon
golfers and their
Mothers Morning Out Carlton will be on exspouses.
will be at 9 a.m. at First hibit in Curris Center
---Spaghetti supper, Christian Church.
Gallery, Murray State
Friday, Nov.8
sponsored by Calloway
---University, today
Seniors Club for all
Band Boosters, will be
Junior and Senior Ac- through Nov. 24.
senior citizens will have
served from 5 to 7 p.m. teen Slumbe Party will
---a potluck luncheon at
in cafeteria of Calloway be with Mrs. Sharon
AA and Al-Anon will
Paducah Chapter of County High School.
11:30 a.m. in fellowship
Siebold at 6 p.m.
meet at 8 p.m. at
hall of First Christian PWP will meet at 8 p.m.
•
---American Legion
---Church.
at Jaycee Building, off
Events in Land Bet- Building, South Sixth
Lone Oak Road,
Holiday Bazaar by ween the Lakes will in- and Maple
---Streets.
Square and round Paducah. For local in- First United Methodist clude Skywalk at 2 p.m.
-489-2543.
formation
call
Church Women will be and Mark Twain and the
dancing with music by
Captain Wendell Oury
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Great Comet of '35 at
---Ken -Tenn Country
Chapter of DAR will
church. Lunch at $3 per 7:30 p.m. at Golden
meet at 1:30 p.m. at
person with reserva- Pond Visitor Center.
Holiday Inn with
tions to be made with
---Dorothy Byrn as
Pattie Mae Moody,
Saturday, Nov.9
hostess.
753-5483, will be served
Craft and white
---from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
elephant sale by
Painting workshop by
Calloway County Middle Jerry Watson
---ki;•
will be
School Student Council from 10 a.m. to noon
at
"The Drunkard" will will be from 8 a.m. to
Murray Art Guild.
be presented by Com- noon at school.
---munity Theatre at 8
---Reservations for
p.m. in Playhouse in
Bazaar, sponsored by ladies Thanksgivi
ng
Murray-Calloway Coun- Hazel United Methodist
luncheon on Nov. 13 at
ty Park.
Church Women, will be Murray Country
Club
---from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. in should be made
by todowntown Hazel.
day with Pat Knowland
Murray State Univer--or Vicky Holton.
sity Percussion EnsemHolly Berry Bazaar
---ble, directed by Tom will start at 8:30 a.m. at
Murray Single ConVanaridel, will present First Presbyteri
an nection will meet at 3
a few concert at 8 p.m. Church.
p.m. at North Branch of
in Annex Recital Hall,
---Peoples
Bank to go
Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Bazaar, sponsored by bicycling and chili
'sup---North Pleasant Grove per at 5:15 p.m.
at MarCumber
land tha's home.
A music and comedy
Presbyterian Church
performance by Skip
Women, will start at 9
Sunday, Nov 10
Griparis will begin at 8
a.m. at Ellis Center,
AA will have a closed
p.m. in the atrium of
Murray.
meeting at 4 p.m. at
Curris Center, Murray
---American Legion
State University. Ad'Boy Scout Troops 45 Building. For informamission is free.
N.>
and 77 will hold an old tion call 75 3-00
61,
---newspaper drive today. 762-3399 or 753-7764.
---Norman Wagner of Persons having
Second day of InterAtlanta College of Art newspapers only to be
will present a lec- picked up are asked to collegiate Horse Show
all 753-3824 or 753-2553.
will begin at 9 a.m. at
ture/demonstration
---West Kentucky
from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. in
Super Saturday for Livestock and ExposiPrintmaking Lab,
youth,
ages 4 to 12, will tion Center. Admission
ground floor, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State start- at 9:15 a.m. at is free.
First Baptist Church.
- --University.
MSU Chorale and
---Senior Adult Banquet, Chamber Singers will
)fake Today Count sponsored by University present a free concert at
All meet at 10 a.m. in Department, will be at 7 3:30 p.m. at First ChrisCourt Square
private dining room of p.m. in Fellowship Hall tian Church.
West
Murray-Calloway Coun- of First Baptist Church.
------ty Hospital.
Susan Edwards will
Paris, Tn.
Pre-retirement plann- present a voice recital
---AA and Al-Anon will ing meeting for Murray- at 2 p.m. in Farrell
Calloway \\County area Recital Hall, Fine Arts
teachers wIU start at 10 Center, Murray State
a.m. in Room 118, Wells University. Admission
Hall, Murray State is free.
University.
------A solo exhibition of
Events in Land Bet-, photographs by Duane
ween the Lakes will in- Michals will be
clude Mark Twain and presented in conjuncthe Great Comet of '35 tion with Sidney Janis
at 11 a.m., Skywalk at 2 Gallery of New York Cip.m. and West Kentucky ty on main level, Eagle
Amateur Astronomers Gallery, Murray State
meeting at 8 p.m., all at University.
Golden Pond Visitor
---Center; Animal
"The Drunkard" will
Behavior and Com- be presented at 2 p.m.
munication at 2 p.m. at by Community Theatre
Woodlands Nature in Playhouse in MurrayCenter; Wood Heater Calloway County Park.
Safety at 2 p.m. at Em---pire Farm'
Prepared Childbirth
---Course will continue at 6
"The Drunkard" will p.m. at Mason Hall,
THANKS TO YOU, OUR VALUED CUSTOMERS, WE ARE
be presented at 8 p.m. Room 206, Murray State
CELEBRATING
by Community Theatre University. For inforTHREE FANTASTIC MONTHS WITH A GRAND OPENING.
In Playhouse in Murray- mation call 753-8143 or
IN APPRECIATION WE ARE OFFERING THE
FOLLOWING MERCHANDISE. Calloway County Park. 762-2718.
------Norman Wagner will
Events in Land Betpresent a paper marbl- ween the Lakes will ining workshop at 10 a.m. clude Mark Twain and
REG. $50
in Printmaking Lab, the Great Comet of '35
VALUES TO $45
Fine Arts Center, Mur- at 11 a.m. and Skywalk
ray State University.
at 2 p.m. at Golden Pond
---Visitor Center: Attrac-Murray State Univer- ting Winter Wildlife at 2
$2
0
67
1597 84
sity Horsemanship Club p.m. at Woodlands
will sponsor n inter- Nature Center; Basket
1897
Making Demonstration
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Empire Farm; Butter
Atillake
Churning at 2 ,p.m4 at
oWICHIMME
VALUES TO $60
The Homeplace-1850.•
---Descendents of Eli
s.
and "Aunt Sis" McClure
will meet for a potluck
OF THE MONTH
luncheon and reunion at
1 p.m. in Community
Room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank.
---United Methodist
Some*
Women of Paris District
for $
will have officers' trainSlainioes
Owl
ing day at 2 p.m. at First
United Methodist
Church. Murray.
---RaMaig,‘
Video film series on
woui•
".Marriage Enrichswag.
REGISTER FOR FREE GIFT CERTIFICATES
ment"
shown at
.•••.•
43-Plece Flatware Set .s a
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
5:30 p.m. in Hale
comobte senroce tor 9 soill• satChapel. Pirst United
MUSIC BY ORGANIST — CHERYL JACKSON
adicska forks and hostess set
Methodist Church.
Cho•ce
012
pawns
•••
50 FREE GIFTS
osmium Limited
-- --

You are invited
to our
32nd Annual

Christmas
Open House
Sunday
November
10th
1-5 p.m.

A

A

Thursday. Nov. 7
Club will be at 6:30 p.m.
at club. Reservations at
$3 per person should be
made with captain.
---Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Education
Building, First United
Methodist Church. For
information call
759-1692, 753-9414 or
436-2174.
---Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30

USTED
-HEAVY DUTY MOTOR

3ach

3one5

0

A
A
ELECTRIC
RACING SET
so°
'SALE

A

3 BONUS FEATURES

TO OF RACING ACTION
$9099
IN 2-1 x 3-1 2'

3200 Irvin Cobb Drive
Friday, Nov. 8th

sio
.
99/
A

sALE 7, ala'AD
%
w'ss

•w

II

A

I.f'lil'Iiil
0-X2
RACE CARS

A

FASTEST WAY TO MN
SPECIAL SELECTION OF SUPER FAST CARS

.$39...
sALE
ELECTRIC
RACING SET
wurn ma ° "
dProY 1074*.
nerctigjr,srfor
"Or

FASHIONS • AT LARGE

A
A
A

NIMES 14 EFFERENT LENTS
15 SF RAM ACTION IN I 3-1

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
753-4110
Murray
205 N. 4th

Paducah (Off Price) Mall
9 A.M.

BLAZERS

DRESSES

JACKETS

BLOUSES

$3777

$11 17 to
'22"

PANTS
$717 to
$1437

JEANS
$ 1237
to $19"

STOP BY AND HELP US CELEBRATE

WE'RE GIVING A LADIES DIGITAL WATCH TO THE FIRST
25 LADIES THRU OUR DOOR. THE NEXT 25 LADIES WILL
RECEIVE A BOXED STICK PIN AND A FINE HANKERCHIEF.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
OPEN TIL 9 P.M.
/

•

BARGAIN

11.99

MURRAY WOMIE
& AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-2571

The last American
troops left South Vietnam in 1973. ending
direct U.S. involvement
In the Vietnam War.
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Rainfall in Tennessee Valley normal, for a change
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP —
October's rainfall in thg Tennessee Valley was a little above
normal, breaking a yearlong
trend that promises to make
1985 the region's driest on
recora, officials say.
The :Tennessee Valley
Authority recorded an average
of 3.24 inches of rain last month,

which is slightly over the expected average of 2.98 inches for
the month of October.
However. the TVA says 1985
rainfall in its seven-state region
has reached only 30 inches in the
past 10 months, or 13.3 inches
below what would be expected in
a year of average rainfall.
The driest areas have been the

SgAny

eastern section of the Tennessee
Valley, especially upper East
Tennessee where some areas
recorded only a half-inch of
precipitation in October. TVA supplies electricity to 2.8
million customers in Tennessee
and parts of Kentucky, Virginia,
North Carolina, Georiga,
Alabama and Mississippi.

HOME
ELECTRONICS

HURRY IN
COMPARE PRICE
COMPARE FEATURES

STOV ALL NAMED MR. MEW — Chris Stovall, Owensboro, was named Mr.M8U by the Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority at Murray State.University last night. Stovall, seated above,is flanked on the left by Mark
Calvert, Evansville, Ind., audience support winner; Kevin Ulf's, Louisville, second runner up; and on
the right is Ben Graves, Lexington, first runner up. The annual Mr. MSU pageant is conducted by the
AOPI sorority with the proceeds being used in support of the Arthritis Research Foundation, the
sorority's international philanthropy.

4

OUTSTANDING VALUE

Staff photo by Kevin Bowden

Remote control
console
color television

Hard work credited in Key's victory
WICKLIFFE, Ky. (AP) —
Republican Lloyd Key says his
upset victory in the Ballard
County judge-executive's, race
may baffle Democrats, but to
him it was a matter of applying
hard work and footwork.
He ousted the incumbent,
Mike Magee, by 1,329 to 1,174
votes In a. county 'where
Democrats outregister
Republicans 9-1. He could be the
first Republican elected county
judge.. Although a thorough
search oft—courthouse records
hasn't bee done, most political
observers said a Republican victory was unheard of.
"I guess I visited 80 percent of
the homes in the county. That is
something you have to do in a
rural county, get out and see the
people. Spending a lot of money
won't do it," said Key, a 57-yearold farmer and former state
trooper.
Key said he started Labor Day
and "campaigned every day

Dem)

since then except Sundays. I
always felt I could win if I worked hard enough." He said he
spent about $1,300.
Magee attributed his defeat to
a breakdown within his party:
"In the May primary, I ran on
my record of accomplishment
and things I worked to do in
Ballard County," he said. "In
November, I ran strictly on the
party ticket: Democrat versus
Republican. I didn't go around
tooting my own horn. I ran as
the nominee of the Democratic
Party."
Magee also went house-tohouse "and made it to at least 60
percent of them. The people I
came into contact with didn't
have any complaints about the
job I was doing. There really
weren't major issues."
Key said he apparently attracted voter attention by promising to prevent outsiders
from using the landfill and to
construct ditches along county

By Abigail
Van Buren

Man Looking for Date Would
Rather Hear 'No' Than 'Maybe'
DEAR ABBY: Your answer to
"Often Stuck" was all wet. She
wanted to know how to avoid giving
her phone number to a man in
whom she wasn't interested, and
you told her to take his number
instead and say she'll call him when
she has some free time.
Why is it so hard for women to say
no? I have had women give Me their
phone number after I've asked for it
only to find them surprised when I
call, and then I get turned down.
Women have told me that they're
afraid of hurting a man's feelings
by refusing to give him their phone
number. Believe me,straightforward
honesty would be refreshing after
putting up with some of the games
people play with each other.
STAN
IN INDIANAPOLIS
DEAR STAN: If a woman is
absolutely, positively not interested in the man,then a straightforward rejection is probably
kinder than giving him false
hope.
But since it's a woman's prerogative to change her,mind,it's
smart to ask the man for his
number because the man in
whom she had no interest in,
may might look better to her in
November (after a long, dry
summer).

sour because you found another
man, or you found another man
because your marriage went
sour, but don't chuck your marriage in order to jump into
another.
No woman (or man) should
live with a mate who dishes out
verbal or physical abuse. I recommend family counseling for
you and your husband. If he
refuses to go with you,go alone.

roads to help control flooding
and washouts.
The landfill operation has
been an issue for several years.
Fiscal Court once considered
leasing it to a private operator
who would have allowed garbage from Paducah to be
dumped there.
Key said the''voters just went
out and voted for the man. They
didn't look at party affiliation."
When his term ends in
January, Magee said he will
return to work for three familyOwned newspapers.
Clyde Elrod,former chairman
of the Ballard County
Democratic Executive Committee, attributed Key's victory to a
divisive Democratic primary.
"Magee had a bitter primary
race," Elrod said.
"There were three good,
strong candidates and he barely
won. Needless to say, he wasn't
able to heal all of those wounds
in the brief time he had between
the primary and general
election."
Elrod said Magee's opponents
"did not work against him but I
think some of their supporters
went for the other candidate on
Tuesday." When he decided to run, Key
had a friend check Ballard
County election records to find
out the last time a Republican
was elected county judge.
"She ran it back a long, long
way and didn't find any. I told
her I didn't want her to go any
further because I didn't want to
be discouraged by what she was
going to find."
Key was as a state trooper
from 1953 until 1964, worked as
an insurance agent and then
became a salesman.
He quit his job earlier this
year when he decided to run for
judge-executive.

• 105 channel cable
compatible tuner.
• Stereo adaptable
• Simulated woodgrained cabinet

SAVE $90
VHS VCR
With wireless remote. 1 4-dayi 1 _progriirrireacird. Wireless infrared 8.function remote.

ONLY 58999

E928-

Dual cassette
compact stereo

NOW

$154.99

Dual cassette
compact stereo
NOW $199.99

E 405b

NtV

13-inch, remote •
color TV

19-inch color TV
117 channel

19-in color TV
with remote

NOW $234.99

NOW $279.99

NOW

• Prices include shipping

Phone
.153-2310

Console TV's priced w th delivery and installation
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DEAR ABBY: I am a pastor who
believes in a lot of home visitation,
and when I go into a home j, will
inevitably find the boob tube-blaring. After I've been seated for about
three minutes. I ask pleasantly,
"May I turn down the TV a wee
bit?" Usuallfthey say, "Oh, just
shut it ofr" If they hesitate, or say,
"Well, I will turn it down just a little
bit," then this is a signal to me that
they are more interested in their
"soap" than their salvation, and in
15 minutes I am gone.
And incidentally, Abby, I do not
agree with you that people are not
socially obligated to turn off the TV
when someone drops in unexpectedly. After all, is a television program more precious than friendship?
SOUTH CAROLINA PASTOR

DEAR PASTOR: How important a television program is to
an individual is a personal matDEAR ABBY: I'm not happy with
ter that can be answered only by
my marriage and I want out, but my
the individual. I could be mishusband isn't the type to let me go
taken, but I have always thought
without a fight. We've been married
healthy friendships are based
for 10 years and have two children. I
on mutual consideration, not
wasn't quite 16 when I got married,
obligation.
and he was 24. We fight all the time.
If we're not screaming and yelling,
•• *
we're hitting each other. I don't like
to fight in front of the children, but I
CONFIDENTIAL TO LOOKjust can't stand there and take all
his verbal abuse, plus punching and ING AHEAD IN BUFFALO:
Heed the wise words of Winston
slapping.
Abby, just one more thing. There Churchill:"It's a mistake to look
is this man who really cares for me too far ahead. Only one link in a
and we think we could be happy chain can be handled at a time."
together if I were free. I need to
know how I can leave my husband
•• *
withobt getting myself, my children
or my boyfriend hurt. My husband
iii your social life in a slump? Lonely?
can be very mean if provoked.
Get Abby's updated, revised and exRUNNING OUT OF TIME panded booklet, "How•to Be PopuAND COMMON SENSE lar"—for people of all ages. Send your
•••

Oxford Cloth
Shirt Sale
Stripes or Solids

6•99
Famous Name Jeans Sale
Your Choice: 1 7•99
Reg. To 12.99

Reg. 32.00

Basic 5-Pocket Denim
5.00 Will
Hold Your
Christmas
Layaway

name and address clearly printed with

DEAR RUNNING: Your sig- a check or money order for $2.150 and a
long,stamped 139 cents)self-addressed
nature shows you to be• very envelope
to: Dear Abby, Popularity,
Insightful woman. I don't know P.O. Boa 38923. Hollywood. Calif.
whether your marriage went 9003$1.1

Wimowaswernainalanagall111011111WWWWW.'

_
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$349.99
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Tennessee banks are stronger in the aftermath of 26 bank failures
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. more careful about their
AP ) — Tennessee's lending aid that the surbanking industry has viving banks are in betbeen strengthened by ter shape since the
reform and a spirit of failure of Jakei Butcautiousness that cher's United American
followed 26 bank Bank in Knoxville in
failures in 1984 and 1984, February 1983.
UAB's collapse, the
a federal study says.
The report by the third largest commerFederal Deposit In- cial bank failure in the
surance Corp. conclud- country since the
ed that Tennessee Depression, served as
bankers have become "a catalyst" for bank

reform in the Tennessee
Legislature as well as in
the financial community, the study said.
"Several
businessmen confirmed
that local banks now require potential borrowers to have good collateral before they will
‘make a loan." the study
said of its interviews in
the Knoxville area.
"One real estate

developer indicated that
following the bank
failures he has to
assemble complete loan
packages with extensive
docutnentation before
any bank will.review his
application," the study
said.
Brad Barrett, vice
president of the Tennessee Bankers
Association, agreed
Wednesday that the industry is stronger, but
added that more time is

needed to determine if
every bank has made a
full recovery.
"There's no doubt
that an element which
relied on unsound banking practices is no
longer there, and that
has made the industry
stronger," Barrett said.
"But it's hard to tell
how well all 291 banks
are doing," he said.
The FDIC study, entitled "Tennessee's
Bank Failures: The

Aftereffects," focused
on the state because of
Its large number of bank
failures in the two-year
period.
The position of
holding companies was
greatly strengthened by
the rash of closings — 12
at banks either Controlled by Jake Butcher or
his brother, C.H. Butcher Jr., or otherwise
linked to their financial
empire.
First Tennessee and

Deposits in Tennessee
grew by 8.9 percent in
1988 and last year, the
9.5 percent growth rate
for deposits exceeded
the national average by
more than 2 percent, the
FDIC said.
The report identified
two possible areas
where the bank failures
have left a negative effect. In Knoxville,
where the closings led to
a federal grand jury investigation that still
continues, there may
have been a loss of
public confidence in
banking, the report
said.
The FDIC study also
found "a sense of
wounded civic pride" in
Knoxville where some
residents "feel that the
bank failures tarnished
Knoxville's reputation."
Very -few people actually suffered any
harm from the bank
failures, the study
noted. Of $1.9 billion in
deposits at the 26 failed
banks, less than onetenth of 1 percent of
depositors had less than
their total deposit
returned via FDIC insurance, the study

First American acquired 21 of 35 banks
which merged during
the two-year period,
sending their combined
share of statewide
deposits from 42.9 percent in 1982 to 49.1 percent in 1984.
The FDIC report also
sought to knock down
claims that Tennesseans had turned to nonbank investments or
out-of-state banks to
place their money.

CORN-AUSTIN'S
FOR LADIES ONLY
Weekend Sale

Special Good Nov. 8-14
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SPECIAL
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Days for the Price
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Intuitions, John Meyer,
Weathervane, Tnbria, David N.

30%50% Off
/
1
2 Price

Sweaters

Rent all the movies
you want!
53.00 Ea. Movie Rental
Non-Members
52.50 Ea. Movie Rental
Members

Ladies
Dress Slacks

1 Group Separate
Skirts & Sweaters

Pickup Fri., bring back Mon.

1/1 Off
1/3 Off

1 Group of Junior Sizes

VCR Rental Only $9.95

Esprit & Organically Grown 1
3
/

Off

For The Week erld

Other Selected

Over 1600 Movie
Titles & Growing
We're Your Professional
Movie Store

753-8201

While You're Here
Visit Our Private
Sound Proof
Recording Booth.

Racks

10% Off

• Open Fri. & Sat. Nite til 8:00
14,re.t.t.y%
FREE Gift Wrapping
J•blij J"..PLayaway Now For Christmas!

CENTER

SAVINGS

Off

All

Jeans
Including Guess, Gasoline,
Gibraude & other brands

RENTAL4SALES
2X E Mar

Your Choice 1
/
2

751-8201

Among those who suffered from the bank
failures were Jake Butcher and two associates,
Jesse A. Barr and Jack
H. Patrick, who pleaded
ginity to bank fraud for
their role in UAB's
demise.
Butcher is serving a
20-year sentence for
bank fraud and tax evasion at a federal prison
camp in Atlanta while
Barr and Patrick are
serving lesser terms at
a federal prison in Lexington, Ky.
Alaska was rocked by
an earthquake in 1964
that killed more than 100
people and caused $750
milliOn in property
damage.

20%- 50%STOREWIDE
b.

Ladies Dept.

Men's Dept.
Suits, Sport Coats, Blazers, Dress Pants, Casual Pants, Sweaters,
Sweater Vests, Dress Shirts, Casual Shirts, Pajamas, Robes, Jeans,
Ties, BeIts, Suspenders, Underwear, Handkerchiefs, Work Pants and
Shirts to match, Dress Shoes, Casual Shoes, Plain & Steel Toe Work
Shoes, Athletic Shoes, Rubber Footwear, All Weather Coats,1-Shirts
with Pockets, Light Weight Jackets, Heavy Weight Jackets, Light
Weight Rain Coats, Coveralls, Insulated Coveralls, Overalls, High
and Low Back, House Shoes, Socks, Hats, Gloves-Work & Dress,
Hooded & Plain Sweat Shirts, Carpenter Overalls, 1 Piece Long
Underwear, Thermal Underwear, Corduroy Casual & Work Pants,
Billfolds.

Dress, Purses, Blouses, Sportwear, Robes, Gowns-Nylon-BrushedNylon-Flannel, Pajamas-Nylon, Sweaters, Sweater Vests, Cotton
Dresses, Dusters, Slacks, Slips, Hospital Gowns, Jeans, Bed Jackets,
All Purpose Coats, Three Quarter Length Coats, Wool Coats, Active Wear, Hose, Bras, Girdles, Pant Liners, Dress & Casual Shoes,
Steel Toe Casual Shoes, House Shoes, Rubber Footwear, Towels,
White Uniforms,

Girls Dept.

Boys Dept.
reans-Slims, Reg. & Husky, Heavy & Liglitweight Jackets, Socks,
Underwear, Dress, Casual & Athletic Shoes, Overalls-Infants size
to 7 Years, Belts, Pajamas, Good selection of Infant Wear,
Sleepwear, Activewear, Casual Pants, Insulated Coveralls.

All Mens Dress Suits
All Mens Dress Slacks
All Mens Sport Coats & Blazers
All Mens Athletic Shoes

Dresses, Sportswear sizes 21-14 Years, Jeans, Athletic Shoes, Dress
& Casual Shoes, Rain Coats & Rain Jackets, Slips, Socks, Tights,
Good Selection of Infant Wear, Gowns, Sleepwear, Activewear.

Price All Ladies Dress Shoes
/
1
2 Price
1
/
3 Off All Ladies Steel Toe Work Oxford 1/2 Price
1/2 Price
1/
3 to 1/2 Off' All Children's Dress, Casual & Athletic Shoes
/
1 2 Price All Girls Sportswear
Off

Silo 36-50 Rog. & Long /
1 2

Silo 28 walst-52

Silos 2T-14 Yoors

1
/
3

SETTLE-WORKMAN Co

•

CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
ALL SALES FINAL, NO EXCHANGES, NO REFUNDS,
ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE BANK OF MURRAY
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

•

•A

•

SECTION B
observations
by lochie hart
Busy busy busy is life
in Murray. This is true
for those of us who are
up and on the go and to
those who are confined
to the indoors who can
keep up with news.
For instance last
week — there were
things for morning,
noon and night — - so
many, that r could not
make them all. Doc
Severinsen was a
feature at the University Saturday evening — I
see him on the TV in the
Johnny Carson show.
That is enough. His
coming to Murray State
reminded me of another
Parents Weekend when
David Letterman was
the feature attraction.
His performance was
disappointing. His
humor was a put-down
for the university.
My friend Irma La
Follette began Saturday
morning with a 7 o'clock

meeting of the Board of
Regents and the
Athletic Committee;
then the rededication
program of Wilson Hall
when she gave the invocation; the luncheon
at Curris Center; the
football game at 2 p.m. I
was with her from 9
a.m. to the end of the
game when I called my
part of the day's activities quits. Not Irma
— she didn't miss a
thing.
Wilson Hall 'Wks like
It did on the outside
when new, but not on the
inside. The first floor
where the communication center is was once
the basketball court. In
this area, the first
deditation was done
with former Gov. Fields
the speaker. The ceiling
is lowered, making the
second floor over it
'available for theaters
and public speaking and
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other classes.
I remember working
on the ground floor during World War II for
then Lieutenants Jack
Belote and John Ed
Pearce. Also I attended
a class taught by Dr.
C.S. Lowry. I can see
him now, standing a bit,
then pacing the floor to
the window, adjusting
the blind, returning to
his desk. Another home
economics class was
taught by Mrs. Annie
Young; and a physical
education class was
taught by Miss Carrie
Allison.
Now we have an
elevator, air conditioning, carpets, lounges —
one should see the office
and lounge that is occupied by Dr. Robert
McGaughey, head of the
Journalism Department. He deserves such
a luxurious place after
being cramped into uncomfortable quarters
for years. In spite of
that, he and his coworkers'continue to win
national honors.
Dr. Kala Stroup,
perfectly and handsomely dressed, presided at the 10 a.m. program and long-time

friend, Dwain McIntosh. from Murray-Calloway
"Mr. General Inform,g- County Hospital's Long
tion," was luncheon Term Care Unit,as actoastmaster. I didn't tivities director; he
know he had such wit from the countj
and humor. Lt. Gov. sheriff's office.
Stephen Beshear gave
They have four
the humorous main ad- children
Carl, Long
dress. Dr. Harry Sparks Beach, Calif., Hugh.
reminisced about the Calvert City, Jo Ann,
history of the building. Murray. and Lt. Col.
Cong. Carroll Hubbard Dan, the only one not at
entertained us with the party. He is stationjokes and points of ed' in Germany. There
interest.
are eight grandchildren
and one great• • •
grandchild.
In spite of the cold
Besides the refreshnorth wind Sunday
afternoon, friends and
relatives of Heloise and
Hollis Roberts gathered
in the North Branch of
the Peoples Bank to
honor them on their 50th
wedding anniversary.
Since their elopement,
she 16 and he nearly 18,
to Vienna, Ill., with attendants, Jo Roberts
(Mrs. Grogan), Geneva
Whitlow Pace and Joe
Walker, they have had a
good life: Forty-three of
these years were spent
just north of town on her
home place where they
reside. Gardening has
been their hobby, but
both have worked
publicly. She is retired

BOY SCOUT
TROOPS
45 & 77
Will Pick Up

Old Newspapers
Sat., Nov.9

Child has surgery to remove liver infection
CHICAGO (AP) — A
2-iear-old.western Kentucky child underwent a
three-hour operation to
remove infected liver
tissue from her
transplanted organ, a
hospital spokeswoman
- said.
Chasity Gibson of
UnIio.i.vn -was in
critical but stable condition -following the
surgery. said Mary Ann
Redeker, spokeswoman
for Rush-Presbyterian-

St. Luke:-s
Center.

Medical

"It's just going to be a
matter of taking it day
by day and seeing how
she does," Redeker said
Wednesday.
The child has been
hospitalized since
receiving her first liver
transplant Sept. 29. She
has had two more liver
transplants since that
time.
Wednesday's surgery

initokverd removal of two
infected sites on the
liver, which is
regenerative. she said.
The decision to
remove the tissue was
made because "she
wasn't getting worse but
she wasn't really getting better either," she
said.
Doctors will continue
to treat the child with
antibiotics to combat infection. Some

ment table that held the
wedding cake made by
Vickie (Mrs. Jackie)
Geurin there were other
Interests.
A cousin, Shirley
Geurin (Mrs. Don
Johnson) of Desloge,
Mo.. sang a song she
wrote for this occasion.
The titled is "Deep
Roots and Strong
Wings." She, a lecturer
and professional musician, accompanied her
song on the dulcimer.
A "Memory Book,"
filled with letters from

transplant patients are
susceptible to infection
because cyclosporin, a
medication used to cotnrol rejection of
transplanted organs,
tends to knock out the
body's immune system,
Redeker said.
The child's parent's,
Charlotte and Gerald
Gibson, also have been
In Chicago since •their
daughter's original
transplant.

Read the classifieds daily

It would help the Scouts if the papers were tied
18" high bundles, however loose papers will
still be accepted.

friends, compiled by
daughter Jo Ann. who
also organized the occasion, was on exhibit.
Pictures were made of
guests as they arrived.
Heloise and Hollis
made a striking looking
couple and young looking too. He was 68
Tuesday.
• • •
Jo Crass, .city clerk,
took her mother-in-law,

17.

Mrs. Maurice Crass
AMartha ) to her winter
home in Florida this
week.
• • •
Granddaughter Lore
Landolt is recovering
from surgery she had
Monday. She is in
Parkview Hospital,
Room 4014, Nashville,
Tenn. A card from
frien,ds would be helpful
to her progress.

Joyce's
Beauty Salon

We have gone into the Tamils.
Wolfe tanning bed is
back in operation.,
This bed,formerly located at the
Hair Hut, has relocated at Joyce's.
It's ready to go with new bulbs!

SOPIallIOSS. The

Get your tan faster with the
Wolfe System.
Brighten up you summer tan now
while this fantastic special is
underway.

in

Call 753-3824
and 753-2553

Name, Address & Location of Papers.
Only Old Newspapers

150 minutes only $

399

Call For An Appointment
Central Shopping Center
Next to Taco Johns

753.251 1
Mon.-Sat. 8-?

-Z-1101r
HOLIDAY SALE

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
Over 150 chairs
in stock for
your selection
$20 will hold
any chair
till Christmas

NOW THRU
SUNDAY NOVEMBER 24, 1985
HUNDREDS OF DIAMONDS AND 14K. GOLD
UP
TO

111GPL

Sale Priced
From

249
PLUS...
BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS
GIFTS NOW AND
HAVE 10 MONTHS
TO PAY WITH
NO FINANCE
CHARGE!
THAT'S
RIGHT...YOU
DON'T PAY
ONE
"RED CENT"
OF INTEREST!

I

Minimum P
Pt,. chotr.
For No Interest Is
5200

jEwELERs

Minimum Purchase
For No Into, est
5200

Thurman s
FURNITURE

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER. MURRAY. KY.

......1611.01.10011111*.

At

4INV.

•
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alloway County Hosts Marshall County
at Laker Stadium Kickoff
Friday 7:30 p.m.
All Seniors Admitted Free
Senior Football players,
cheerleaders and band members
honored in pre-game ceremony
beginning at 7:10 p.m. in
Laker Stadium.
Kickoff is 7:30 p.m.
Calloway Liftle League
Football teams honored at
halftime.

Good
Luck
Lakers!
CCHS Seniors, left to right, front row: Mike Wheeler, Allen Jones, Kelly Starks,
Tony Ray, Brooks Barton. Back row:
Marty Sheridan, Shane Wallace, Mickey Garrison, Allen Douglas, James Daniels,
Tim Garland.

WAI:MART
Meet
Bill Kopperud
captain of the
Home Team

TaiNIN
24 HOURS

See Bill For
All Your
Real Estate Needs
Bill kupperud

OPPER D
REALTY

Home
753-6620

Office
753-1222

Rent a 7 passenger
Custom Van to go to
the Lakers Away Games.

2 TRUCKS TO SERVE
YOU UTTER
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

Dwain
Call Gene
502-753
-2617
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

MURRAY
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
"All The Way Lakers"

McCLARD

SHELL
401 Olive

Good Luck Lakers!
From Tucker T.V.

D & W Auto
Supply Inc.

Your
11 Your authorized Dealer
for

GOOD LUCK LAKERS!

Xerox copy machines &
Xerox Memory Writers and
supplies.

•Automotive Parts & Paint
•Complete Automotive
Glass Shop
512 S. 12th'

Television
Headquarters
753-2900

512 Main St.
753-0123
1-800-592-3499

753-4563

Good Luck
Lakers
AtiCmcm

753-5321

Oscar-wittner Sally Fl.d
stars in this spiraled
and poignant dramas
about hardships in
tha heartland

*Auto
*Home

Commercial
*Form

PLACES IN
'I'HE H

Ross Insurance
Agency
600 Main

Murray

753-0489 1-±±

8

MONTHS
.80/0
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

85-86 ESCORT
85-86 TEMPO
86 BRONCO II
86 RANGER
Ends Nov. 22nd!

PARKER FORD

Sun.. Nov. 17th
7 p.m.
Channol 24

V1S1

N

1914 Coldwater Road

THE
HOKE
COMPANY

Can depend on. That's
exactly the combination
of benefits you'll recei
as a policyholder of our
agency and the State •
Auto Companies.
If you have a safe driv11P4
• 4,*, PUrCIOM,ing record, you ment
Thurtna
something special when
&
McNutt
It comes to your Auto
Don
McNutt
top-flight
Insurance
coverage, low preferreid,Beata Auto Southsido
Court Sq.
(J Comr
rates and service you
111841penje. 753-4451

LWO-orraprolowomarosersams.-ormoo

outhern tate
GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!
•Bulk Feed & Fertilizer
'Bulk Seed
•Farm and Garden Supplies
'Horse care products and
•Nordic tack line

-a S .

,
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Lakers will host Marshals Friday night in season finale
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Neither team is going to the playoffs, but both
have demonstrated playoff-type performances
this season as Calloway County hosts Marshall
County in the final football game for both
schools.
The Friday contest will feature a senior
farewell for 11 Laker football players, a
cheerleader and fourth-year band members.
Ceremonies will begin a 7:10 p.m. in Laker
Stadium with kickoff scheduled for 7:30.
"We're going up against an awful tough team
this week," said Laker coach -Jack Haskins,
whose team is 7-3 this year compared to Marshall County's 7-2 mark.
"They lost their two games by a total of four
points and anybody who can take Christian County into overtime before losing must have a
heckuva team. They could well be 9-0. Marshall
County has one of its best teams in years,"
Haskins said.

He didn't have to add that the Lakers, too, are
enjoying one of their best seasons in years.
"We're having fun. If we beat Marshall Friday
that would be a great win for us because
Calloway has never beaten them before in football. It would be great for our seniors gdo that,"
said Haskins.
Calloway has taken a final game philosophy
that the Lakers have everything to gain and
nothing to lose. "We'll be going after them like
you wouldn't believe. The pressure's on them,
not us. At the first of the year people thought a
great season for us would be winning three
games," Haskins recalled. "We've already won
seven and we're going for No.8."
The difference in the Calloway program this
year is winning. The winning has bred confidence and the confidence has overcome many
opponents the Lakers were considered underdogs to.
Haskins, after a moment's thought and a few

corrections, said the turning poin of the season
would have to have been the flel4 goal by Mike
Garland to beat Union Countlt in the final
seconds, Sept. 27.
"After the loss to Murray wef were down and
we started to turn things arind during that
week off before we played
allard. Beating
Ballard wasn't anything and n ither was the win
over Lone Oak," Haskins rel
d. "But when we
beat Union, that was the tur4around. After that
we beat Hopkinsville and ur kids began to
believe. Going into the Unk game we thought
we would beat them ad did. After the
Hopkinsvllle win, we knew we were a good football team.
"Talent-wise almOill everybody we played this
year had more than we did, but after we won a
few games it was like a snowball," Haskins said.
The Calloway avalanche may run into some
Immovable obstacles this week, however, as the
Marshals are a team with a good combination of
skill and luck.

AL Manager of the Year

,four firsts.and a total of
66 points. Gene Mauch
of California was third
with eight firsts and 57
points.
The Blue Jays won 99
games during the
regular season and they
finished two ga,mes
ahead of the New York
Yankees to win the AL
East. Toronto .took a
three games-to-one lead
over Kansas City in the
playoffs, but the Royals
rallied to win the final
three games and advanced to the World
Series.
During the World
Series, the Braves asked permission to talk
with Cox, whose contract with Toronto was
to expire at the end of
the year. Cox then signed a five-year contract
to join the Braves,
returning to the team he
managed from 1978-81.
Cox was attending the
general managers'
meeting in Inverness,
Fla., when Wednesday's
announcement was
made.
"The Blue Jays had a
great year in a tough
divisi6n and Bobby had

MTSU men and
women picked
to take OVC,in
pre-season poll

a lot to do with that,"
said Jimy Williams,
who was Cox's thirdbase coach last season
and was named to
replace him as
manager.
"He got an awful lot
out of the players,"
Williams said. "It's not
easy to get guys
motivated for 162
games, but he did it
quite well."
Howser finished- second for the second
straight year in the
BBWAA voting, which is
based on regular season
performance. Last

season, Howser finished
second by one point to
Detroit's Sparky Anderson, who did not receive
any votes this year.
Mauch, who returned
to manage the Angels
last season after a two-'
year retirement, had his
-team in 'the West Divfsion race in the season's
final week and finished
one. game behind the
Royals.
Also receiving votes
were New York's Billy
Martin, who was fourth
with 19 points; Jackie
Moore of Oakland, who
got four points; and
Ch-icago's Tony

LaRussa and Boston's
John McNamara, both
of whom got one point.
Martin took over the
Yankees early in the
season for the fired Yogi
Berra and led New York
back into contention.
Martin was
7,fired for the
fourth ti, e by the
Yankees after the
season ended.
/
Whitey Herzog of the
St. Louis Cardinals was
named National League
Manager of the Year
earlier this week,
beating Cincinnati
Player-manager Pete
Rose by one point.

Ancient recruiting charges
continue toward Wildcats
NEW YORK (AP) — enforcement . sources
Dave Batton, a former told the magazine that
Notre Dame basketball the IRS is "monitoring"
player, said he was of- the situation concerning
fered $20,000 by Seth the allotment of tickets.
Joe B. Hall, who
Hancock, owner of the
Claiborne Farm, to at- resigned as Kentucky
tend the University of basketball coach—last
Kentucky, according to March after 13 seasons,
the latest issue of Sports received an a personal
allotment of 323 tickets,
Illustrated.
Batton told the which had a face,value
magazine he was of- of $24,000. A university
investigation turned up
fered the money in October 1973 in return for no evidence that Hall's
four summers' work on tickets were sold for
the horse farm near more than face value.
Eddie Sutton, who
Paris, Ky., .about 15
replaced Hall, was cut
miles from Lexington.

"Kentucky was illegal
from Day One," Batton
told Sports Illustrated in
LEXINGTON, Ky. —
had 112 assists and its issue released
Middle. Tennessee has guard Zedric Macklin Wednesday.
been chosen by the Ohio were honored on the
Hancock has denied
Valley 'Conference Racersquad.
Batton's allegations.
coaches to finish atop
For the Lady Racers,
Hancock was one of 12
both the men's and senior guard Melody Ot- university boosters
women's basketball tinger received the se- disassociatird from the
division this season.
cond team honors as school's athletic proThe OVC coaches at- well.
gram in 1976 when the
tending the annual OVC
The men's team Wildcat football and
Basketball Day in Lex- voting included Middle basketball teams were
ington picked the Blue Tennessee, No. 1 with put on probation
for
Raiders and the Lady defending league cham- recruiting violations,
Raiders to win both con- pion Tennessee Tech the magazine said.
ference crowns in voting picked to finish second.
Sports Illustrated also
today.
The other teams in said two law Murray State Univer- order were: Austin
sity is picked to finish Peay, Morehead State,
sixth in the men's race Eastern Kentucky, Murand fourth in the ray State, Youngstown
women's race.
and Akron.
Three players on the
On the women's side,
MSU teams have been following Middle Tenhonored as second team nessee's No. 1 pick are
pre -season all - Tennessee Tech,
conference selections. Eastern Kentucky, MurTwo seniors, forward ray State, Morehead,
Chuck Glass who Austin Peay.
averaged 10.3 points and Youngstown and Akron.

Johnny White put the
Lakers on top in the
opening half with twintouchdown runs from
three yards out in each
of the first two periods.
Patric Orr added the
two-point conversion
after the touchdown in

The Murray State
University football
team received bad newt
today when it was
discovered that senior
safety Herbert Jones
would be lost for the remaining two games of
the season.
Jones, who was named Ohio Valley Conference defensive
Player of the Week, was
Injured in Tuesday's
practice. X-rays reveal-

ed Jones had a broken
fibula in three places.
The Racers travel to.
Clarksville to play
Austin Peay this Satur. day and finish their
season November 23 at
Western Kentucky.
Jones had 15 tackles,
one interception and
broke up two other
passes to lead MSU past
Eastern Kentucky 27-20
last weekend.

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
National Basketball Association
•

By The Associated Press
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic DIVIVOIA

WI.
Boston
New Jersey
Philadelphia
Washington
New York

4
4
3
2

3
3
4
6

Pct GB
400
571
I
500 14
333 2,
-1
000
4L,

Central Division
Detroit
Milwaukee
Chicago
Atlanta
Cleveland
Indiana

3 2
714
5
2 .714
3 3
500
3 4
429 • 2
2 4
333 24
1
4
,200
3_
WESTERN CONFERENCE

Midwest Division
Denver
Houston
Utah
Dallas
San Antonio
Sacramento

5

0
2
3

3
2
3
1

a
4
3

1001) —
667
tit
500
24
400
3
.429 3
250
,

LA Clippers
5 0 1488) —
to 64 tickets, Kentucky
President Otis
Singletary and Athletic
Director Cliff Hagan announced in June,
By The Aasociated Press
acknowledging that
BASKETBALL
GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS—Signed Chris
public "questioning" of
Mullin, guard, to a four-year contract Reached agreeHall's tickets was a facment on contract with Purvis Short. forward Waived
tor in their decision.
Ron Crevier and Chuck Alekstna.s. centers, and Guy
wanams. forward
The Lexington
PHILADELPHIA 76ERS—Signed Voise Winters.
Herald-Leader reported
forward, to a one.year contract Placed Andrew
Toney, guard, on injured reserve
last month that 26
SEATTLE SUPEFtSON ICS —Activated Tim McCor
former Wildcat basketmick. forward-center. from the injured reserve list
Released Alex Stivrins forward
ball players told the
newspaper they received payments of $50 and
$100, high fees for public
appearances, meals or South 12th Street
gifts from boosters.

LA Lakers
Portland
Seattle
Golden State
Phoenix

Wednesday

141k

4
5

Philadelphia 105 Indiana 97
San Antonio sl, Kashinglon no
Detroit 122 Cho ago 08)
Portland IT1 Dallas 109
Atlanta Ill Phoenix IOS
Golden State 105. Seattle lvi
Thursday's Games'
Chicago at New lerst5
Milwaukee at New York
IA Clippers al Lloyslon
Dallas at Denver
I. A !Akers at pat
Cleveland Air5•a. ramento
Friday's tames
Phoenix al Boston
San Antonio at
betrual
Haalanglon
Denver at I. A Laker,
Seattle atyortland
Atlanta at Golden Stale

FIXT11111.61.1.
CHICAGO BEARS—Extended the contraet of Dan
Hampton. defensive lineman, through 1989
GREEN BAY PACKERS—Signed Don Bracken
punter Waived Joe Prokop punter
INDIANAPOLIS COLTS—Placed Tin, Sherwin
tight end, on injured reserve Signed Kell.McGregor
tight end
, SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS—Waived Jim Leonard
center. Activated John Harty defensive end
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS—Released Andre Hardy
fullback Signed John Williams. fullback

753-8971

the first quarter, as
Calloway led at the half.
In the., final quarter
Greg Lassiter scored
the final Calloway
touchdown as -he
scampered 35-yards into
the endzone and gave
the Lakers a six-point
lead.
Defensively Darrin
McQuiston picked off
two interceptions for
Calloway, as the Lakeis
finished with an even 4-4
record this season.

Deer Mount Specialists
Don't forget our "85"
Deer Contest.
You could win our
grand prize and become
our annual trophy of the
year winner.
For more information
call after 5 p.m.

411;;P:w
walSir

Your Satisfaction Is
Our Satisfaction

Southside Centel

Put Fidelity Credit
at the top
of your list
this Christmas.
Loans from $100 to $15,000

*Personal Loans,
*Home Loans
*Auto
,.1
Financing
J..r,/
*Consolidations,',

1

*No Appointment
Necessary
"""srs

Murray, Ky.
(502)753-6491

5
s Ganes

Transactions

Calloway Frosh win final game
In its final game of the
season the Calloway
County freshman football team knocked off
Fulton County 20-14,
Tuesday night at home.

Igo lie

Pacific Division

WALLACE'S
TAXIDERMY

Jones placed on
injured list for
final two games

Haskins pointed out that if the Lakers are to
win Friday they wHL-have to have the same ingredients that have carried them this far — including outstanding senior leadership.
"These kids, especially the seniors, turned this
program around. They should be commended
because they could have given up anytime. They
could have quit and said,'Hey, this year is going
to turn out just like the past.' But they didn't and
we're 7-3 right now."

111111111K,MM•111,11111111

Baseball writers select Toronto's Bobby Cox
NEW YORK (AP) —
&Abby Cox finally got
one more victory as
manager of the Toronto
Blue Jays. Unfortunate:
ly, it wasn't the victory
he needed.
Cox, who guided the
Blue Jays this season to
their first -ever
American League East
championship and
within one game of the
World Series, was named the American League
Manager of the Year on
Wednesday by the
Baseball Writers
Association of America.
The award came two
weeks after Cox left his
position with Toronto
and became general
manager of the Atlanta
Braves. Cox received 16
first-place ballots and
104 points from a
28-voter, panel composed of two writers from
each of the league's 14
franchise cities.
Dick Howser of the
Kansas City Royals,
whose team defeated
the Blue Jays in the AL
playoffs and then beat
St. Louis for the World
Series championship,
finished second with

Last week Marshall County held Trigg County
superstar Al Baker to only 76 yards rushing.
They also pulled off a 13-9 victory when a fumble
bounced into the arms of junior guard Todd
Young and he raced 68 yards for the winning
touchdown with less than five minutes left to
play.
The win gave the Marshals a share of the Class
4A district championship, but the loss to Christian County will send the Colonels, not the,Marshals, to the regional playoffs this season.

r =-•
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Fidelity 3
Credit
Corporation
715 S. 12th

753-4006
Across from Storeys

•
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Murray woman is to serve as

KEN LAKE STATE RESORT PARK
OH! KFKITUCKY

Make Your
Holiday Reservations
Now!

The Buffalos
Are Coming!
BUFFALO NIGHT, Saturday, Nov. 9th, 2 p.m.-10 p.m.
"ENTREES"
"VEGETABLES"
Baked Range Style :Buffalo Steak & Gravy Whipped Potatoes
Breaded Okra
Western Smoked Buffalo Barbecue
Corn
on the Cob
Roast Round of Prairie Buffalo .
Red
6eans
wqh
Western Indian Style Buffalo Loaf
Red Chili Sauc.e
with Bunk House Sauce
Boiled Cabbage

-ASSORTED DESSERTS-

Adults $10.95 - Child $6.95

15 Miles East of Murray, Ky. on Hwy. 94

I =I

LE

474-2211

1111 NI MI 111111 al IN MI In III

5-Cell Flashlight or
4-Cell Lantern

I FREE

Radio that*
SPECTACULAR
PRE-CHRISTMAS

IIIII Ell

VALUE

I
RI
El I

Just bring this coupon to your
nearby Radio Shack for your free
flashlight or lantern. Subject to
availability. Offer expires 11/18/85.
Batteries extra

all

LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!

aa. NM

#68-1022/1.035
am am me -.IMO

ME MI XXI MI MO NMI

Versatile 16K Color Computer 2 Matched Hi-Fi Rabk System
By Radio Shack

Cut
$200

Save $3195
8800
Less TV

Educational,
Entertaining,
Affordable!

Built-In Standard BASIC

Introduce your family to the fun
of computing! Choose from our
library of Program Paks or program it in BASIC. Create color
graphics with sound effects.
Attaches to any TV, expandable.
#26-3134

Shown with optional CD player

Add a Compact Disc Player

Clarinette-114 by Realistic

silo() Off Cut $50

4`

18995

149
Reg. 249.95
9

Reg. 239.95

Low As $20 Per Month
On CitiLlne•
10-Watt Amplifier. Soft-Touch Controls

Low As $20 Per Month on CitiLine•

imp-Search

Record from AM, FM stereo or live with built-in mikaitteieo-Widel
adds depth to the stereo image. Auto Search Music System finds
tape selections quickly. Dual 2-way speakers with 61/2" woofers and
solid-state tweeters. AC/battery operation. #14
:
778 Batteries extra

_
I Channel 9 Priority CB
TRC-473 by Realistic --.-

•Matching 17"-High Speakers Copy personal tapes, record
•2-Speed Automatic Turntable from turntable, AM, or FM stereo
tuner. Auto-level recording. With
•"Continuous Play" Mode
dust cover. #13-1217

AM/FM Cassette Recorder 5" B&W TV/AM/FM Radio
PortaVisio
e by Realistic

Minisettel -12 by Realistic

- ..111111111*/ 38%
0L,.__ , e _ 1 Off 4995 4111141m-----`1`.

79

Reg. 79.95

Reg.
• • • i.
Low As 820 Per Month on CitiLine. -

Req.5139.95

Instant Access to Emergency Channel 9,

Don't drive alone! 40-channel 2-way radio
keeps you company, lets you call for help or
directions, anytime. #21-1537

_ .:
1
.,....

cut 9995
60
159.95

Cut $60
•fr

Save$59104

AM/FM Dual-Cassette Phono

SCR-8 by Realistic

n

TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp

System 600 with CD-2000 compact disc player #42-5001.
$799.00 or Low As $37 Per Month on CitiLine*

Portable AM/FM Cassette
•

System 600 by RealistiF

Reg. 799.00
Low As $28 Per Month on CitILIne*
•Audio Radk With Real Walnut Finish
•LAB-600 Turntable With Cartridge
•SA-600 90-Watt Stereo Amplifier
is TM-600 AM/FM Stereo Tuner
•SCT-600 Cassette With Dolby•• B NR
•Two Optimus*-600 3-Way Speakers
#31-1100. 40-1100. 42-1100

Reg. 119.95

)
)

5 anoo

Built-In Electret Mike

Goes anywhere! Tunes

Record lectures, meetings, "voice letters': AM
or FM broadcasts. Auto-level, auto-stop,
oause and tone controls. #14-1012 Batteries extra

i

.

channels 2-83 plus AM/FM.

AC/battery operation.

Sun Shade for
Outdoor Viewing

#16400 Batteries extra

Personal 1-Piece Phone Clock Radio/Phone Combo 3-Channel Walkie-Talkie
Chronofone
ET-120 by

Radio Shack

28%
'
,
,, i

111294
117.95
1

\ b• I'
"
,..

,.

lit _

oirse___,
-77
-

off

t-100 by Realistic
ET-120 by Radio Shack
ffr
c -SZ.--•• -

"Hangs Up" on Flat Surfaces
Radio mutes when
Great gift! Pulse dialing,
,phone is used. Battery
one-button touch-redial, adjust- backup alarm if AC
able ringer. White, #43-501.
fails. #43-502, 12-1544
FCC *Moroi Backup
Brawn, #43-602 FCC registered
battery extra

TRC-86 by Realistic

95 Cut_

Cut47
%

29

2995

Reg. 39.95

250/0

Reg. Separate

Keep in touch! Volume/on-off
and squelch controls. With
channel 14 crystals. #21-1608

Items 58.95
See ET-120 Phone
Description at Left

Jean Hamra,
associate director of
purchasing at Murray
State, has been elected
to a one-year term as
vice president of the
Kentucky Educational
Purchasing
Cooperative.
Now in its third year,
the Kentucky Educational Purchasing
Cooperative is comprised of seven state universities and is designed to
fulfill HR 622 regarding
the delegating of purchasing to state
universities.
Other officers are
Dale Kindred of the
University of Louisville,
president, and Keith

A DIVISOR OF TANDY CORPORATION

PRICES APPLY AT PAPITCIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

She is a member of
the Kentucky Association tor Women, Deans,
Administrators, and
Counselors and the National AssOciation for
Female Executives Inc.

school students, Link
said.
The education departInent has serious concerns, however, about
inconsistencies from
one district to another in
identifying special.
education students,
Link said.
She posed four possible actions for the state
board:
- Requiring each
Vivian Link, of the
district's .special Department of Educaeducation program adtion's Office for Educaministrator to be certion of Exceptional
tified in special
Children, told the state
education.
board Wednesday that
- Tighter controls on
one root of the problem
special-education placeis a lack of specialment testing.
education expertise on
- Stricter rules on
the part of most school
placement.
administrators.
- Putting a cap on
"Folks who are running the program are state spending, forcing
districts that place too
wearing many hats, admany students in
ministratively," Link
special education to
said.
pick up the tab.
The board voted to
Board members Ann
Bardwell and Robert have one of its
Ruberg said the state members, plus, a
may be risking lawsuits member of the goverin districts where nor's State Advisory
special -education Panel on Special Educastudents ars an abnor- tion, recruit other inmally low percentage of terested people to help
the total student body, recommend specific
since it indicates some ways of dealing with instudents are not receiv- sufficient and excessive
ing the special training special -education
to which they are legally placements.
6
In other business, the
entitled.
But in other districts, board:
- Approved the
percentages are abnormally high - double the education department's
national average in a 1.7.1 billion budget rehandful of districts - quest for 1986-88, in
and that indicates some keeping with a state law
students are being er- that requires the board
roneously placed in to make a budget
special education pro- recommendation to the
governor.
grams. Link said.
- Approved an exBut those districts'
numbers are skewed for perimental "adult
several reasons and magnet high school" in
"Kentucky 'is not uni- Ballard County and apque" in that respect, proved in principle a
sithilar project in JefLink said.
She said 10.42 percent ferson County. They are
of Kentucky's students designed to be an option
were identified as for students who prospecial-education cases bably would otherwise
in the 1984-85 school drop out of school,
year. The national allowing them to work
average varied accor- during the day and purding to the source, with sue a diploma at night.
With flexible day the U.S. Department of
Education setting it at night schedules, the
10.s9 percent and the sthools also are being
comptroller general counted on to encourage
saying it was 12.04 dropouts, including
those over 21, to return
percent.
The Dayton school for a diploma. Students
district ranked highest older than 21 would not
in Kentucky with be included in average
special-education cases daily attendance figures
making up 26.64 percent for state fundipg
of its students - at least purposes.
Approval for the Jefon paper, Link said.
Skewing that figure ferson County adult
was a high enrollment in magnet high school was
private schools and, not provisional pending
coincidentally, a public- final details of funding,
school enrollment with credits and teacher
50 percent of, the assignments, among
students classified as other things, according
"economically depriv- to a staff report to the
state board.
ed," Link said.
- Heard that a
Further, the state is
required to provide teacher shortage' in
special education to any Kentucky is getting
student needing it, in- worse. According to
cluding those in private department records, 80
schools, she said. emergency teaching
However, the rest of the certificates have been
private-school enroll- Issued thus far in the
ment isn't counted, so school year and could
special -education total 100 by Jan. 1. That
students in private compares with just
schools are counted as a eight for the last school
percentage of public- year and 10 for 1983-84.

Batteries additional crystals extra

Hog Market

Check Your Phone Book for the Rados Meek Store or Dealer Nearest You
V

In addition to her
duties in purchasing,
Ms. Hamra is a parttime student.

BOWLING GREEN,
Ky. (API - The state
Board of Education
ordered a top-to-bottom
examination, of how
Kentucky
schoolchildren are placed in special education
programs, and why the
rate of placements
varies widely from one
school district to
another.

.
•C4111.(re tramyeteat Prom Gleba* Payment May very Ostend/4g usiOn Salvo

•45 WATTS Pflit CHANNi

Stewart of Northern
Kentucky University",
secretary.
Ms. Hamra has been
with MSU and the Purchasing Department for
17 years. She was appointed associate director of purchasing in July
1985 after serving as
assistant director.

State board going to review
special education placement

"SALADS"
Spinach Salad, Pickled Beets,
Combination Saad
Garden Salad
Cucumber 8. Sour Cream
Carrol-Raistn-Pineapple
Salad
Cottage Cheese
Fresh Fruit, Sour Cream Salad

Turnip Greens
with Bacon

vice president of cooperative

yay

iocr1141C ‘POSA ?f:

Cirr

'

SD 1° Nil FT-5

CHAPC.1
100()Cç

nf

Federal MON Merles. News aer
vice Nev. 1, INII
Itosemeity Purebaso Ares Meg
Mute. Report lorludes 4 assylog
NNW=
Receipts: Art. Tee rot NO Rarrours
a DON la 'wryer lows gooier NO Ile.
.15 1.40*WM over NO be. him borer
soi.1541.0
ha I I SOSNO lbs.
11411J046.811
La s1/11Stla lbs.

....supsamommuwasuuswoommionellIMINNIIM

$44.01144.14
1141.0.44.411
1114.0141.80
$000.5.
NILINT7.011
N1.01-44.141
515.0.15.0
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Del Mar Window Coverings
are on Sale. Save 30% to 50%
off already outstanding values!

adJ
GUEST CONDUCTOR — Richard Scott-atsistant professor of music at Murray State University, was
the conductor for the 1985 All-State Plancr-Rizsemble Oct. 22 at Campbellsville College. Twenty pianos
were used for the performance. One performance featured music teachers from throughout the state
and another featured students of music teachers from across the state. About 180 students and music
teachers were on campus for the 1985 Kentucky Music Teachers Association's annual convention.

•

Personnel management seminars are set
Two one -day personnel
management seminars for
managers with personnel
responsibilities will be offered at
Lake Barkley State Resort Park
near Cadiz on Nov. 21 and Nov.
22 by the Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State
University. Each seminar will
run from 9 a.m. to 4:30 *1.m.
is the ti"Personnel Upd^"
tle of the Nov. 21 seminar, which
will serve as a forum for sharing
the latest news and views on
three volatile topic areas for
most personnel specialists, line
managers and concerned
business executives. Labormanagement relations,
employee benefits and computer
applications in personnel/Elf.tD
are main topics to be included in
the seminar.
Though much of the time will
be spent examining the latest
trends and patterns, a firm foun.
dation (concepts and
vocabulary) will be provided so
that all participants will be able
to benefit from the presentation
and discussion.
"Fundamentals of Personnel
Management" is the title of the
Nov. 22 seminar designed to help

individuals develop a general
knowledge of personnel
management. The emphasis
throughout will be on practical
applications, focusing on tools,
checklists, sample forms, examples and where practical,
cases drawn from participants.
Main topics of the seminar include "The Role of Personnel,"
"What Needs to be Done Well?",
"Who Can and Wants to do What
Needs to be Done Well?" and
"How do You Get the Best from,
the Organization's Human
Resources?"
Robert McAvoy, senior consultant with Applied Human
Technologies Inc.(m-rn, will be
the instructor. He has extensive
experience working with
managers and professionals in a
variety of organizational settings to design and implement
business planning; operational
audits; performance management systems; decision-making
processes; new organizations
structures; job evaluations; job
analysis studies; training needs
analysis; personnel development schemata; and
outplacement.
In addition, to his presenta-

tions in the United States, the
Caribbean, and the Far East,
McAvoy has published articles
in Management Review, the
NSPI Journal, Training and
other publications.
The fee for one seminar is $125
for one registrant and $110 each
for two or more people from the
same organization. The fee for
both seminars is $230 for one
registrant and $210 each for two
or more people from the same
organization. The fee includes
tuition, all course materials and
refreshment breaks.
Anyone interested in registering or finding out more about
either of the programs may call
the Center for Continuing
Education, Murray State
University, at (502),762-2716.

When you buy a mlnl or micro-mini blind, a woven wood or a pleated Sottlight Shade from Del Mar,
you're getting more than just an outstanding product at a super value price. You're also getting the
Del Mar "Perfect Product Promise." it any Dal Mar shade isn't perfect In workmanship or material,
we'll repair or replace It absolutely free for as long as you own it and keep it In it's original window.
You get eternal quality from Del Mar, and that's a promise.

Salerncarpets

HARVEST SALE!
saxonies.
We're celebrating the harvest with a huge new crop* of
close-outs!
summer
were
they
think
Priced so low, you'd

CoMe-in and harvest Salem's great values!

& Decorating Center
PaintCenter
Terry'sShopping
753-3321
Southside

egley Drugs

Assistance requests show increase
figures are tabulated later this
month. The carry-over funds
will be in addition to the $7.6
million allocated for the next application period.

The firAt segment of the 1985
Home Energy Assistance Program (HEAP) has ended with
more than 53,000 applications
for heating assistance being processd beWeen Oct. 21-31.
Cabinet for Human Resources
Secretary Al Austin said a total
of 53,254 requests for HEAP
benefits were received from
low-income households with
elderly or disabled family
members. That compares wth
52,979 applications last year and
36,000 requests filed for the
- elderly and disabled HEAP segmint in 1983.
"The opening period went
very smoothly and no major problems occurred," said Austin.
is only the second time
'
A'This
14that"the earmarked funding has
not been exhausted. Therefore,
we will have some funds to carry
over to the next application
segment."
Exact amounts to be carried
over to the second HEAP segment won't be known until

Applications for all lowincome Kentucky households in
need of heating utility or fuel
assistance will begin Nov. 18 and
continue until Dec. 31, or until
available funds are exhausted.
Applications will.be handled by
county offices of the Department for Social Insurance,
although several counties will
have additional application sites
announced locally.

Peter Paul

sev4
Scot Towels

Tic Tac

ship and a petting zoo. Adaptive
equipment will be furnished to
aide participants in the event.
Refreshments will be provided
after participation and local
radio T.V. stations will be on
.hand for live coverage.
The special rodeo day kicks
off a week of rodeo excitement
leading up to the Murray State
Fall Rodeo, November 21-23.

Mounds Almond Joy
or vod, PepperrntrI Patties
Reg 36.r ea

Hot Cocoa Mix
Sox of 12
Reg 51 39

Freshmint and Wintergreen
Reg 69c per 3 pack

/2Price

Robitussin
8 oz
Cough Formula
Reg $2 99
he Ain new way to
Tscent
yoursett all
Robltussin CF
Formula Reg $4 34
or DM Formula
Reg $ri 59

over 2 oz. Sprays
Mist of Musk, Softly
Oriente Mist of
Spring Reg 54 75

Clairol
Hairsetter
C 20 Styles dry hair from roll-up to brush out in minutes
Contains 20 exclusive KINDNESS rollers
Reg $2849

Rodeo day planned for handicapped
Following the exhibitions all
handicapped guests will have
the opportunity to participate in
a hands-on learning experience
in many of the rodeo events.
There will be roping of calf dummies, and electronic bull riding
machine, handicap horseman-

Carnation

Christmas Cards

3 pack Jumbo Roils
Assorted Colors
Reg $219

Breath Mints
3 pack, Orange Spearmint

The final HEAP application
segment begins Jan. 6 for any
Kentucky household either
without heat, facing the loss of
its heating fuel within five days,
facing utility disconnection or
needing repairs to the heating
system. That assistance will be
processed in all 120 counties by
th( tate's 24 regional community action agencies.

Two organizations from Murray State University will host a
special rodeo day for all local
and area handicapped persons,
November 19 at 3:30 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
The Murray State Rodeo Club
and the Murray State Chapter of
Student Council for Exceptional
Children will team up to provide
a.day of fun and excitement for
area and local handicapped persons and their parents. The day
will begin with exhibition rides
by rnernber§ of the Murray State
Rodeo Team in several rodeo
events such as calf roping, team
roping, steer wrestling, and barrel racing.

Candy
Cleo

$22.49

Sale

$3.00

Mfg

pme

Rebate

299

Reg $349
Aciifed
12-hr Capsules
$
Nasal Dgccnges,a^.
Antihistamine

Pack 10

Clairol
True-to-Light
Make-Up terror
$1 949 Aftw
Reuaie

$1 949
Rebate

Details in store

Raintree
Skin Lotion
10 oz. • r
Reg $2 $9
$1.69 saw.

Scope
Mouthwash
& Gargle
24 oz

Prtre

Marble
Lazy Susan
12 Inch Reg $799

Reg 52 99

$269,
High Potency
Vitamin Supplement
with minerals
tor adults

Marble Coaster Set

$1.00 no..‘s
Arlington
Electric
Blanket
Double bed
single control
Rog $3599

2995

Noxzema
reedicateci
Skin Cream

with marbie holder Reg 57 99 $

$699

Boa of 100 with
30 FREE
97.99

10 oz
Rec 32 44

$219

$1.00
$
699'
Aft
4111

*Al
e

44-

sportot•i
Stereo
Tape Player

Pocket &es
AM FM
Radio

Style
Hair Spray

w headphones
MGP-10 contains many

features Auto-stop
locking fast forward
FM stereo indicator II more
Re $2295

•oz

Natural Hold

Super
Hold Or SUNK
Unscented

ONLY
$995

SALE ENDS NOV 11

Int
Installation
Haat
SO
CUIMOn
"

FT to-4

EL

• 15 Itear Limited Warranty*
• Over 500 Movies'Per Month
• Unlimited Sports
•
• Crystal Clear Picture

1•800-THE-sTAIR
r

grd

1-800-432-0920

25

98.49 sm

"
rue in SC 1117

91.50

Awl WO'
WS

Prim

(

* cod S.d 7003 Siot

Send
Photo
Greeting Cards
this Christmas!
Your choice 01 4
greetings with your
favonte photo
No Cords
Pries
10

Over 100 Unscrambled
Channels Plus the Few
That Will Be Scrambled.*

Newt $0 Customers'
LUXURIOUS CRUISE IN
THE BAHAMAS
with 5 Days & 4 Nights for Two
FREE
With the Purchase of ANY
Satellite TV System,'
Ill
• I all hir

Call Begley's Health Line
for information on buying or
renting the finest Home Health
or Exercise Equipment!

Irtrt•

Ext.
8862

Serving the Ent,re State of
Kentucky Call Now For the
Office Nearest You'
1 800 843 782'

Northland Case ot 6
3 lw Etre Loge Reg $44

,s

g4f99

Begley's The good health people
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Eight judges may still be hostages in Bogota, Colombia
BOGOTA, Colombia
(AP) — Army,troops today • fired cannons and
Machine guns on the
burned-out Palace of
Justice in a renewed attack on gunmen believed to be holding at least
eight judges hostage.

But heavy smoke and
flames kept the troops
from reaching the
guerrillas.
An army communique
today said 17 people
were killed and 34
wounded in fighting that'
began when the guer-

/ECHO
trom the start

CHAINSAW
SALE

:
el 1
1
-I\

Friday &
Saturday

. '12" Bar
"
Cs-2

downtown Bogota, fire raided it, including
department officials Supreme Court judges
told local radio stations. who have their offices
Witnesses said flames there. Assault troops
still shot from some win- backed by armored
,vehicles braved subdows this morning.
More than 150 people machine, gun fire and
were in the building surged inside. Scores of
when the guerrillas captives, including 10
judges, had been freed
by late Wednesday.
, But an army captain
who spoke on condition
he not be identified said
the president of the
Supreme Court, Alfonso
Reyes, and a woman
judge of the high court
remained today in the
hands of the guerrillas,
whom he said were
believed to number 10.
A colonel, who was not
identified, told radio
station RCN that eight
judges were still held
hostage. Information
from relatives indicated
VISIT FIRE DEPARTMENT — The two morat least four Supreme
ning and one afternoon kindergarten classes at
Court magistrates in adEast Calloway Elementary School recently
dition to Reyes were
visited the Murray Fire Department at their
among the hostages.
headquarters. In top photo are members of the
At 2 a.m. today, armorning classes being given a tour of the
mored vehicles began
building and being given a demonstration of
laying down an hour of
clothes worn when fighting fires. In the bottom
machine-gun and canphoto are members of the afternoon class being
non fire, criss-crossing
shown the rescue truck and equipment.
the building's marble
exterior.
Army cannon fire
punched half a dozen
2-foot-wide holes in the
building's marble
facade.

rillas took control of the
building Wednesday.
Blazes kindled by the
guerrillas inside the
five-story palace, apparently to consume
court records,
destroyed about 80 percent of the building in

Soldiers, driven
earlier from the
building by choking
smoke, advanced
gradually and then reentered the palace.
However, their effort to
reach the guerrillas,
believed to be on the
fourth floor with their
hostages, was
frustrated by the continued fire, said one
soldier who took part in
the operation.
"The heat was
unbearable, the soldier
said.
The cannons and guns
fell silent at 5:30 a.m.,
but troops and police remained around the
building.

ly before noon Wednesday 'and barricaded
themselves. Hundreds
of soldiers and police

OBITUARIES

$209.95
Fri. & Sot.
Only

CS-302S

WASHINGTON (AP)
— A Romanian merchant seaman whO left
his ship in Jacksonville.
Fla, was granted
asylum in America today by U.S. authorities
who said he had a "wellfounded fear" of being
persecuted if he went

14" Bar

Sng

$279.95
Fri. & Sot.
Only

CS-41141061/1.

18" Bar

Superman being changed

16" Bar

NEW YORK (AP) —
He still lives in
Metropolis, and he still
fights for truth, justice
and the American way.
But Superman is about
to get a new look.

"The core of it is,
we're getting him ready
for his 50th anniversary
in 1988," said Paul
Levitz, executive vice
president of DC Comics,
which publishes Super-

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

Reg :409 95

$359.95
ri. a Sat,
Only
CS-6806V L

20" Bar

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure. Inc.
753-4110
205 N. 4th

Murray

All You Can Eat
Boneless fish or catfish steaks.
Served with choice of potato,
white beans, cole slaw, hush
puppies and all the trimmings!

'425

man. "We want him to
be the best there is."
The new Superman
will have a more contemporary look, though
the famous red-and-blue
costume will not be
changed, Levitz said
Tuesday.
Other changes seem
to be inspired by films
about the superhero.
Lois Lane, Superman's
heartthrob, will be updated — "more like
Margot Kidder," who
played the character in
the movies, Levitz said.
Levitz promised the
modern Superman
would remain immediately recognizable
as the Man of Steel.

The changes are
scheduled to take place
around July 4, he said.
Clark Kent will work
759-1864
for the Daily Planet, but
not as a slouch-hatted
Kabul, capital of holdover from "The
Afghanistan, may have Front Page," according
tripled its population to to Levitz.
2 million since 1978. As
"Clark is getting a
many as 4 million
promotion. He's going to
Afghan refugees now
be a columnist."
live in Pakistan.

Every Friday & Saturday
Evening

1906 Coldwater Rd

Pharmacy & Your Health
Holland Drugs On
Alcohol Plus Medicines
When depressant medicines(those that cause
drowsiness such as barbiturates.antihistamines,
and tranquilizers)are taken with beverage alcohol,
increased dn ovsiness and decreased breathing may
occur. Operating motor vehicles and machinery is
dangerous. Death due to respiratory failure has
occurred. Yet there are other medicine types that
also should not he taken with alcohof.

AivricoAc

IMAM'S:Alcohol can both increase
and decrease the "blood thinning'. action in an
unpredictable manner. Uncontrolled bleeding
or loss of medicine effectiveness may result.

Homeowners & Contractors
Have Only 6 Days Left
To Pay Higher Prices.

SULFONAMIDES:Alcohol taken with sultimnamides may result in severe headache,dizziness,
nausea. vomiting, and flushing of the skin.

ill EN YT(

l N: Alcob,l increases liver enzyme.
production Seizures may occur due to rapid
metatu(limn of this antineizure medicine.

The list of medicines thikt should not Ix• taken
16.1 grows longer each day. For inflir
inat ion aboikohe medicinvs Ytitaiate, ask your
pharniacist

3
,
1ith :Oil

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 South 4th on the square in. Murray
Phone 753-1462
VS•II 19,4
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Blade,69, dies at his home

Raymond William
Blade, 69, of Missing
Hill Campground, New
Concord, died Tuesday
at 5:42 p.m. at his home.
He had retired as an
assistant foreman for
GE Refining Plant in
Cicero, Ill.
BOrn Oct. 21, 1916, in
Chicago, Ill., he was the
son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Axel William
An army communique Blade.
said today that 17 people
Survivors are his
had been killed, in- wife, Mrs. Grace I.
cluding one soldier, four Blade; one daughter,
police, two civilians and Mrs. Donna Champion,
10 guerrillas. It 611iid 34 Chicago, In.4 one steppeople were wounded, son, Jerel Roach, Berinleuding 20 civilians wyn, Ill.; three grandand 14 police. The communique said it wasn't
clear whether the
civilians had been in the
Services for George
building or were Lafayette (Fate) Crider
passersby.
will be today at 3:30
The gunmen from the p.m. in the chapel of
leftist April 19 Move- Bodkin Funeral Home,
ment, originally Milan, Tenn.
estimated to number 25,
Burial will follow in
swarmed into the Oakwood Cemetery
Palace of Justice short- 'there.
Mr. Crider, 85, died
Tuesday afternoon at
City of Milan Hospital
after an apparent heart
attack.
A retired automobile
mechanic, he was a
home.
Sensitive to Criticism member of First United
of their handling of a Methodist Church at
previous defector case, Milan. Mr. Crider had retired
the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Ser- from the Milan Fire
vice granted asylum to Department after 50
seaman Stefan Vernea, years of service. He was
38, of Constanta,
Romania.
"The action was taken
through normal asylumThe funeral for Paul
claim procedures," said Thurston is today at 2
George Waldroup, assis- p.m. at New Concord
tant district director of Baptist Church in
the Miami INS office. Graves County. The
The State Department Rev. Ira Henderson will
called the matter officiate.
"completely routine."
Active pallbearers
Waldroup said he did are Clyde Gibson, Ternot know Vernea's im- rell Gourley, Truman
mediate plans, except Hays, Paul Dean Burthat the sailor "does not chard, Larry Burchard
wish to meet anybody on and Kenneth Harmon.
Honorary pallbearers
the matter, and we are
respecting his wishes." are Woodrow Davis,
His ship, the Lloyd Turner, Joe
Romanian -owned Wyman, Orlando
Balder Strand, was Nelson, Terry Burnett
docked in the St. Johns and Joe Bill Apperson.
Burial will follow in
River north of
church cemetery with
Jacksonville.

children, Jerel Roach
Jr., Berwyn, and Rana
Lloyd and Gene Lloyd,
Salt Lake City, Utah;
one niece, Roberta
DiFiore, Illinois; one
uncle, William Brand,
Mountain Home, Ark.
The funeral will be
Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John
Dale will officiate.
The body later will be
cremated with burial
for the cremains at 4
p.m. Saturday at McCuiston Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home aTter 3
p.m. today (Thursday).

Crider's funeral held today

Seaman given asylum
after leaving his ship

Reg S219 95

surrounded the blocklong building in the
heart of this city of 6
million people.

also a member of Milan
Masonic Lodge and was
a former owner of
Crider's Garage.
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. Lucille
Hazlewood, Milan; one
son, Cecil G. Crider,
Washington, Tenn.;
three grandchildren and
nine greatgrandchildren.
Also surviving ate
three sisters, Mrs. T.C.
(Mildred) Collie of Murray, Mrs. Katie Lewis
and Mrs. Mary Jackson,
Cleveland, Miss.; two
brothers, Torn Cride;
and his wife, ^Ruth, Murray, and Vernon Crider,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Thurston's services today
arrangements by Roy
M. Lowe Funeral Home
at Lowes.
Mr. Thurston, 68, of
Melber died Tuesday at
7 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Gay
Thurston; two
daughters, Mrs.
Willadene Walker.
Kirksey, and Mrs.
Paula English, Melber;
sons, Sherrell
tw
rston and Terry
Thurston, Melber; 11
grandchildren; three
stepgrandchildren; two
great-grandchildren.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barren
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
OAF
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

-.11
54% -1
/
4
191A unc
/
2
20% -1
27% unc
%
41%
11/
1
2 + 1/4
23 +%
14/
1
4 unc
15/
1
4 f%
47% -1/4
101/4 +%
42/
1
4 +1/
1
4
57% -IA
821i4 -%
111% +IA

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrie()
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker oats
Scientific-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. yield

/
4
271/9 4.1
132/
1
4 -%
22% +/
1
2
32% +1/4
49 + 1/1
NPA
581/4 -1/4
111/8 + 1/6
351/2 +3/4
35/
1
4 -1/8
/
4
58% -11
31% +%
26/
1
2 +'/,
151A -1/4
7 41

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
MUNICIPAL BONDS
STOCKS
MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

LIONS CLUB AUCTION

Thank You To...
*All the generous merchants and individuals'
who had contributed items to be auctioned.
'The fine folks at radio stations WNBS/WAAW
without whose help the auction would not
have been possible.
*The Murray Ledger & Times for its publicity
and support.
•Radio Auction Committee and Lions who
worked to make the auction a success.
•A special thanks goes out to the people who
bid and purchased items.
David Jewell-Committee Chairman
William Bailey-President
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Wal-Mart Sells tor Less

SALE ENDS SUNDAY, NOV. 10TH
641 NORTH
MON.-SAT. 9-9, SUN. 124

Reg. 9.74

-t
•

Bounce Mobile

Stomper Monster 4x4

•

*Easy to blow up 'Expands to 31"
x 17" 'Non-toxic heavy gauge vinyl

•Four wheel drive
'Requires 4 "C" batte.ries
'Reg. 19.78

Musical Animal Shower Mobile

-

•Ggy figures respond to any little
breeze or movement

Battery Operated Remote Control Action Toys

•Dump truck or excavator

•
Crawl-ARounds
Save 1.93

AInKr.1

Roll'n Play Mirror

High Rider
"Operates on paved orunpaved surfaces •2 Speeds
•Reg. 128.93

$10958

Cootie Game
Rub a Dub Doggie *Ages 3 and up 'Teaches
•Ages 3 and up •Greet..for
bath or pool
4
•Reg. 9.93 $844

Ice Cream Dolls

'Musical chime toy
'For ages 6-36 months
'Reg. 7.43

•"RolyPoly" Bomper w/clown and
jingle boll inside •"Baby ball"
w/rolling ball inside •Easy to inflate
'Reg. 4.96

taking turns, colors, numbers,
and rules to play 'Reg. 4.57

Fisher Price
Sky Talkers

•16 in. tall 'Soft stuffed
body 8%. colorful yarn

*Ages 5 & up
'Flexible antennas, recessed
controls.
'Reg. 24.74

$994

Your Choke

'Blows up to 18" high
10" in diameter
•N on-toxic
'Reg. 4.96

'Walking action *Moving head,
arms & gun 'Reg. 19.84

11"

Wuzzles

Disney Baby
Bopper

Magatron MT2
Walking Robot

•Eleroo,
Hoppopatomus
or ButterBear

Bath Pal
'Reg. 7.94

$400

*Great for bathtime fun
'Fill him with water & make him perform
his many tricks

Shop early
for Christmas
while selection
is best.
Use our con veni
layaway plan!

Lite Brite
Bowling Set

•16 pictures and 8 blank sheets
'Lets children create colorful
pictures that light and glow
'Reg. 11.84

'Deluxe 12" bowling set with carry tray
•2 baths with assorted colored pins.
•Reg. 6.93

Traffic Patrol Rider
Rock n' Roll
Hobby
Horse

s•Self propelled & rechargable
battery powered 'Battery
& charger included
•Reg. 69.84

'Rocks back & forth

$5937
$ 1527

Mighty
Tonka
Dump

Nerf Pool
'Fits any size or shape table *Bolls and cue
stick safe & soft
'Reg. 24.84

By Tonka
•Wal-Mart
Tffika
Priam $11.93
'Hauls & dun ps big loads of dirt,
sand & rocks *Metal & plastic smell-in Robot', .
•20 inches

Fisher Price
Rocking Puppy

Shopping Cart
with_ groceries
'Cart & food products
'Completely assembled cart 22"
high w/32 pieces of ploy
groceries
'Reg. 7.44

9

r•

wIll-rwerl Sells

for Liass • Wel Mart Slots tar less • Wai Mart

SP

5 'Of L055 • Wel•Merl Sells ICH

Super Hot
Big Wheel 8a.
Powder Puff
Big Wheel

Less is

*lip resistort rockers *Ages
1 to 21
/
2 "Plush floppy ears
and squeaker tail 'Reg.
14.93

wail mmt

Sells '

Infant Soft
Stacking
Rings
'Rugged construction 'Adjustable
seat 'Assembly required 'Reg. 17.96

Roadmaster
Tricycle 12"
'Hemmed metal edges 'Durable
rubber pedal wheel *Adjustable
seat •Reg. 23.46

'Easy to inflate, deflates easily for easy
storage 'Completely washable 'Reg.
4.96

Mickey Mouse or Moppet
Talking Phone
2 to 6
•Reg 17 86

•Ages

i

PAGE
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Unofficial results are rele ased for state judicial races
Here are unofficial results of
Tuesday's contested judicial
races in Kentucky.
CIRCUIT BENCH
6th District - An unexpired
term on the Daviess Circuit
Court, was filled by Commonwealth's Attorney James E.
McDaniel, who defeated Calvin
Ray Robinson by a vote of 7,625
to 4.274.
DISTRICT BENCH
1st District - Incumbent
Judge Jimmy Don Robinson
held off a challenge by Brantly
D. Amberg with a vote of 3,193 to
2,447. The district includes
Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton and
Hickman counties.
4th District - Carl U. Hurst

won in Hopkins County with
4,605 votes to 4,084 for Ronald E.
Butler Sr.
6th District - Daviess County
voters ousted litcumbent Judge
George V. TriXtt Jr.. who has
been censured once while in of.
fice. Henry M. Griffin III received 6,567 votes to Triplett's 4,755.
7th District - Dale L. Prince
won with 4,415 votes to 3,518 for
Joe S. Wheeler. The district includes Logan and Todd counties.
10th District
James E. Bondurant will be the new ditrict
Judge from Hart and LaRue
counties, which were separated
into their own district by the 1984
General Assembly. Bondurant
defeated Robert K. Claycomb

3,591 to 2,465.
24th District - Incumbent
Ilth District - Incumbent Judge John Anthoony Gardner,
Doughlas M. George defeated
with 7,401 votes, defeated RanJ.R. Goff by a vote of 10,636 to some C. Porter, with 4,389 votes.
8,102. The district includes The ditrict includes Johnson,
Green, Marion, Taylor _and
Lawrence and Martin counties.
Washington counties.
• 26th District - Harlan County
12th District - Paul Well
voters kept Phillip A. Hamm on
Rosenblum, who was appointed
the bench with 4,707 votes to
to the bench, won a full tel m by
1,613 for his opponent, Andrew
defeating David G. Mason, 4,224
L. Vandergraw.
to 3,071. The district includes
29th District - Incumbent
Henry, Oldham and Trimble
Jack D. Wood lost to challenger
counties.
Steve D. Hurt by a vote of 9.259
13th District - Judge Bill to 5,105 in the district that InJohnson retained his seat after cludes Adair, Casey,
challenger David Russell Mar- Cumberland and Monroe
shall dropped out. The ditrict incounties.
cludes Garrard, Jessamine and
30th District - There were
Lincoln counties.
eight contested rases in Jeffer14th.District - Judge J. Craig son District Court: 1st Division,
Bradley III kept his seat in
Thomas 0. Garvey, 63,319. RayBourbon, Scott and Woodford
mond M. Clooney, 32,672; 5th
counties by defeating Nora K. Division, Joseph T. "Joe" Ray,
BOBBY WOLFF
McCormick by a vote of 4,207 to 44,592, James R. Carr, 40,248;
3,540.
6th Division, Michael J. O'Con15th District - Both scats on
nell, 70,186, Leonard W. Taylor
the bench in the district were- /II, 14,652; 8th Division_Jackie
queen. South won,led a heart to cap- contested with incumbent:. split- Schroering, 54,789, Suzanne M.
ture an honor from West and then ting. Stanley M. Billingsle:, won
Warner, 46,421; 10th Division,
surrendered a heart to establish after his opponent for the first
Donald J. Eckerle, 51,933, Joe
dummy's eight. On this, he discard- division, Michael S. Mulvey, Marshall, 34,541; 18th Division,
ed a losing diamond. and the defend- withdrew. Stephen L. Bates 'Mary Corey, 48,327, Donald E.
Armstrong Jr., 44,728; 20th Diviers were held to a trump, a heart defeated incumbent William
Knapp for the second division by
sion, Kevin Garvey, 51.045, Jack
and a diamond.
Finnegan, 40,605; 23,11 Division,
It was foolish for East to have a count of 3,276 to 2,627. The
John K. Carter, 44.651, Shelia A.
played West for a high club honor. district includes Carroll, Owen
Collins, 43,542.
South needed,those cards to justify and Grant counties.
17th District - Campbell
31st Division - Floyd District
his opening bid. Inst'.?ad,,East should
play West for a card he might have County voters had two seats to Judge Harold James Sturnbo
fill, with R. Neil Lewis. with
wog another term with 4,082
- the 10 of.diamonds.
9,073
votes, winning the firt divivotes to 2,849 for Ned B.
At trick four, East should return a
sion over Charles T. Lester, Pillersdorf in Floyd County.
low diamond, West's, 10 forcing
4,309. In the third division, in132nd District - Incumbent
dummy's queen. When West gains
cumbent Timothy L. "Tim" Judge John A. Simpson turned
the lead in hearts, he can then lead a
Nolan lost to Daniel T. Guidugli back Victoria L. Block by a vote
diamond through dummy's K-4 and
by a vote of 8,326 to 7,134.
of 6,399 to 4,889 in this Boyd
the game falls one short.
19th District - Voters in Cobnty
Bracken,' Fleming and Mason
34th District - Incumbent
BID WITH THE ACES
counties retained incumbent Karl L. Anderson wa re-elected
11-7-B
Judge Robert I. Gallenstein with
with 3.381 votes in McCreary
South holds:
5,255' votes. Challenger John and Whitley counties to 1,483
Breslin received 2,119 votes.
votes for Larry Elmer Conley.
*K J
21st District - In the district
35th District - Kathryn
•32
that includes Beth, Menifee, Burkey turned back Bayard V.
•A J 3
.Montgomery and Rowan coun- Collier in Pike County with 6,170
4 Q J 10 7 4 3
ties, Edward A. "Ted" Marye
votes to 1,140.
Jr.
lost
to
Michael
36th District - Incumbent C.
E.
Shrout
by
a
South
North
vote of 6,561 to 2,855. Marye was Graham Martin won re-election
1+
l•
appointed last year.
with 5,552 votes to 4,450 for Fer22nd District - Both inrell Adkins in Knott and MagofANSWER:Two clubs. One no-trump cumbents who were challenged fin counties.
40th District - D. Jeff Choate
is a possibility, but there's little rea- in Fayette County won. Rebecca
M.
Overstreet
retained
defeated
his seat on the bench in
Patricia
son not to rebid the good six-card
A. Mertens for the 1st Division Clinton, Russell and Wayne
suit.
seat by a vote of 16,501 to 5,703. counties with 8,132 votes to 3,608
Send Midge questions to The Aces,. P.O. Box Michael B. Roney also had an
for E. Gordon Bertram Jr.
12343, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed, easy time retaining his 3rd Divi44th District - Bell County
stamped envelope for reply.
sion seat with 11,278 votes to voters retained Judge James L.
Copyright, INS, United Feature Syndicate
3,941 for V. Wayne Young.
Bowling Jr. who defeated
0

THE ACES'
-Where

much is expected from an
individual, he may rise to the level
of events and make the dream come
true."
- Elbert Hubbard

It's not easy for East to make today's winning shift. However, if it's
not expected of him,,he probably
will never find it.
South won his heart ace and
played a trump to dummy's ace and
a second trump to East's king. How
should East proceed?
The actual East made the "obvious" and lazy return of the club
NORTH
11-7-A
•A 7 5 3
•K 9 8 5
•K Q 4

+62
WEST
•84
•Q J 10 6
•10 7 6 2
+985

EAST
•K J
II 3 2
•A J 3
4 Q J 10 7 4 3
SOUTH
•Q 10 9 6 2
•A 7 4
•9 8 5
•A K

Vulnerable: Both. Dealer South.
The bidding:
South

1+
4+

West
Pass
Pass

North
3•
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

Opening lead Heart queen

challenger Laurel Knuckleslost a close race to Royce W.
Martin by a count of 5,527 to
Buck by a count of 3,371 to 3,239.
3,898.
53rd District - William F.
48th District - With nearly 500
Stewart, with 5,047 votes,
absentee ballots to be counted in
defeated Dale Wright with 3,709
Grayson County, this race was
voila. The district - includes
still close late Wednesday. In- 'Anderson, Shelby and Spencer
cumbent R. Randolph Behnken
counties.
led with 4,965 votes to 4,761 for
56th District - Incumbent
Alton L. Cannon. The district
Judge Chappell R. Wilson won
also includes Breckinridge and
re-election with 3,640 votes to
Meade counties.
2,311 votes for challenger G. An49th District - Incumbent
thony Mills in the district that inChritopher H. "Kit" Hancock,
cludes Caldwell, Lyon and Trigg
with 4,975 votes, easily outcounties.
distanced Robert E. "Bob"
Taylor, with 2,542 votes. The
57th District - Two incumdistrict includes Allen and Simpbent judges faced one another in
son counties.
this district composed entirely
51st District - Stephen A.
of Nelson County, which was
Hayden was elected in Hendercreated by the 1984 General
son County with 6,421 votes to
Assembly. Thomas C. Dawson
1,284 for Robert G. Hunt. '
won the race with 3,653 votes
52nd District - Graves
over John M. Lawrence, who
District aludge Lynn C. Bennett
had 2.766.

Writing a letter way of life
MOSCOW (API - Soviet
citizens with complaints about
consumer services or their
bosses or who want to confess an
Inner agony will likely do at
.least one thing: write a letter.
Writing a letter is a way of life
In the Soviet Union, where the
bureaucracy acts only on written directives and demands
handwritten forms and
statements of baffling complexity for something as simple as issuing a traffic ticket.
With the telephone system
capricious and still
underdeveloped, the letter is the
ordinary citizen's channel to the
remote officials who are
nominally responsible for every
aspect of daily life.
Some of the citizens who petition the bureaucracy address
themselves directly to the
ministry, court or other authority responsible for their sphere of
complaint. Others write to
newspapers, which sorrietimes
set off on public campaigns by
publishing letters on a particular issue.
As the writer's union weekly
Literary Gazette found out last
year, many letters may go
unanswered for weeks or months as each bureaucratic department tries to blame another for
the writer's prohlem.
Although the law requires that
every letter be answered, some
complaints simply go unread

and are handfed with a standard
and wholly irrelevant reply.
Unsigned letters May be
ignored.
Such anonymous letters "anonimki" - are often used to
defame an unpopular supervisor
or neighbor.
In line with the "glasnost," or
openness, advocated by Mikhail
S. Gorbachev since he became
Communist Party leader in
March, the ruling Politbure has
denounced unsigned letters.
Grudges now are supposed to be
aired openly.
In many cases, that means a
letter to a newspaper. Every
newspaper has a department to
deal with mail, which at some
national papers exceeds 1,000
letters a day.
At the daily trade union
newspaper Trud, for example, a
whole department of lawyers is
assigned to answer letters from
any of the paper's 15 million
readers who seek help in wringing pensions or other benefits
from the bureaucracy. Vsevolod L. Bogdanov, letters' editor at Sovietskaya
Rossiya, says that newspaper
wants readers to feel it defends
their interests and can help correct mistakes. Sometimes,
Bogdanov said in a recent interview, the newspaper prints a letter it thinks will stimulate public
discussion of a taboo issue, such
as unmarried mothers.

Price Slasher
Specials!

;••

The best car
repair guarantee
in America!

Take An Additional
20% Off

Our Everyday Low Prices On:
Novelty Sweaters • Novelty Pants •
Bi Shirts • Cotton Sweaters

Bring us your tired transmissions, your leaky radiators, your old worn-out
Shocks! We guarantee
thousands of repairs for as
long as you own your Ford, ('
Lincoln, Mercury or Ford
Light Truck. And this guarantee is free!
Its our free Lifetime Service
Guarantee Nobody else in
America has a repair guarantee
like ours No one even comes
close And here's ho-Vv it works
When you have your vehicle
repaired by us, you pay only once
for the repair And well guarantee
that if the covered part ever has to
be fixed again, well fix it or replace
it free Free parts Free labor. For as
long as you own your vehicle. And it
doesn't m3tter where you bought it
or how old it is - if we fix it, we
guarantee it or as long as you own
it. And we use only genuine Ford and
Motorcraft brand parts As a limited
warranty our Lifetime Service
Guarantee covers vehicles in normal
use and doesn't cover routine main
tenance parts, belts, hoses, sheet
Metal and upholstery But it does cover
thousands of other parts So come to us
and find out more about the best repair
guarantee in America - our free Lifetirpe
Service Guarantee

Novelty
Sweaters

Cotton
Sweaters

c3c)
cr. N45.0 NI-. osy
• e nrg
c‘c
e% \c,e
\e

5.00 Will
Hold Your
Christmas
Layaway

c3c3

We fix cars for keeps.

Parker Ford
701 Main Street
753-5273
•

Central Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
.
I
Or,
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Kentucky News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Republican state
Sen. Doug Moseley, who has represented the 18th
District since 1973, says he will not seek a fourth
term.
In a statement released Wednesday from the
Senate Republican office at the Capitol. Moseley
said he decided io late October not to run again,
but waited until after Tuesday's elections to
make the announcement.
Moseley said his primary reason for retirement is his health.
"I am in fairly good health, but want to keep-it
that way," he said. "I do not look forward to a
full year's campaign with the stress that would
be involved."
Moseley said he has no doubt that he could win
another term.
"I wanted to demonstrate to the people of Kentucky that a person could win without buying his
way in, could maintain his honesty and religious
principles while in office, and continue to be reelected on that basis," he said.
He has served as assistant Republican floor
leader in the Senate, as well as terms as GOP
caucus chairman and whip.
The district includes all or part of Adair,
Casey, Cumberland, Green, Metcalfe, Russell
and Taylor counties.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The first appointees to the new Certificate of Need Authority
were announced by Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
Collins reorganized the old 17-member Certificate of Need and Licensure Board on Oct. 3
and replaced it with the three-member
authority.
The members of the authority, which is expected to be approved by the Legislative
Research Commission next week, will be fulltime employees of the Cabinet for Human
Resources. The members of the old board were
iiolunteer appointees and met every other
month.
Chairman of the new authority will be Jack
Lesshafft, who has been with the Department for
Health Services since 1972 as primary staff assis-

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Testing needed
for memory loss
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT
During the
past 18-months. I've become increasingly forgetful and have had great difficulty recalling simple everyday
things. For example,in my mind, I see
a refrigerator, but can't think of what
it's called to tell someone else. Is this
normal for my age? I'm a 37-year-old
woman. I've heard of Alzheimer's disease and that these are some of the
symptoms. How can I find out what
the problem is?
DEAR READER — Although all of
us may tend to become forgetful as we
age, you describe a more accelerated
form of forgetfulness. In my opinion,
your difficulty is not normal. Please
make arrangements to see a neurolo-

tant to the need board.
Also appointed to the authority Wednesday
were Cornelia Serpell of Prospect, who served on
the need board from 1978-81, and Jack Waddell,
current commissioner of the Department for
Social Insurance.
A replacement for Waddell was not named.
The authority is expected to conduct its first
meeting Nov. 20, where it will consider applications for long-term care projects previously
scheduled for the November meeting of the need
board. •
————
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A Lexington horse
farm owner has pleaded guilty td:two counts of
transporting illegal aliens, a felony.
Jim B. Robertson, who owns Jim B. Robertson
Farm,and his son, Jimmy Robertson, were both
charged with harboring illegal aliens. The elder
Robertson pleaded guilty to the amended
charges Tuesday.
His son also pleaded guilty Tuesday to amended charges of aiding and abetting illegal entry into the United States, a misdemeanor.
The Robertsons were charged Sept. 18 after
U.S. immigration officials discovered three
unregistered Mexicans working on their standardbred horse'farm.
The elder Robertson admitted in U.S. District
Court that he arranged to have airplane tickets
sent to two of the illegal workers enabling them
to fly from Los Angeles to Lexington. Jimmy
Robertson admitted to charging tfie_gcloata-on
his credit card.
The Robertsons will be sentenced Dec. 13 by
Judge Scott Reed. Transporting an illegal alien
is punishable by a prison sentence of up to five
years. a fine of up to $2,000, or both. The misdemeanor charge to which the younger Robertson
pleaded guilty carries a penalty of up to six months in jail.
————
WINCHESTER, Ky.(AP) — Two Clark County farmers have filed suit in Clark Circuit Court
seeking the ouster of county property valuation

gist. In addition to a complete examination of your nervous system, I suspect you will need extensive testing to
identify the cause of your poor recall
so that the process can, if possible, be
halted.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I was deeply
interested in your column about aluminum pots. My husband's brother
died at 80 with Alzheimer's disease.
Our sister-in-law .was a perfect wife
and a cake-baker to a superlative degree. My oldest and dearest friend
since first grade is now 73 and does not
remember any conversation five to 10
minutes after it has taken place. She
also was a prizewinning cake baker.
Nearly all baking powder contains
aluminum sulphate; biscuit lovers ingest two teaspoons of baking powder
to each cup of flour. Pickles are made
crisp by adding alum to the pickling
solution. Don't you think these things
should be investigated?
DEAR READER — Although some
investigators have suspected that aluminum may contribute to Alzheimer's
-disease, the relationship has not been
clearly demonstrated. Nonetheless, I
am keeping an open mind, as I gather
you are. Aluminum is the most prevalent mineral on earth; we use it in hundreds of ways. We eat it and drink it.
The experts say it won't harm us. Still
••.

I despise drinking milk ,of any kind.
Also, I don't need the calories: I'm a
17-year-old female, only 5 feet four
inches tall, and weigh 158. I am trying
to lose weight. If I am sure to get
enough protein iron and -vitamin D
from other sources, is it safe to stop
drinking milk? How much 'calcium
should I take?
DEAR READER — You,can safely
stop drinking milk. To the extent that
you enjoy other milk products — such
as cheese, yogurt and ice cream — you
may not need to supplement your-calcium intake. If you are calorie-conscious or abhor all milk products, start
taking .calcium pills. I suggest you
take 1,500 to 2,000 mg. of calcium and
400 to 600 units of vitamin D a day. I
purposely put these figures on the high
side because of some recent research,
which shows that bone strength and
density in later years may be directly
related to calcium intake during childhood and adolescence. I would like you
to build strong bones for the future.

administrator. Michael McGuire on charges of
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) — Police and the FBI
malfeasance of office.
were hokiing a suspect in the robbery of the
The suit filed by Thomas J. Stevenson and
American National Bank.
Franklin Stevenson claims that McGuire assessThe bank robbery was the fifth in northern
ed their three Clark County farms at fair cash
Kentucky in the last two months, said Terry
value, rather than the requested agricultural
Hulse, FBI special agent. All were unsolved,
value, without notifying therm
. Less than 11,500 was taken in Wednesday's
Because their property was improperly
robbery, said bank president Robert Borchers.
assessed, the suit says, the Stevensons will not be
Hulse said the robber fled on foot. No weapon
able to pay their taxes early enough to receive a
was seen.
2 percent discount, making them pay 9799.06
He said shortly after the robbery, police in
more.
North College Hill, a suburb of Cincinnati, apThe suit claims that McGuire refused to corprehended a man.
rect the situation when it was brought to his.
————
attention.
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Construction noises
The Stevensons also are seeking a permanent
in the Kenton County Courthouse were so botherInjunction requiring McGuire to exonerate their
some that the jury couldn't hear, so District
1985 tax bills and reassess the properties at their
Judge Wilfrid A. Schroder declared a mistrial in
agricultural value.
a drunken driving case.
Fair cash value is the value of the land if it
Schroder's courtftoom is on the third floor of
were put on the market. Agricultural value is
the courthouse, one floor above where constructhat put on the percentage that is usable for
tion workers were drilling into the ceiling as part
agricultural purposes.
of a $6.5 million jail and office renovation
McGuire said Wednesday that "it's unforproject.
tunate the whole thing happened," but refused
"It was annoying and disruptive," the judge
further comment "until the court settles it."
said. "We could not hear some of the witnesses
speak, so we'd have to ask them to repeat. And
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — U.S. Sen. Wendell
the recording machine was nof picking up any of
Ford, D-Ky., was named head of a special panel
the testimony or what the attorneys or I was
that will examine the impact radio and television
saying."
coverage of the Senate, if allowed, would have on
The judge said he is not threatening,to use his
that body's operations.
power to cite for contempt of court against the
Ford* will head a foUr-member Democratic
noisemakers, but that is an option.
delegation that will work with a Republican
County Administrator John Nienaber Jr..said
'panel chaired by Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska, ache met with Schroder and has promised to look
cording to a statement released by Ford's
into ways to avoid the noise while court is in
Washington, D.C., office.
session.
"Radio and television coverage are inevitable
"The work has to continue," Nienaber said.
because the people have a, right to see what their
"We've entered into an agreement with the Corelected representatives are doing," Ford said in
rections Cabinet that this jail will be completed
the statement Wednesday. "However,I intend to
and ready for occupancy by Nov. 1, 1987. It's an
see that broadcasting will not interfere with
inconvenience, it's'a nuisance and we'll try to do
Senate business."
everything we can to work with the courts to
The panel also will look at rules changes that
reduce the problems."
might allow the Senate to make better use of its
————
time. "There has been foot-dragging and killing
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A federal grand jury
of time, on the part of both parties, for which
has indicted a Florida woman who allegedly
there is no excuse:1r'Ford said.
falsely claimed that her baby had been kidnap————
ped to get money from her relatives to pay
FR4NKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
ransom.
Supreme Court Justice Roy N. Vance will chair
Katrina Cohoon of Leesburg was charged
an eight-member panel that will study how to
Wednesday with wire fraud, which is punishable
reduce the case backlog in Kentucky's courts
by five years in prison, a $5,000 cine, or both.
and generally speed the litigation process.
The indictment alleges that Ms. Cohoon trickThe Task Force for the Timely Disposition of
ed her mother and grandmother by telling them
Cases will consider whether to establish
last month that unless she came up with the randeadlines for litigation and to limit the amount of
som, her 4%-month-old child would be killed. The
time allowed for certain parts of lawsuits.
grand jury said the baby hadn't been kidnapped.
Kentucky already has one pilot program in
In response to her pleas, her grandfather,
some circuits designed to limit the amount of
Louis Bradford of Paducah, withdrew $10,000
time allowed for any. single case. According to
from the People's National Bank in Paducah.
Chief Justice Robert F. Stephens,the system has
Her mother, Irene Crenshaw. wired the money to
worked well in Campbell, Bath, Menifee, MonMs. Cohoon in Florida, according to documents.
tgomery, Rowan and Jefferson circuits over the
Tom -Becker, an FBI spokesman, said the
past four yeart.
agency's investigation showed that Bradford and
Mrs. Crenshaw recovered the money.

Send your questions to Dr. Gott in
care of this newspaper at P.O. Box
91428, Cleveland, OH 44101. Due to
volume of mail, individual questions
cannot be answered. Questions of general interest will be answered in future columns.

DEAR DR. GOTT — The problem is
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Couples living together pose problem
14 GI ORGE 59.(011.4.1.I.
4.1' Religion Reiter

Handling
matrimonial cases has
become a growing, knotty problem for the churches as a result of the increased number of
couples who live
together before they
seek church marriages.
That situation upsets
the traditional church
concept of marriage as
consummated by sexual
union, since the tie now
often is sealed before
it's made, leaving
pastors to puzzle about
their role in the reversed sequence.
• Just what transition,
if any, does marriage
signify in such circumstances? What
meaning is left in it?
Theologically, the
Christian tradition "is
challenged and affronted by the privatized decision to cohabit"
without the rite of marriage proclaiming it to
the community at large,
says an agency of the
American Lutheran
Church.
However, noting that
an average of 40 percent
of couples now live
together before seeking
church marriages, a
special study by the
denomination's church
and society office says:
"Pastors and parishes
wishing to approach the
cohabitation reality constructively will seek to
• create a climate of
openness in which concerns of both couples
and congregations may
be shared and the
guidance of God
sought."
The problem has
arisen in'most religious
bodies. Protestant,
Roman Catholic and
Jewish, creating new

•

perplexities about the
significance of marriage in such circumstances and how to
mend such insular
arrangements.
In some Catholic
dioceses, bishops have
laid down new rules, requiring cohabiting
couples to move apart
for certain periods
before being able to
have church marriages.
The Lutheran study,
prepared in response to
questions from pastors,
says it offers. no "easy
answers" and does not
presume to set
denominational policy,
but only suggests approaches in dealing with
the problem.
"Christians have
found the practice of
lifelong marriage an appropriate expression of
their trust in God...,"
the study says. "By
cohabiting, couples
seem to suggest ... that
trust depends only on
unreliable human
communities."
The eight-page study
says that while the
church regards sexual
union as belonging
"within the committed
trust relationship of a
lifelong monogaMous
marriage," but adds
that "this view may be
changing somewhat."
"Living together
challenges the stance
that all non-marital.sexual activity is sinful and
invites the church to
reflect upon its traditional positions and
behaviors," the dOttiment says.
It says "the institutional church has tended
to favor the conscience
of the pastor over the
consciences of the couple, giving the pastor
the right to deny mar-

riage to a couple" if not
approving the couple's
lifestyle.
"Couples who live
together act out of their
conscience, sometimes
putting them at odds
with family, other
church members and
their pastors," the
paper says.
It suggests "some
public recognition" of
such relationships is
needed, and poses these
questions:.
"If a couple believes
that legal marriage is
not the answer, can the
church recognize and
bless a, committed.
covenant relationship
apart from governmen-

tal regulation? Can a
churchly ceremony for
such relationships be
developed?"
The paper urges
couples to declare their
commitment to each
other publicly, rather
than only privately, and
calls on congregations
to work toward
equitable laws which
allow people to marry
without incurring financial penalties.
"Cohabitation," the
study says, "challenges
the church to show concern for the quality of
everyone's sexual relationships — before, during. after and outside
marriage."
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Poet Alfred Lord Tennyson was born in
colnshire. England. in 1509.
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Flooding prompting closings

NOVEMBER 7, 1985

CLASSIFIEDS

WASHINoTON I AP - The
National Park Service said it

"The memorials are not in
any danger.'' parks'
Legal
1
spokeswoman Sandra Alley said
would close the Jefferson
Wednesday. ''We'd be in real
Memorial. Lincoln Memorial
NOTICE TO
trouble if water reached the top
and Washington Monument toCREDITORS
of the Washington Monument.
4
following
The
"But we want people to stay
day in ariticipation of flodding
Estate Piduciary apaway for safety reasons."
that could endanger tourists.
pointments have been
made in the Calloway
District
Court. All
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
claims against these
Sealed Bids for furnishing all materials cind doing all work
estates should be filed
necessary to complete: New roof on existing building.
with the Fiduciary
within six months of
CALLOWAY COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
date of qualification.
District Board of Trustees
David Elliott and
Murray. Kentucky
Debie Elliott, Route 6,
will be received in duplicate by Walter Apperson, Chairman of the
Box 346, Murray, Ky.
Calloway County Library Board, Calloway County Library. 710
Guardians for Roxcee
Main Street, Murray. Kentucky, until 2:00 p.m. prevailing time,
Elizabeth
tinirott.
November 21, 1985, and publicly opened and read aloud
Route 6, Box 346, Murimmediately.
ray,. Ky., minor child,
One contract will be awarded for work.
James B. Brien, Jr.,
Copies of the Bidding Documents may be obtained at the
238 North 7th street,
Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main Street, Murray, KenMayfield. Ky. 42066,
tucky. Only Bidders submitting Bids directly to the Owner will
Attorney.
receive specifications for work.
Specifications may be viewed at the Calloway County Public
Nina B. Poyner a;k/a
Library. 710 Main Street. Murray, Kentucky.
Nina Bird Poyner,•
Rights to waive any formality or irregularity in any Bids and
Route 2, Hazel, Ky.
to reject any arid all Bids are reserN •"1 by the Owner. Contract will
42049 Deceaseii, Dan
be awarded on the basis of the lowest and/or best Bid as deterPoyner. Route 2,
mined by the Owner.
, Hazel, Ky. 42049 ('0.
Executor, Ella Van
COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY DISTRICT
Tidwell, Route 2.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Hazel. Ky. 42049 Co.
Executor. Gary R.
I
,-Haverstock, 105 North
1
sitV
7
)c
S
Kiy
xth42071
Street.
A t Murray,
ey

Your Individual
Horoscope

NA,\t4

Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by PolWhat kind of day will tomorrow be", To find out what the stars say read the
ly Kamin. Executrix,
forecast given for your birth sign.
of the estate of Harry
FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1985
A. 'Kamin. deceased.
ARIES
ations are favored now Also, family
Exceptions to this setMar. 21 to Apr. 19)
discus.sions are fruitful_
tlement must be filed
Despite obstacles, it's a day of SAGITTARIUS
in
Calloway
the
accomplishment on° the job. Good
22 to Dec.(Nov
21)
District Court on or
news comes from afar. A friend gives
Some painstaking research may be
befbre November 18,
you some helpful pointers.
required atanit a career matter. Do
1985, the date of
TAURUS
your duty quietly now. Rapport with
he
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
loved ones is assured Expect good
Ann P. Wilson.
You'll weather a few minor storms
news.
Circuit Court Clerk
to find yourself closer to a loved one
CAPRICORN

Fmaces Drake

pit

today. Talks involving financial
backing will prove successful.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
There'll be some interruptions but
you'll make headway on a job project
from home base. Partners are in
agreement about plans.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
41E
NO14"9 the time to stick with a
creative project, as major breakthroughs are likely. A trip to a familiar
haunt brings pleasure for all.
LEO
(Ally 23 to Aug. 225'
Some. make major purchases for
the home. You and a close tie will
enjoy a hobby together. Children
surprise you in pleasant ways today.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
Now you'll get .down to business
regarding intellectual work 'You'll be
busy making expansive new career
plans. Keep moving.
LIBRA
.(Sept. 23 to 0(1.221
et
You'll turn your attention to-unfinished obligations today Chances are
you'll he interrupted by some cheerful news via phone or letter.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21,
You'll attend to a few social
obligations today. Real estate negott

41€

de

A

(Dec. 22 to .Jan. 19)
You'll return a favor to a.friend.
LEGAL NOTICE
Good financial developments Should
A final settlement of
he kept to yourself. Inwardly, you'll
accounts
has been filfeel a boost in self-confidence.
ed in the Calloway
AQUARIUS
District Court by Ad (Jan_ 2(1 to Feb. 18)
dIA
dice Reed and Mable
Expect a stimulating exchange of
Copeland,
Co.
ideas. Be sure to follow through on
Executrices, of the
career developments. Don't take
estate of C. Ray
financial risks. At-cent conservative
Johnson, deceased.
tactics.
Exceptions to this setPISCES
AMP
tlement must be filed
(Feb 19 to Mar. 20)
•allet
in
the
, Be sure ao fulfill commitments to
Calloway
District Court on or
close ties A confidential business tip
before November 18,
comes now. Be sure to keep secrets
1985. the date of
entrusted to you.
hearing.
YOU BORN TODAY have the drive
to he successful anti can more than
Ann P. Wilson,
hold your own in the blISIIWSS world.
Circuit Court Clerk
t•sualir. if not in business for your
self, you will find yourself in a top
LEGAL NOTICE
executive position. You have a strong
A final settlement of
will and perseverance and do best In
accounts has been fila field where your brains are put to
ed in the Calloway
use. You have an expansive outlook
District. Court by
and are versatile Law. medicine. Cloriece Sanders, Exmusic and politics are stinie of the
ecutrix, of the estate
fields that promise you fulfillment_
of Jay B. Futrell,
You're meant to do your own thing
deceased. Exceptions
and in that position will rise to
. to this settlement
eminence. Birthday of: Katharine
must be filed in the
Hepburn. actress, Alain Delon, actor
Calloway
District
anti Margaret Mitchell, authiir.
Court on or before
nci Featufes Svnd,cee inc
November 18, .1985.
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

1

6. Help Wanted

the date of hearing.
•
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
2.Notice

Two
1970 Cutlass
1-2 Door
1-4 Door
Both cars would
make one nice car.
Excellent projet for a
vocational student.
$675 FIRM Call
Steve 5 p.m.-10
p.m. 753-0653

ROOFING
iqrse-

Call

David

Cathay
For
;
Free
'Estimate.
435-4354
After 6 P.M.

2

COMIC BOOR SHOW.
suntiay Nov. 17, i0a.m.
1.11 5p.m. Ky. room
E xecutive Inn.
Free
P aducah
admission.
Home Video Service
Let us record your
memories: Birthday parties, special occasions.
Tommy Baker,
Service Rep.
753-0610

Jim

Suiter

•

•
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$8.88
200 N. 4th St.
Murray. Ky.
753-6001
TbDiMER Day Care
has openings for infants
& toddlers. Ky. license.
Call 753-2555.
First Exclusive
Offering

BEAUTIFUL RUSTIC
LOG HOMES
•Factory amentbled, assures
quality
•Custom designed to fit
your needs
.Factory queranteed
EXCLUSIVE MORTGAGE
ASSISTANCE PLAN
Offer mode possible by
AITWICA'S No 1 log home
company.
Selected local fonales will be
',weed to participate in a proven which con provide the
owner not only a notarially
recognized log horn., but also
an opportunity to..it subirtandel Income while onloying a
quality home. The income
should easily cover mortgege
payments. Many of our
customers have paid off their
homes in lees than than five (5)
wars.
If you hove ever considered
living in a high quality log home
offered by one of the nation's
aiding log horns minutia.
tures. you owe It to yourself1 to
investigate Yesteryeer Log
Names' mortgege assistance
plan: Requirement: Abilky to
a
purchase
minimum
S15.000.00 log home.

&
LIMITED OFFERING!

Jerry Henry will
be

our

in

showroom

CM Mr. Reel COLLECT for an
application (704) 932-0137.
Yesteryear Log WIGS. btc..PO
Boa 1048, Mooreevas NC
28115

from 6:30-8:00
Mon.,

Tues.,

Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds Pont Cad &lock

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms individually formulated.
753.005. 10-5. closed
Sat.

3. Card of Thanks
We would like to
thank everyone for all
the 'deeds done for
Earl Waters. Special
thanks to Dr. Miller,
the nurses, young
Brother
Charles
Anderson and the
Cherry Corner Choir.
God bless each &
everyone of you.
Saddle & Jeff Waters

PHOTO
ENLARGING
5x7 Only 6 1 7s
8x 10 Only 5395
Up To Poster Size
20x28
In Store
One Hour Service
And Complete

PROCESSING
With Individual
And Personal
Attention

ONE HOUR PHOTO
'natio

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S. 3rd
Downtown Murray
753.3521

We Rent Chainsaws

afi•

Has Monroe,
Heavy Duty
Shocks For

LOG HOME

LEGAI. NOTICE
& Log Splitters
Answer to Previous Puzzle
A final settlement of
753-8201
ACROSS
being
B OS
COPS
DOSE accounts has been fil32 Entreaty
ed in the Calloway
'E *61-0
1 Pierce
ORAL
33 Help
A B E L
District Court by
5 Small lump
34 Heavy club
ARA
PERENNI'A'
L
.. Elena Doris Vaughn.
8 Young girl
35 Hyson
MERIT
EPICM=
12 Solicit
36 Compile
Executrix, of the SILVER Eagle Ranci
ANT
earnestly
EASE
37 One defeated
estate
. . .
of
Leona now taking booking for
13 Native metal
38 Extinct
,S 1;:).D
RIPE
X.-Xl-a-s parties. Call
Hughes,
--deceased.
14 Butter
flightless bird
437-4945 after 5p.m ask
AG
GOD
GAS
AL
Exceptions to this set- for Gary
substitute
40 Top of head
GL A RE
N I 'f3
I IS
colloq.
41 Forenoon
tlement must be filed
15 River. in
43 Spanish
S ETA
M AN
IS all in
the
Calloway
Thweatts Generator,
Spain
article
IIIMMP L A.T
District -Vourt on or
POSES
Alternator &
16 Place for
44 Rational
P ER P'E.T •U A L
Starter Service.
U:L .E
• . before November 18,
combat
45 Equally
Most Ford & Chrysler
1985, the date of
:A-R .- I -L.
18 Goal
I
E *R * I It
47 Falsehood
E LA
Alternators $24.95. Most
19 Babylonian
49 Armadillo
hearing.
N.
**A.
P.
*E
S-*_ E *R 4 A
DAM
.
GM $29.95
deity
51 Anglo-Saxon
Ann P. Wilson,
Frio Installation
20 Emmets
money
1 Certain
8 Behold'
('ircuit
Court
Clerk
753-8742
Almo
21 Roman gods
52 Moved by
9 October brew
2 Three-sided
23 Tantalum
enthusiasm
10 Part of
figure
LEGAL NOTICE
symbol
55 Josip Broz
paragraph
3 Time gone by
12 Months
24 Direction
56 Bitter vetch
A final settlement of
4 Beryllium
11 Soft drink
26 Experience
57 Bird's home
16 Poker stake
symbol
Interest Free
accounts has been fil28 Concur
17 First man
5 Value
ed in the Calloway
Financing
29 Male sheep
20 Region
6 War god
District Court by
DOWN
30 Abstract
Goodyear
22 Exists
7 Lair
Carolyn Maxlow, Ex25 Mountain
Passenger Tires;
3
1
4
2
Mr
7
10 11
ecutrix, of the estate
nymph
Magnavox TV's,
a9
26 Youngster
of Hazel M. Alton.
12
13 1111
14
Whirlpool
27 Plague
deceased. Exceptions
28 Suitable
Appliances.
to
this
settlement
18
29 kree of
Only At
must be filed in the
ill
31 Weight of
WI
il
hi
19
RUDOLPH
21 22
Calloway
India
District
'
23
33 Bother
Court on or before
GOODYEAR
34 Speck
November 18. 1985.
753-0595
36 He ran
against Ike
,37 Veranda
30 131
39 Faeroe
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Islands
Gold
SNver
NUll
141I••
111
whirlwind
;
I
T
Closed
Closed
40 Separates
Yesterday 325.80
Yesterday 6.11
41 Landed
42 Style of skirt
Opened
°Wed
44 District in
324.90
Today
Today
6.11
Germany
.90
Down
No
45 Macaws
Complim,‘io• of
46 Seasoning
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
48 Superlative
ending
7 1 3 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 4207 1
50 Prefix before
753 711.3
51 Dollar bill
W.- boy Gold Silver
Mon, ...eh
53 River in Italy
HOW IV 10 6 Daily. Closed Sundials
54 Holy city

ET

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

5. Lost and Found
$100REWARD for return of a Browning 3Magnum, Belgium
made. No questions
asked. Days 753-5261.
evenings 753-4029.
LOST. 4 month old
kitten. grey Br white,
long haired, vicinity of
Ridgewood Rd. on
Halloween night. 7534532.
LOST: male beagle in
Penny Community.
Reward. Call 753-3229
6. Help Wanted
AN Ohio Oil Co. offers
high income, plus cash
bonuses, benefits to
mature person in
Murray area. Regardless of experience, write
P.L. Read, American
Lubricants Co., Box 426,
Dayton. Ohio 45401.
ARTIST'S models.
tempo,
-.-y part-time.
salary $5.00 per hour.
Experience and artistic
sensativity preferred.
Work will be assigned
according to need for
models for Spring
semester. 1986. Contact
Art Department.
Murray State University.502-762-3784.
EOEMF.
riABYSITTER needed
for 4 year old. approx.
20 hours per week.
References required.
Call 753-4801.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope: Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd.. Ft.
Pierce, Fl, 33482.
LEGAL secretary.
paralegal. Challenging
position. Computer &
accounting skills required. Law office experience & shorthand
helpful. Submit resume
to: P.O. Box 1040-L.
Murray. Ky.

9. Situation Wanted
24. Miscellaneous
MANAGER: food • ser- ExIsEftfrrterf) col- CHAIN SAW DULL
vice degree in the field lege student needs car- Keith will make your
preferred. Proven ex, pentry work, all kinds. saw cut good as new.
perience will be con- Superior workmanship. Stokes Tracto4 753-1319.
sidered. Candidate' rough & finished. 'Call bP Gympac weight
should •possess good after 3p.m. 489-2482.
system. Ithaca model 51
marketing skills and be WANTED: to take care 12 g a . 'automatic
willing to work evenings of sick or elderly per- shotgun. Call 753-9838.
& weekends. Contact son, $700 per month. EMPTY 55
gal. oil
Joe Dyer. Director of Phone 527-3474.
drums, $10 ea. or 2 for
Food Service. Murray WILL do babysitting in $15. while supply
lasts.
State University, 502- my home, any age. Re- Stokes Tractor
753-1319.
762-4179 or 762-6990. ferences. Call 753-0370.
PEEDS• supersweet.
EOEMF.
WILL do house clean- Horse teed
Laying
NEED extra Christmas ing. experienced. de. Mash $5.00, $4.75.
14r4 hog feed
money? Olan Mills 4eAL
idable. Call 437-4801.
$3.75. dog feed 28% $9.00.
Studios needs several
do house clean- We guarantee your
phone operators. No ing. Experienced. De- animals
will eat superexperience needed. pendable. References. sweet feeds
or your
Work hours 9-1 or 5-9. Call 753-8043.
money back.
Apply to Holiday Inn, WILLrake
-nr.
ea ,e=M Shoemaker Seed Inc.
M-F, room 111, 1-12 or 753-3111.
4th & Chestnut.
5-7, Ms. Saypack. No
phone calls excepted.
LIKE new wheel chaIr
EOE.
14. Want to Buy
with foot rest, $125.
PART-time helper for
Folding walker. $35.
lighting installation. No 1800 to 2000 SQ. ft., 3 BR,
Call 345-2724.
experience ne A -tary. 2 bath, double garage,
Must have ‘eN'trans- In city limits. Call NEW, factoryuTrfillo
cart trailer, $400. Call
portatior
able to 753-6648.
437-4963 after 5p.m.
work
hour
hour§ and NEED money for X
be UK> lift loads of 50 Mas? I buy' most O AK & Hickory
lbs. •4 an hour to start. anything- old furniture, firewood, you haul- $20
Call 753-3932 after 6p.m.
glassware, etc. Call rick. Call 437-4829.
WANTED, licensed 753-3642 day, 753-5738 OAK & hickory (or sale.
$25 delivered. $30 de.
cosmotologist. Call af- night.
ter 6p.m. 474-2754.
SEEKING travel trailer livered & stocked.
WANTED: mature 18' to 23'. Describe in Phpne 436-2904 or 436woman to stay with detail, send address & 2548.
diabetic.- Very little phone: Vic, Box 797, PICK-UP TRUCK BED
MATS- RUBBER- all
housework. Must have Murray, Ky.
sizes.- DISCOUNT
references. Call 753-4139
PRICES so low you
before 5p.m.
15. Articles for Sale
have to come see for
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft. yourself. Stokes Tractor
9. Situation Wanted
refrigerator with tex- Co., Industrial Rd. 753tured steel door, only 1319.
$8.00 per week. Rudolph RAILROAD ties, 3
Goodyear 753-0595.
grades, $7,, $9 & $12. Call
is participating
WHIRLPOOL heavy 753-2905 or 435-4343.
in a new program entitlduty washer with 4 REFRIGERATOR GE.
cycles, only $6.00 per 5 years old. $150. Call
ed the MSU Dislocated
week. Rudolph 753-7488.•
Workers Project. This
Goodyear. 753-0595.
SEARS electric range,
project is jointly sponavocado green, $150.
16. Home Furnishings
sored by MSU and the
Call days 759.1221,
Kentucky Cabinet for
USED couch, neutral nights 753-2483.
Human
colors, $125. Call 759- SEASONED firewoodResources.
1457 after 5p.m.
-Oak. hickory, mixed
Designed to assist
WHIRLPOOL heavy hardwoods 330/rick
citizens. of west Kenduty dryer with 3 temp delivered. Min. order 2
tucky who, through no
selections, only $4.00 ricks. Call John Boyer
fault of their own are out
per week. Rudolph 753-0338.
Goodyear, 753-0595.
of work. This is a Title III
SILVER Dollar Mobile
Home roof coating. 5
JTPA Federally funded
gal. pale $19'.99. Wallin
19. Farm Equipment
program.
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
The University has an
PAM trailer, tandem TOY tractors, combines
wheels, $450. Call 436- & implements.
opportunity to work with
regular
2840.
participants, screen par& miniature sizes, in
JOHN Deere 45 com- time for Christmas.
ticipants, assess parbine with both headers, Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
ticipants, and make
$2850. Call 753-8313.
WANTED! Customers
knowledgeable deciLATE 1979 4400 John interested in seasoned
Deere combine, excel- oak & hickory firewood.
sions about who, from
lent condition, kept in Buy 5 ricks get 1 free. $25
the program, would be
shed. Call 502-642-2435 per rick. Call Teddie 492the better referrals for
or 642-2491.
8541.
jobs in the area.
W HIRLPOOL
2 2 . Musical
Advantages of the
microwave oven with
program
from
an
AND instruments - 700 watts cooking
new & used- all educa- power, only $4.50 week.
employers view: Ontor approved brands- Rudoph Goodyear, 753The-Job Training-The
for sale, rent to buy, or 0595.
program will pay 50% of
rent to rent. Good WICKS in stock for
employees wages while
prices! Complete repair kerosene heaters, 88
service. Key -Note brands, 422 models.
in training, some parMusic, Paducah, Ky. Wallin Hardware,
ticipants qualify for Tax
443-4353.
Paris, TN.
Credit.
MOUNTAIN Dulcimers WOOD for sale. Calf
•••
handcrafted from local D.W. Fox anytime. Call
Construction: Male
hardwoods. 436-1556 759-4095.
etfenings.
desires full time employWOOD heaters. 25'
ment. Has experience
brick lined firebox, cast
24. Miscellaneous
iron door & grates,
as an
equipment
'84 MDL. Apple He deluxe cabinet with
operator and freight ofProf. sys. 128K, dual lift-up cook surface top,
fice worker. Also has exdrives, micromodem, $299.99. Wallin Hardperience as clerical
voice synthesizer, im- ware. Paris, TN.
agewriter printer.
assistant. Can install
more. Guaranteed pert 27. Mobile Homes for Sale
auto and
window
cond $1600. 'Call 435- 12x55. 2 BR, air conglasses. Preference:
4561.
ditioning, new gas furDaytime.
CARLOS guitar, pinball nace, furnished. $2500.
A-2
machines & games. Call Call days 759-1221.
•••
753-3974.
nights 753-2483.
Welder-Mechanic: Male, 1-10LIDAY Inn is having 12x65 HOLIDAY. 2BR. 2
a remodeling sale, bath, large kitchen and
experienced as a
drapes, bedspreads, living room. Central
blacksmith welder with
carpets, lamps. Call air. Unfurnished except
I.C.G.R.R. shops. Ex753-5986 or come by and for range and reperience working on
ask for Tim Miller from frigerator. Clean. Ec8a.m.-5p.m.
onomical. Many other
riverboats. Worked in
LEADING Edge Per- extras. Must be moved
shipyards and made
sonal Computer, 256 K, 436-5846.
repairs on barges and
with Okidata 84 printer. 14x70 TRAILER, 3 bay
ships. Experience exLeading Edge word shop with storage
processing, Easywriter building on 1 acre. Call
tended into the military
word processing. Lotus 753-0318.
where this individual
1 2 3. Accounting Part- MOBILE home & land
was a Jet Mechanic in
ner softwear included. for sale. 12x52 with well
the air force. Also workWorks perfect. $3195., & septic tank. Reed in military as a junior
complete, days 759-9757, asonable. Call 753-5536
evenings 753-1960.
engineer and deck hand
or :53-0369.
for five years.
A-6
•••

Job Watch:
msu

n

Hopkins Insurance Agency

Clerical
Secretary:
Female, worked as a
customer clerk for
South Central Bell.
Good public relations in
customer service and
clerical experience. Performed such duties as
answering phones, filing, typing, inventory,
stock preparation, and
operating computers.
A-7
Phone 762-6471
between
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mon. through Fri.

Kentucky Central insurance Companies

Chock Our
City & Suburban
Homeowner's
Rates

Call
Dr. Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

NI III
County Wide

-

A DREAM COME TRUE...
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
If you're•people person end are reedy to earn
$23.000. $30000 or more per year, then this is
the opportunity for you.The sky Is the limit! Join
the No. 1 franchise weight loss program In the
world by owning your own INIT CENTER. This service requires low overheed end low inventory.
There is load DIET CENTER territory svelleble
In northern Tennessee. Personal health end
weight control Is the wry of the future. You can
be pert of that future. Join over 2.000 DIET
CENTERS...become • WEIGHT LOSS PROFESSIONAL. ACT NOW. For more information cell
802-753-4742 after 7 p.m. or write Lodestar
Enterprises, Inc. 311 N. 7th Street, Murray, KY
42071.

115 S. 13th
Murray. Ky.
42071

111 a IIII

FREE
LISTING
The "Right" T•Ilow Pars

If You Have A Business In Your Home!

I And Would Like To Be listed In The
1

2nd Annual Edition of Your
"Hometown" Murray-Callowey Co.
Telephone Directory...

Your Name, Business Name,'
Nature Of Your Business, Address &

Send

-

Telephone Number To:

II DJ SCHINDLER PUBLISHING CO.
IT. 1 SOX 303A D(PT. PR
GILBERTSVILLE, KY 42044

BUSINESS TELEPHONE
NOT REQUIRED
(Yaw ii .41.5. Athaatlea lhapanted)

• si a a a NE No II

1';

•

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1985

CLASSIFIEDS
28. Mobile Homes for Rent 41. Public Sales
2 OR 3 BR, Turnished
09
$4
AC/natural gas. Shady 0
Oaks 753-5209.
NIOBILE home lots for
rent. Call 753-0611.
NICE 2 BR. trailer near
Murray. No pets. Call
489-2611.

PAGE 11-B
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43. Real Estate

49: Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53. Services Offered
COMMERCIAL build• RACE W(rining 1985
ALL
LICENSED
1980
CMC
type
Classic
masonry
500
Electrician
ODD job specialist, J.L. McKnight & Sons
ing located on Main St. 1
Yamaha Tri-Z. 200 and pickup, power locks, work, block. brick. for residential
and ceiling fans, electrical. Sawmill on Poor Farm
block from Court 250, 3 wheelers. Priced to
Square. 2000 sq ft. sell. Call 753-8490 after 6 sliding window in truck concrete, driveways, commercial. Heating plumbing, fencing. You Rd. Buyer of standing
and air condition, gas name it, I do R. You
& camper.. top. Real sidewalks, patios, house
downstairs and 2000 sq.
timber. Call 753-7528.
installation and repair. buy. I install. You
nice. Also, 1W70 V W' foundations, new
ft. upstairs.
Upstairs Pm * •
JOINER'S complete
chimneys
Phone
Beatle.
753-0366
Call
or
753-7203.
chimney
•
break,
I
fix.
Call
436- tree service, 32 yrs.
includes 3 bedrooms, 48. Auto Services
1081 DATSLIN pickup, repair. 25 years exfurnished apt. Offered
GUTTERING by Sears 2868.
experience. Also,
IMPORT Auto Salvage. deisel, five speed, air. perience. Free esPAINTIN
G = Paper stumps mechanically
at reduced - price of
Sears continuous gut.
Used cars. new & used AMFM radio. Also has a timates. Call Charles
$45.000. Contc-t
tars installed for your litiging. commerical or removed 10" below
parts: Call 474-2325.
Barnett 753.5476.
fiberglass topper on it
perud Realty 753-1222.
specifications Call residential. Free es- surface. Call 753-0366.
APPLIAN
Red
with
white
CE
topper
Sears 753-2310 for free timates, References. 25 LEE'S CARPET
BUNTERS paradise.
Deisel motor gets ex- SERVICE. Kenmore, estimate..
years experience. CLEANING For
Approx. 47 acres. lots of 4 9 . Used Cars
all
Westinghouse
virkin pine, near 1965 MUSTANG con- cellent gas mileage.
INSULATION blown in Tremon Farris 759-1987
your carpet dr upholstWhirlpool
$3295.
.
Days
23
759-9757
years
2 miles north of Murray
Dukedom. TN. Priced
by Sears. TVA apery cleaning. For a free
vertible. 6 cylinder,
experience. Parts and
at $14,000. Call 502-362. 'automatic. Call evenings 753-1960.
proved. Save on those
Formor Wiggins
estimate call 753-5827.
Inigetion-Residentiel
service. Bobby Hopper.
1982
MEP
CJ-7
Jam4212 or after 5p.m. 489.2156.
high heating and coolSatisfied references • '
Furniture
CAMPBELL WELL
boree Ed. H-top, tilt, Bob's Appliance Ser502-527-9710.
1969 IMPALLA 1.300 or 5-speed. 6 cyl., 51,xxx vice, 202 S. 5th St. ing bills. Call Sears
Building
DRILLING
753-2310 for free
KOPPERUD Realty best offer. Call 753-7600.
McKenzie. 7n
miles. excellent condi- Business 753-4872. 436estimate.
753-4566 • offers an excellent 1070 PLYMOUT 14 tion.
CM Collect
5848 ihomel.
$5.400.
Call
selection of quality Barracuda.
901-352-3671
ot
6 cyl. auto., 435-4561.
homes- all price ranges. $1200. Call 753-1283
901.352 5704
after 1983 SUBURBAN 484, WET BASEMENT? We
Aluminum and vinyl
Metal Roofing
Free Estirnates
For all your Real Estate 5p.m.
siding. Custom trim
V•8 automatic, PS. make wet basements
needs phone 753-1222 or
Siding
&
1076 BUICK Electra PB,air,. tilt. cruise, dry. Work completely
work. References.
visit our office at 711
Factory direct. First gush
STUMP REMOVAL
Limited, good condi- AM-FM, 2-tone, 40 gal. guaranteed. Call or
Call Will Id Dailey,
Main.
ty painted $43.00 per
SERVICE
tion, extra nice. Call tank. 9 passenger. write Morgan Con
733-0elle
square. Galvanized 633.00
Mechanically removed
753-2898.
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Phan 489-2455.
10 inches below the
45. Farms for Sale
per square. Full 36"
1976 -CHEVROLET Im- 1986"(MAZDA 132000-SE5 409A, Paducah, Ky.
surface, no damage to 56 Free Column
coverage. Pay only for
MINI farm with maxi pall& $550. Call after pickup truck for sale, 42001 or call 1 442 7026.
Fri. 8-4
surround
ing lawn
FREE puppies, dart Pit
5p.m.
753-6542.
what
you get. 5V metal Or
features. Neat 3 BR
new, less than 7000 WILL haul/white rock,
Larry Wood 753-0211 or bull & German
627 Broad
standard lengths at
miles. air, AMFM sand, ele, rip rap--atici
home, located on 25
1976 GRAND -1510x, ex1-443-8682.
Shepherd, 2 months old.
acres with 30'840' metal
stereo, 5 speed. excel- masoriary sand, coal,
$26.95 per square.
cellent condition. $900
Extended
TREES trimmed or Call 753.9623.
lent gas mileage, cloth dj.rt, gravel, fill sand.
storage !minding that or
Center
Wood's
Farm
reasonable offer.
removed. Also, yard FREE puppy. panf
Call Rqger Hudson,
seats and carpeted
has water and electric(around back)
502-965-3176 Marion,
Talk to Tony
work. Experienced. Golden Retriever & part
Metallic blue with white 753 4545 or753 6763.
ity. Just reduced to
Kentucky.
Delivery
Free
25
7a.m.-5p.m. 753-5433.
Free estimates. Call Border Collie. Call 489$67,500.. Contact Kopand gray stripes. 0195.
squares and up.
Cancel if rains
1976 TOYOTA Celica Days, 759-9757, evenings
436-2690.
2881.
perud Realty 753-1222.
GT.'. air conditioning, 753-1960.
5-speed. 79.000 rdiles.-TOPPER for sale wNte
ROOFING. Plumbing,
1977 Honda Statia
46. Homes for Sale
fiberglass, fit log
Concrete work, AdWagon, rebuilt engine. wheel
base Diatsun.
3 BEDROOM brick
When we clean
ditions. Painting.'
new paint, 61,000 miles.
sliding front Window,.
SALE
ranch, lit „baths. atGeneral Carpentry.
your
474-2325.
carpet
we
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
slightly damaged. 9150.
tached 2 car garage, pool,
P.A. Molony Co
1977
OLD64
Custom
won't soak you."
Sat. Nov. 9
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Days 759-9757, evenings,
wood burning stove, 7.5
7
5
3
8
6
2 8 . Fr 'e
acres with 5 acres tendi- Cruiser Station Wagon, 753,1960.
Estimates.
•
References. Call
9
passenger.
low
miles,
7-?
ble. $49,500. Call 437-4967.
•
SEWING Machine Reour answering
8a.m•5p.nl. 753-6515 or
3 BR frame, 1 acre lot.
$oup W000 CABINETS & 0
pair. All makes and
Meadow Green
759-1893.
51 . Campers
service 753-3316
RAISED PANEL DOORS•
newly decorated office.
models. Home dr In1978
CH/Vwagon $995.
Birch • OM • Walnut • Cherry
SubdivisiOn
garage, carport, satelFOUR
dustrail.
Star
and
Cab
bag
Over
closCIUNCASES
1980
•
MANTLES
AMC Spirit $1095.
• BOOKCASES
lite. Must see. Lynn
camper, sleeps -6. MOODY'S Mower Re- ing machines. Also
Hwy. 121
KITCHEN.CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Grove, 6 miles west of 1971 Chev. window van, stove/oven, $600. Call
CUSTOM SUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING•
scissor sharpning.40
pair.
Pickup
&
delivery.
runs
good, body very
South
Murray on hwy. 94.
0
COMPETITIVE PRIORS Drop Sy S. See Ow Display
yrs. experience. All 9
436-2840.
Call 753-5668.
$42.000. 435-4583 after rusty, $350. .4975 White
work
•
guaranteed.
Ken"A.
NEED
work
Elite,
needs trans. 5 2. Boats-Motors
on your
8p.m.
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
753.2674.
1212 Main
trees? Topping, prun- neth Barnhill,
work, $350. 1975 Silver
AN extra good 2 bed•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• •
Elite, needs bat. & 14 FT. Runabout, 80 h.p. ing, shaping, complete Stella, Ky.
room brick house.
muffler. $350. 1976 Ford Evinrude with trailer, removal and more. Call
Electric heat plus
motor & trans., 6 cylin- $400. 1803 College Farm ROVER'S TREE
fireplace on a large lot.
SERVICE for Proder, 61,000 miles. $275. Rd.
806 N. 18th St. Call 753-0645.
SAILBOAT. San Juan 21 fessional tree care.
753-3796.
ft., main, jib, boat, 753-0338.
ENJOY beautiful Lake 1978 DATSUN B 210 GX, motor, trailer, $1900.
503 N. 5th
view from this 4 Br. 2 runs great. $2000
or best Call 753-6575 after 3p.m.
bath brick home in offer. Parked at
9-5 FARM
Racer ask for Rusty
Panorama Shores. 2 Gas Station.
435•4583
Friday &
kitchens, fireplace in , after 8p.m.
LUMBE
R
53. Services Offered
Real Estate & Personal Property of the late Mr.
den. Unbelievable low
1960 CADILLAC
*Boxing
Saturday
price. $35,000. Contact
WILL rake leaves 8,
Howard
Flee
Allen at Pine Bluff Shores. Just off
twoo
d
*Framing
Kopperud Realty 753clean gutters. Call 759
'Brougham Coupe, ex1222.
1863
Highwa
y 444. See auction signs.
*
Barn
Posts
cellent condition, corn
FOR sale or trade for pletely
The real estate will be sold at 10 a.m. There is 2 lots 50' x 100'
loaded,' low
*Fence
house of equal value.
0753 and 0754 deed book 166 & 602. One lot has ,a house with full
mileage. Call 7531590 or
Construction
Posts
Large size house with 2
753-8666.
basement. For detail listing call Spann Realty, Southside Shoppattached apartments
YARD SALE
*Treated
Lumber
1981 CADILLAC Coupe
ing
Center, Murray, Ky.Phone 753-7724, Helen Spann Broker jointthat
could
be
used
for
Everything Must Go
*Metal Roofing
DeVille. very good
extra income. Located
ly with Dan Miller-Auctioneer, phone 435-4144, Lynn Grove, Ky.
11
/
2 miles Hwy. 94
condition
inside
and out,
*Farm Hardware
on 413 N. 5th St. $29,900.
Terms on real estate-20% down selling price day of auction.
all the extras, 56995.
East, Happy Holiday
Call 753-7492.
Balance in 30 days with passing of deed. Possession with deed.
Call
435
4206 anytime.
Travel parking lot.
After real estate is sold will sell at this location, nice large satellite
NEW listing by owner! f 1981 LINCOLN Town
Friday 9-5
car, signature series,
receiver with remote control fully equipped, S/S Ref., gas range,
sale:
For
brick
veneer,
Sat. 9-12
3 BR, 142 bath with loaded, excellent con
table 8z chairs, nice washer & dryer, electrical lift chair, bedroom
sake toys. rocker, ap'basement. Close. to ,dition, $8,800. .Call 753suite, odd small tables, lamp tables, 3 piece bookcase.
pliances, children's
Carter Elementary in 8663
The remainder of Mr. Allen's estate will be auctioned at 1 p.m.
clothes, you name it.
city with assumable 1984 MONTE Carlo,
Industrial Drive
Priced to sell. Must
the same day across from Bunny Bread place on Highway 121
944,
.', fixed rate loan. A loaded, must sell. Call
Murray. KY
make room. Genesi' if
good first home with all 247.0007.
South near city limits in Murray, Ky.
Phone 759-1099
appliances included. '78 BUICK Park Ave.
rains.
Aluminum Bass boat, 40 h.p. Mariner outboard motor, 1 WinCall 759-1020 after 6p.m.
Excellent condition, 84, APPLIANCE REPAIR:
chester electric trap or skeet thrower, large model used by gun
NICE: well insulated. 3 000 miles, new tires. Factory authorized for DENNIS McClure conclubs. This trap sold for 85,000.00. New 8z never been used. Another
BR, 2 -bath brick. Best buy ever, $2300. Tappan. Kelvinator and struction, roofing,
skeet thrower mounted on wooden bench, 1 two wheel tilt metal
Brown. Service on gas painting, plumbing. inFamily room with beam Call 753-7275.
and electric ranges, terior or exterior.
ceiling & heatalator in '82 MAZDA 626,
trailer, nice microwave oven, Zenith TV console model with
loaded, microwaves.
dis- Phone 502-382-2689,
fireplace. 753-4486.
remote, all types of reloading equipment, metallic and shot shell,
35,000 true miles, excel/
RUSTIC log home with lent condition, $7500. hwashers, re- 1, Sedalia.
many gauges and calibers. 1965 Dodge pickup, large lot of
frigerators
.
etc.
Earl
FENCE sales at Sears
lovely stone fireplace at Call after 6p.m.
mechanic
Lovett.
tools, 5 drawer tool chest, very large assortment of
354-6956
or
753now. Call Sears 753-2310
the edge of the city. 3 753 3716.
5341.
fishing tackles, plugs-rods & reels and accessories. Dewalt
bedrooms, central heat DEALS
for free estimate for
12"
On Wheels, 211 DAVE'S WINDOW
your needs.
& air, large unfinished N. 6th
radial arm saw and stand, Craftsman table jig saw,shop vacuum
St., Mayfield. CLEANING SERVICE.
Sat. Nov. 9th
basement which could Call
GENERAL HOME
cleaner, variety of photographic equipment. Books of all kinds,
247 2424. '80 Fair
Professional results. REPAIR. 15 years exbe finished at minimal mont
8-12
$1095. '78 Pinto Satisfied references
Honda
XL 100 motorcycle, trunks, clothing, dishes, kitchen uten. perience. Carpentry,
expense. $44.500. Phone
$795. '77 LTD 5895. '77 Commercial
sils, several shotguns-hand guns.
at the school
& re- concrete, plumbing,
Kopperud Realty 753.
), •
Malibu 5695. '77 Chev
sidential. Free es1222 for all details.
Both auctions will be held rain or shine.
ette 5895. '76 Malibu timates. 10r; Senior roofing, siding. NO JOB
All proceeds go
TO SMALL. Free esNot responsible for accidents.
$695. '76 La Sabre $995. Citizens
Call timates. Days 753-6973.
for furnishing TWO bedroom brick '77 Monarch $795. '76 753-9873 ordiscount.
436-2845.
2
nights 474-2276.
home, den with wood Caprice 5995. '75 Monturkey dinners burni-ig fireplace, gar- arch
5495. '75 T Bird
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
and pond on approx
$595. '76 New Yorker
to 30 needy 2ageacre
lot. State Line 5995. '75
9
Terry Paschall-Auctioneer
families. Thanks Rd. west of Hazel. Ky. passenger,Caprice,
SUN., NOV. 10TH 1:00 P.M.
$795. '75
Call 498-8749.
Darrell Beane-App. Auctioneer
Dodge 454 $995. '77
BOATS • MOTORS • TRAILERS
for
your VERY comfortable 3 Chevy
PU $1595. We're
MOTORCYCLES • 4 WD • VEHICLES
i.
Helen Spann-Broker
BR. 1 8z
support.
acres, city hard to beat. Dealers
Plus - Marine Parts• Accessories & more, too
water, all electric. TVA welcome.
For more information & your auction needs
numerous
to
mention.
approved. Low 40's.
Phone 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.
50. Used Trucks
CAMDEN, TENNESSEE
Must see! 753-8289.
"My
Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
Over
65
Units
1972 CHEVROLET
4 7 . Motorcycles
truck, blue/white, ps,
Partial Listing
1986 ATC 250R $1900 and pb. air. tilt-wheel, am 1982 PolarKraft WIDE Jon Boat, 1977 Olds. 4 dr.
1565 Oxford Dr.
1978 Cutlass Supreme fm. good tires. runs
AC/PS.,loaded,(5)Jon Duck & Fishing Boats,4 WD
Fri. & Sat.
Broughan $3000. Call 753- good, good condition
Jeep (runs good), 15' Bass Buster Boat w/40 hp MerCall 489-2869.
Hunting & fishing 7252 after 7 pm.
cury & trailer (clean). 198417'SkipJack Bass w/90
gear,
hp PAerc. w/trirn, loaded. Drive-on tn..(10)or more
linens,
Small Fishing Motors from 5 to 65 hp (aN running),
drapes, dishes,
1978 G6750 Suzuki, Vetter, Motel Bags. Frain. onsm. appliances,
ly 12,074 miles, 1979 15' Procraft Bass Boat, loadFriday,
Nov.
8th
at
6
p.m.
Rain
or
clothing, furniture.
ed wr82. 50 hp Mercury 81 WI. 1978 ½ ton 4 WD
shine. At the J and G Repair and Golf
Pickup (nice), Suzuki Dirt Bike, Yamaha 100(4,670
Cart Shop. Off of Hwy.94 east on Inmiles), '68 Chevy Pickup w/utility bed, 1 ton Ford
Truck w/dump bed, over 35 boats, motors & trailers.
dustrial Road behind Southern States
Bass Boats • Wide Flatboat • Runabouts•Pontoon
Co-op in Murray, Ky. Ill health causes
• V Bottoms • Assorted Sizes, Makes &
LYNN VILLE, KENTUCKY
the owner to sell a large lot of extra
Models Some With & Without Motors.
For

Every Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun.12:30-5p.m.

29. Heating and Cooling
ASHLEY wood heater
with blower, used 2
seasons. Four stack
portable 220 heater,
almost new. 753-7833
after 5p.m.
FISHER wood stove,
mama bear size, excellent condition, 3 years
old, $250. Call 753-9970
32. Apts for

Rent

1 & 2 BR apt. near
downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 7534109. 762-6650, or 4362844.
1 & 2 BR apts. Couple or
adult only Call 753-5536.
1 BR furnished apt., air
conditioned. Boys
preferred. No pets. 121
North, next to fair
grounds. 753-3139
1 BR furnished apt..
water furnished, low
utilities. No pets please.
$145 a month. Call
753-3949.
2 BR duplex, 1300 Peggy
Ann lir. 1 room efficiency apt. 1603 College Farm Rd. Murray.
Call 492-8225.
ONE bedroom apartment. near downtown
shopping area. Call 7539251 or 753-0662.
ONE bedroom furnished
Apartment. partial
utilities paid. no pets. Call
753-9741.
TAKING applications
for Section 8 Rent
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3
BR
Apply Hilldale
Apts.. Hardin. Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
34. Houses for

Rent

2 BR house near downtown. Lease & deposit
required. $275 per
month. Call 753-6429
after 4p.m.
3 BR house near Ky.
Lake on Hwy. 962. $175
month Call 753-1831.
FULLY furnished.
quality built. 2 BR, 2
bath. year round lake
front home 2 car garage, boat dock. in
Panorama Shores. $385
month. Available with 6
month leafs, Contact
Bill Kopperud 753-1222.
11-EYVLY redecorated,
small 2B44 house, quiet
neighborhood near
hospital. $210 plus de
posit and lease. Days
247-0408, 6-9p m
753
0157.
WATERFRONT home
on Jonathan Creek.
Cable hook up, _no pets. 1
year lease and deposit.
Call 492 8360
36. For Rent or Lease
25860 BUILDING in
Murray Call 489-2761
after 6p.m.
37. Livestock-Supplies
50 ROt
tiles of hay.
$20 a bale. Call 436-2840.
38 . Pets-Supplies
AEC Alaskan Malamute puppies, shots &
wormed, good pets, nice
guard dogs. S125. Call
753-9390.
ARC registered Cocker
Spaniels. buff & red.
$85. Call 435-4477.
AKC registered Beagle
puppies. 5 months old.
Call 753-4692.
POINTER pups- Mississippi Rifle. Miller's
Chief and .Pork Roll
Breeding. All ages.
Phone 492-8607 days,
after 5p.m. 753-2789.
PROFESSIONAL dog
training classes starting now. Kind & effective method. All aspects
of obedience training.
Call Mary 436-2858.
RAT Terrier UKC puppies, $75. Call 901.7823268

At:
North 641
Flea Mkt.

Aluminum
Service Co.

q,4

YARD
SALE

TLC Cleaning
Service

YARD

MOVING
SALE

ABSOLUTE
ESTATE AUCTION
Nov. 9th 1985 at 10 a.m.

Commercial
Residential
New & Old
Free Estimates
25 Years
Experience

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

753-6123

Calloway County
Midtile School ,k
Craft & White
Elephant Sale

Dan Miller-Auctioneer

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

GARAGE
SALE

AUCTION SALE

FARM MACHINERY AUCTION
Saturday, Nov. 9th, 10 A.M.

AUCTION SALE

Sat., Nov. 9th, 10 a.m. Rain or
Shine. At the former Jenkins
Building. 1 mile south of Murray,
Ky. city limits on Hwy. 121.
Will offer for sale - 5 mobile homes to be
moved from premises, aN furniture, appliances,
other nice furniture, glass, china and antique
collector items.
At 10 a.m. will sell 1-10x50 extra nice
mobile home 11
/
2 miles south of this site. Leave
Hwy. 121 on Overby Road, go to the end of
this road and turn right Yr mile. WI saN olifurniture and appliances with trailer. Will then
come back to Hwy. 121 site and seN 1-10x50
trailer and furniture, 2-10x40 trailers with furniture, 1-8x35 trailer and furniture. These are
good livable trailers, nice for office, shop trailer
or good investment.
Nice living room suite, love seat, odd chairs,
wardrobe, TV.. stereo record player, other furniture. lots of glass, china, trinkets, antique
items.
For more informatbn caN

OTTO CHESTER'S
AUCTION SERVICE
435-4128

()rimy's

Lynn Grove, Ky.

Announcements made day of sale take
precedence over printed matter. Not responsible for accidents.

high priced and nice shop tools.
Large Snapper tool chest filled with
good wrenches, hammers, drills, screw
drivers, socket sets, impact wrenches,
drills, sanders, grinders, buffers, other
small tool boxes of tools, bolts, nuts,
screw bins, metal shelves, wort benches,
vices, large saw filing work bench with
the tools and supplies, skill saw, motors,
boxes of saw chains and parts, paint
guns, body working tools, pre-rolling
paper, mechanical golf carts parts and accessories, battery charger, 1 lot of new
Exide high amp. batteries, fans, 2 push
mowers,8 hp John Deere riding mower,
1-8 hp Briggs and Stratton motor, squirrel cage fan, other shop fans, new 1985
Easy Rider dump trailer, 2 hp air compressor with 200 ft. of hose. Lots of paint
and thinners, metal shelves, office desk
and chair, gold cart parts, Miller 225 electric welder, Booster battery charger, paint
mixer, paint drying lamps. Lots TOM
items. These are the best of tools and in
extra 'nice condition.
For more information call

OTTO CHESTER'S
AUCTION SERVICE
435-4128

Lynn Grove, Ky.

Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Boyd

lAlso Reserved Sale On 5 items)
•'82 17'5" ft. HydreSports X-270 w/drive on
Trailer. loaded (slick)
•'85 17'6" ft. Aries Bess Boat, loaded w/'84 90hp.
oil inj. Johnson whrim & drive on custom color drive
on trailer
• 84 15' PolarKraft Bass Boat. w/'84 all Mj. 40hp
Johnson w/electric start (under warranty) & drive
orritaller.
•'84 15' Shiites Bass Boat w150 hp Johnson, tilt,
troll depth. 88 Prop, drive on color bairn (5 times
fished in)
•'78 "Silver Anniversary" Corvette, w/T-Tops, 350
L-48 Auto, (just 53,626 miles) Loaded, 1 owner &
garaged kept.
Location & pirections: Corner of Highway 70 East
& Extention Street. next to Clyde's B-8-43 - From
the North) Take 641 South to Hwy 70, Turn
left...From1-401 take Exit 128,to 641 North, right
on 70.. From the Westi Take 70 East to Camden.
TN•••Look for Auction Signs.
Terms: Cash, cashier!, or approved check with brink
letter of guarantee. Dealers must have sales tax no
& signed certificate of resale. Announced sale con
dhions take precedence over printed material
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
901 -584-812t
Firm No. 588 ri.
- 1ri

RI K

ROY ORR
Auctioneer
LAND &
AUCTION CO.

.••.•••006

isUMMV FM Al
Auctioneer
CAMDEN.
TIM.

From Mayfield take Hwy 303 south approximately 11
miles, turn
left on Hwy 94 approximately 4 miles to Lynnville,
take Swan Road
to auction site. Watch for signs. From Murray take
Hwy 94 west to
Lynnville. Watch for signs. Larry Seay Auction Company has
been
commissioned by Mr. & Mrs. Hugh Boyd of Lynnville, to sell the
following items:
1974.8600 Ford tractor. 1968-530 Case tractor. 1968-A2 Gleaner
combine_ 6 row Ford cultivator. 4 row John Deere rotary hoe. 1 set
Ford 4-14 inch bottom plows. 1 set Ford 5-16 inch bottom
plows.
1968 Hawn 300 Hi Boy, 1976 11 -row AC no-till planter. 2
125
-2&0
0
gallon water tank. 2-100 gallon fuel tanks with pump.

gallon tufftanks. 1-18 ft

Ford hydraulic-fold disc 1.18 ft harrow.
1963 F700 Ford truth with bed. 300 gallon spray tank. 4 combine
blades. A-Farmall tractor with cultivators.
CONSIGNED ITEMS WILL CONTINUE TO
BE ACCEPTED BEFORE SALE DATE

SALE CONDUCTED BY

LARRY SEAY'S
AUCTION COMPANY
NU%
Seas. uc(ioI1eer
4
Any announcemeets made day of sale take precedence over printed matter.

Licensed & Bonded in Kentucky & Tennessee
Not Responsible for Accidents!
247-7807
247-9949
- 382-2249.
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Substance found in the fuel of crashed airplane was not sugar as originally believed
ATLANTA (API — A
substance found in the
fuel of an airplane that

1Q1

crashed in Butts County, killing 17 people, was
not sugar as originally
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Introducing Our New
H.O. 84 Homeowners

1977 Chevrolet Silverado
Brown, auto, air, AM/FM, only 47,000
miles

$4,277

Much Broader Coverage
Still the Best Rates

DWAIN
753.1617
641 S. Murray
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

We can write up to 6 miles out.
Call us for an H.O. 84 Quote
today.

KAK STUMP REMOVAL
we can rernave stumps up
to 20 below, the grou,n1
43$•0303 0, OM 11319
,Wo Now Haul Oil Grow&

Prices Good
11-07-85
Thru 11-13-85

ci
Both With $30.00 Or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy,
Tobacco & Drinks
Special
& Turkeys On

Domino

SUGAR
5 Lb

Clou F
woo'

HONEY
KETCHUP
BEEF STEW

We Accept
Food Stamps

1407 West Main
753-4682
We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

Order your baked or smoked
Turkey, Barbeque Shoulder
or Pit Baked Ham for
Thanksgiving!

White Cloud

TOILET
TISSUE

Flav-O-Rich Lowfat 14 Gal.

99°

MILK

.
,4 AP

•••,•118.6•00
."1,

5

Limit 1

•

i

Hungry Jack Instant

,

POTATOES

/6 oz. $ 1 49

Limit

4 Roll Pkg.

With $ 15.00 or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco
& Drinks On Special
& Turkeys On Special
'I

crash was not the work down, though, about 36
of saboteurs.
percent water was
The Atlanta Constitu- found.
tion reported that an
"There should be no
FBI source said a probe water in the unit," he
of the fatal crash has said. "At what point the
turned up "no credible level of water will
evidence that it was advers,ely affect the
sabotage."
engine — I can't say
Hicks said NTSB in- that."
vestigators have not
seen the FBI's lab
Sixteen sky divers and
reports.a pilot were killed in the
Hicks said the NTSB crash of the Cessna 208
investigation is almost Caravan. A large porcomplete.'When his pro- tion of the FBI inbe is finished, he said, vestigation has focused
the results will be turn- on the plane's owner,
ed over to the full Atlanta real estate
transportation safety developer David
board, which will make "Cowboy" Williams.
a determination on the
cause of the crash.
Williams, who died in
During thejnitial fuel the crash, knew and had
tests after 'the crash, sky-dived with Andrew
Hicks said, "significant Carter Thornton II, who
and wide-ranging quan- parachuted to his death
tities of water" were in Knoxville, Tenn.,
found. He said the Sept 11. Thornton's body
average water in fuel was found with 79
samples was 5 percent.
pounds of cocaine strapIn the engine tear- ped to his waist:

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-8

41CrWa310.11V 43
Inc, cl M

Sue Bee

theorized that the plane
may have been
sabotaged.
But Hicks said a later,
more thorough test conducted at Georgia Tech
laboratories has shown
that the substance found
in the fuel was not
sugar.
The second test was
performed "to verify
and quantify the
presence of sugar,"
Hicks said. "The NTSB
asked Georgia Tech to
perform additonal,
more sensitive, testing
that was beyond the
capacity of the first
laboratory."
What was found was a
compound similar to
sugar, but not sugar
Itself.
Wednesday.'s NTSB
news conference came
on the same day as
published reports
quoting FBI sources
saying investigators
now feel the Sept. 29

determined the identity safety inspector for the
of the substance, National Transportation
Preston Hicks, an air Safety Board, said
Wednesday.
Hicks also said a teardown of the plane's
engine found that fluid
from the engine's fuel
control unit contained 36
percent water.
He'refused to
speculate on the
significance of either
finding, though he said
ideally there should be
no water in the fuel.
After an initial
302 N. 12th
analysis of the piz.x.c*s
753-5842
fuel, conducted for the
NTSB Oct. 2, indicated
that sugar was in the
fuel, the FBI was called
in on the crash investigation. Authorities

hrup 111.1t t.re•rt

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

64•14111a. eak4,04111

believed, a federal investigator said.
Authorities have not

Sweet Sue Chicken

BROTH

With $15 00 Or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco
& Drinks On Special
& Turkeys On Special
2
1

14% oz.

2/690

Combo All Flavors

SNACKS

8 oz $ 1 15

24 oz.

Stokely Tomato

New! Pillsbury Carrot-ApricotDate-Banana-Blueberry

Domino Powdered or Dk. Brown

SUGAR

28

Dinty Moore 24 oz.

Lb Box

59° BREAD MIXES $149
2 Liter Size

Ureen Want
Sliced or Button

Chicken of the Sea
Water Pack or Oil Pack

MUSHROOMS

TUNA
oz 69°
$ 29 CHIPS
PIE FILLING
APPLE JUICE $139
PEAS
SPEARS
GREEN BEANS 2/89° ROUND

19

4h oz

61/4

Lucky Leaf 21 oz. Cherry

PEPSI & PEPSI
PRODUCTS $1 19

Frito-Lay Potato

7 02

White House 48 oz.

Pillsbury Plus All Flavors 18% oz.

Fresh Like Sweet

Green Giant Asparagus

89° MILK
Gal.$199
2/89 CAKE MIX 79°
Prairie Farm Whole

_1434 02.

15 oz. $ 195

U.S. Choice
Boneless

Fresh Like Cut 14 oz.

Fresh Like Cut Whole Kemal or Cream Style

CORN

/4 oz.

$119

Senecca 64 oz.

APPLE JUICE

STEAK

2/89°

Harpers Whole

COUNTRY I TURKEY
W Tender Timer
HAMS
16-22 Lb. Avg.

alm?
Li

77°

d
dicaali;

DELI

$ 1 79 1 $

Sliced $1 59 Li

PRODUCE affeachir

MEAT

Family Pack

Hyili, P.irk

GROUND
BEEF
3-4 lb pkg.

t

affraider
ci

U S Choice Boneless Sirloin

Golden Ripe

25° TIP ROAST

BANANAS

U S Choice Boneless Sirloin
Iceberg

LETTUCE
F.10(1, S,713

Grade A. Boneless Chicken

14

BROCCOLI
L-

Frozen Baking

Yellow 3 Lb Bag

ONIONS
IJ S

Ain

59° TIP STEAK
BREAST
99°
HENS
59° SAUSAGE
Fr wins Whole Hog Country

.3 lb

1 Heil

POTATOES

Owen

I 1,

N

4
LI

•

'

lb

$

39

4.11MOMPOONroo,

BBQ PORK

429

Owen's Faint pus

BBQ BEEF
ovven.,.
II $289 ROAST BEEF
69° CORNED BEEF
lb

$

59

Best

$329

lb

Deli

$429

111

s Besl

lb

$
429

lb

$
4
29

ib

Owen's Best Deli
lb $

19

2 Lb 2 35
Best Sliced 3 4 Lb Pkg

B.,69° BACON

onessoismoommommemolimpipporampomommorwwwWkriftedmpow*

Uwen's Famous Pit

PEPPERED BEEF
Owen s Famons L., or Whole Pit

$

19

BAKED HAM

lb

$219

